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Abstract

The community based health service is escalating in many developing countries as a means to fulfill the health related millennium development goals. Besides to providing primary health care, these community health workers collect, compile, transfer and use community health data. The potential benefits and opportunities of assignment of these community health workers in low-income countries have brought not only remarkable improvement on access to and coverage of communities with basic health services, but also helps to increase the community participation for their own health activities. Recently, the search for sustainable solutions to the development problems that continue to confront developing countries has led to renewed interest in the potential contribution of the community knowledge. The importance of community knowledge is acknowledged to enhance sustainable development endeavors and acceptance of the scientific methods by the community. Thus, the two knowledge systems from scientific and community sources need to be bridged. In line with this pressing need, this thesis aims to develop an understanding of the role of community knowledge in the public health sector of a developing country. The particular focus is the health service provision and information systems at the community level, which was explored by analyzing the day-to-day practices of community health workers, known as health extension workers who serve the rural residents in Ethiopia. An interpretive approach using qualitative methods was adopted in the study and empirical data were collected through interviews, participant observation, as well as, detailed review of formal reports, documents and publications. The study was conducted in Ethiopia and took place between 2008 and 2012. Theoretically, this thesis drew on concepts from the knowledge domain, which includes the knowledge bases from the community and scientific sources, and knowledge boundary and communication. The study takes practice based perspective that used to understand the day-to-day practices of community health workers, and the impact of community knowledge in the health sector. The concept of standardization and flexibility were also used to emphasis the role of community knowledge to implement the standards at the ground.

The findings show that health extension workers work in collaboration with other public health actors that include community volunteers, households, colleagues and their supervisors. They mostly knew their population and the context since they interact and observe the practices within their communities and build on the knowledge for that community. This context-specific knowledge is commonly informing their practices. This thesis showed the quandary arises from the mismatch between population data known by the community health workers and projected from census using scientific methods. However, rather than the conflict between the sources of knowledge, the overall findings suggest that relevant practices originated from the community knowledge need to be integrated with the scientific sources and it has presented how community knowledge compliments the knowledge sources from scientific bases. This research also showed the knowledge boundaries and communication patterns in the health extension workers training schools and public health sector of Ethiopia. Health extension workers and volunteers were taken as knowledge brokers who facilitate knowledge communication between the new health initiatives and rural households. It has also identified the potentialities that facilitate or inhibit knowledge communication among the public health actors. To enhance knowledge communication across boundaries, this thesis suggests the need to nurture the existing potentials and mitigate constraints.

This thesis makes contribution both for the domain of public health and information systems. The theoretical contributions include building a framework that categorizes the fixed and flexible elements within a standard, which provided a unique insight to deal with flexible standards based on the community knowledge. It has also showed illustrations for integrating knowledge from the community and scientific sources. Identifying the role of knowledge brokers in communicating knowledge across boundaries in the public health sector of a developing country is also another contribution. The practical contributions concerns on studying the potential for improving the community health service and health information systems by considering the local input from the health extension workers, community volunteers and the community; consider the population data both from the scientific and community sources, equip health extension workers training schools with relevant teaching materials, make available unified data collection and reporting tools, and offer continual refresher trainings for community volunteers.
Chapter One: Introduction

This chapter introduces the research that is the basis of this thesis. The chapter is organized into six main sections. First, the background of the study is presented focusing on the significance of the study and research motivation. Hereafter, an overview of the theoretical basis will be presented in section three followed by the research approach in section four. Section five discusses the research objective and research questions. Section six gives an outline of the contributions. Finally, the chapter closes by providing the organization of the thesis.

1.1 Significance of the Study

This study examined how community knowledge is used in the health care sector of a developing country. Community knowledge in this thesis is applied to denote knowledge of the community of a particular rural area. This includes their interactions and experience within that area, their traditions, and incorporation of knowledge emanating from elsewhere into their everyday activities. The indigenous peoples of the world possess an immense knowledge of their environments, based on centuries of living close to nature (Fernandez, 1994; ICSU, 2000; Ma Rhea, 2004). Puri (2003, 2007) reveals that indigenous knowledge of the environment can provide context-specific understandings that can complement scientific knowledge. Development initiatives need to draw on the rich body of knowledge that community members have acquired to support their activities.

In the context of health sector reforms, many countries have implemented community based health services in order to achieve the ideals of primary health care (PHC) to the needy (WHO, 2002). Considering the initiation of these community health programs in many developing countries, there is a need to explore how the community knowledge can be effectively used for supporting implementation of health service provision and health information systems (HIS), which is the theme of this study. There are at least three empirical reasons for selection the theme of this study. First, although literature has indicated that community based health services are successful (Banteyerga et al, 2011; Otieno, 2012), there are some issues related to the use of context-specific knowledge of the community and local work practices (Kanjo, 2012; Piotti et al., 2006). Second, the community based health service entails the need to collaborate among the health sector staff and the community with different types of knowledge that require knowledge communication across boundaries (Carlile 2002, 2004).
This demands analyzing the different knowledge boundaries and the means that may facilitate knowledge communication. Third, community health services focus on disease prevention lessons and high-impact basic services at low cost (Berman, Gwatkin and Burger, 1987). However, curative service is common ones given at the health facilities and this shift sometimes dismays the clients and creates a gap (Banteyerga et al., 2011). Hence, unless these gaps and underlying problems are understood and dealt with, many breakthroughs in community health programs fail (WHO, 2007).

According (WHO, 2007: p 3), the umbrella term “community health worker” embraces a variety of community health aides selected, trained and working in the communities from which they come. The roles and activities of community health workers are enormously diverse over time, within and across countries and across programs. While in some cases community health worker perform a wide range of different tasks that can be preventive, curative and/or developmental, in other cases they may be appointed for very specific interventions. Besides, by capturing the complex and dynamic epidemiological and community shifts at the household level, community health workers can provide vital information to inform the national health system priorities (Otieno, 2012). Community health workers had and have a large number of different titles (WHO, 2008). Some are volunteers supported in kind by the community, and some are paid through community or government funds. The focuses of this study are community health workers who serve the rural dwellers in Ethiopia; the health extension workers (hereafter HEWs) and community volunteers. Health extension workers are salaried government employs who have completed grade 10 formal education and trained for a year in public health activities, whereas community volunteers are members of a given community who volunteer to support HEWs.

1.2 Research Motivation

In recent times, community health workers are best positioned to deliver health services at grass-root level as countries around the globe strive towards meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) (WHO and Global Health Workforce Alliance, 2010). It is recognized that better health makes an important contribution towards economic progress, as healthy people live longer, are more productive, and save more (OECD, 2003). Thus, health is high on the international agenda and improving the health of poor people is a central issue in development. The MDGs are the most successful global anti-poverty push in history (United Nations, 2011). Three out of eight MDGs: Reduce child mortality, Improve maternal health and Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis, are directly related to health. The MDGs
are inter-dependent; all the MDG influence health, and health influences all the MDGs. Ethiopia is one of the countries agreed to fulfill the MDGs by the year 2015. Accordingly, accelerated expansion of the PHC coverage strategy through the health extension program has already been developed and endorsed by the government of Ethiopia with a view to achieving universal coverage of the PHC (FMOH, 2005).

The health extension program is the way of extending basic health care from institutional based to community and household level that creates opportunities to every household to access basic health services. The program is implemented by deploying two salaried female HEWs, at each village (Kebele). The HEWs were likely to be most effective when working in cooperation with other public health actors that include community volunteers, traditional birth attendants (TBAs), households, colleagues, their supervisors and other partners. This partnership has been found to be basic for promoting preventive health practices and improving health outcomes (Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). The health extension program also requires active participation of the community. Thus, every family can improve their health status through their active participation and their own actions and efforts (FMOH, 2005).

With about 85 percent of the population living in rural areas, the health extension program brings health services closer to the population at the family level (Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). HEWs also collect, analyze, transfer and use community health data (Damtew, 2010). Otieno (2012) also revealed that deploying of the community health workers, who provide health services to the community and household level as well as to gather data, constitutes a promising improvement both for the HIS and health care provision. Hence, there is a promised potential towards the improvement of PHC delivery and community HIS in Ethiopia because of the implementation of this community based health initiative (FMOH, 2007). The health extension program is also receiving international attention as it appears to be successfully contributing to dramatic improvements in key health indicators in Ethiopia that are essential to fulfill the MDGs (USAID, 2013). In Ethiopia, over 85% of the population has now access to PHC: the figure has increased particularly rapidly in the past few years following the introduction of community based health service through the health extension program (Banteyerga et al, 2011).

Improved data and monitoring tools are crucial for devising appropriate policies and interventions needed to achieve the MDGs. Although some progress is being made, reliable statistics for monitoring development remain inadequate in many poor countries. The
The challenge of building in-country capacity to produce better policy-relevant data is enormous (United Nations, 2011). As a result of recent efforts, more data are now available in the international series for the assessment of trends. Within developing countries, the rural-urban dichotomy has disparities geographically, demographically, economically, and environmentally (Kanjo and Kaasbøll, 2011). Most areas are rural, the rural population is higher than urban, and most of the poor reside in rural settings wherein there is poor infrastructure. Within this context, community health workers serve the rural population and generate health data in rural villages. They mostly cooperate with community volunteers, for instance, community health workers in Malawi have been using TBAs as their source of data on births and deaths generated within communities (ibid). Besides, these community health workers live in villages among the community, hence, they are able to develop context-specific knowledge of the community as they interact with the same group frequently.

Context-specific knowledge of the community health workers enable them to identify people within their community whom they can trust and use those people as point of data collection (Damte, 2010; Kanjo and Kaasbøll, 2011). Brehon (2000) emphasizes that the starting point for any venture in a community context is the current practice of that community. The author has argued that if one looks at the community's practice, beliefs, and knowledge, one has a firmer foundation on which to build a task. The indigenous community knowledge has been the basis for agriculture, food preparation and conservation, health care, education, and the wide range of other activities that historically sustains a society and its environment in many parts of a world for many centuries (Senanayake, 2006). Conversely, many scientists and academics have considered indigenous knowledge systems as primitive, simple and static (Warren, 1989, Hoben, 1995). Kanjo (2012) argue that local community knowledge in the health sector was undermined, since the system favors the modern health sector. Other researchers, on the other hand, have stressed the need for acknowledging the importance of community knowledge base for sustainable environmental development and acceptance of the scientific methods by the community (Rahman, 2000; Rengalakshmi, 2006; Puri, 2007). The authors mentioned that the dichotomy between indigenous community knowledge and modern scientific knowledge is increasingly seen as a cause for underdevelopment. The community knowledge is not the panacea for solving all problems related to development (Kapoor, 2002), but can complement the scientific knowledge in order to benefit from the different strengths of the two systems. Hence, the two knowledge domains from scientific and community sources need to be bridged (Rengalakshmi, 2006; Puri, 2003, 2007). Many of the
solutions to public health problems exist but are not applied because of knowledge gaps among and within countries. These gaps can be bridged through the development of an environment that encourages the creation, sharing and effective application of knowledge to improve health of the community (WHO, 2006).

Recognizing the need for fostering community health services and information systems for the betterment of public health in developing countries coupled with my own background and work experience have provided the basic motivation for conducting this study. The health extension program launched in 2003 by the Ethiopian Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) is an innovative community based program. Such types of initiatives, I argue, need to be considered in the literature to benefit from the existing potentials and to mitigate the constraints encountered. My background is from the health sciences and information sciences. I have a long experience with working at different levels and positions in the health care system of Ethiopia, in Amhara region. Accordingly, I have been involved in various activities related to the health extension program and have had the chance to explore the problems associated with the health extension program and HIS in my daily work. I have also been involved in the training of master students, both health workers and from information science, in Ethiopia and Norway on the role and use of HIS to support and thereby improve health service management. These exposures helped me to see the drawbacks and the improper functioning of the HIS, something which inspired me to develop a deeper understanding of the phenomena.

There is a need to strengthen the HIS starting from the community level; from where the health data are mainly collected, especially in rural settings where majority of the population reside. These multiple perceptions initiated me to be more interested in the study area. Therefore, this thesis rests on community based health services and information systems.

1.3 Theoretical Approach

1.3.1 Perspectives of Knowledge and Knowledge Communication

The search for sustainable solutions to development problems that continue to confront developing countries has led to renewed interest in the potential contribution of the indigenous community knowledge (Dube and Musi, 2002). This has been defined as a systematic body of knowledge acquired by local people through accumulation of experiences, informal experiments and intimate understanding of the environment in a given culture (Rajasakeran, et al., 1992). Mwadime (1999) has stated that this knowledge domain
“embraces knowledge of tools and techniques for assessment, acquisition, transformation, and utilization of resources in their locality” (p. 247). This thesis used the terms indigenous knowledge or community knowledge to denote knowledge of the community of a particular rural area in general. Specifically this concerns context-specific knowledge of HEWs and community volunteers in particular, when they use it in the processes of health service provision and data management.

It is very clear that there is much to be learned from indigenous knowledge systems of local people. Academics, policy makers, planers need to pay greater attention to this invaluable treasure of knowledge (Senanayake, 2006). This study also seeks to understand how context-specific knowledge of the community is utilized and shared in the public health sector of a developing country, which in turn may impact health service provision and HIS. There have been numerous debates amongst researchers about knowledge creation and sharing. For instance, Grover and Davenpost (2001) mention sharing of knowledge occurs at various organizational levels and between organizations. At these levels, knowledge sharing occurs between individuals, from individuals to groups, from individual to explicit sources, between and across groups, and from groups to the organization (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). However, since knowledge is sticky to its context and implicit, sharing of knowledge becomes a difficult phenomenon (Polayni, 1996; Zach, 1999). It indicated that this knowledge domain cannot be easily articulated or communicated in codified forms. Knowledge of this kind is experience-based; it can only be revealed through practice in a particular context and transmitted through networks of human relations (Rajasakeran et al., 1992). As Cook and Brown (1999) and Carlile (2002) stressed, knowledge and knowing cannot be separated from an individual’s engagement in the ‘practicing’ of their practice.

Wenger (2000) has stated that shared practice by its very nature creates boundaries, which offer difficulties and possibilities through connecting communities. Carlile (2002, 2004) has also mentioned that there are three progressively complex knowledge boundaries that require different communication processes. According to the author, communication among people requires common knowledge of the syntax (structure), semantics (meaning), and pragmatics (practical) of language in order to understand each other’s domain specific knowledge. An increase in the difference, dependence and novelty of domain-specific knowledge between people creates progressively complex boundaries of conveying knowledge. The more are the complex boundaries, in turn; require three progressively more complex processes of knowledge transfer, translation and transformation. In short, it is designated as the 3-T
framework. The knowledge boundary and knowledge communication concepts, as described by Carlile, are relevant for this study. Because the notion of knowledge boundary and communication allows explaining the process of communicating across knowledge boundaries amongst communities that may consists of people in different specialized domains (Van de Ven, 2007). This thesis is also concerned with how knowledge might be communicated and used in the public health sector among people that have different domain specific knowledge.

This thesis also explores the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers in communicating new health initiatives across knowledge boundaries with rural households. The role of knowledge brokers as an intermediary is widely documented (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997; Pawlowski and Robey, 2004; Lomas, 2007; Rolls et al., 2008). The primary task of a knowledge broker is connecting knowledge seekers to sources of knowledge in a particular topic area (Dougherty, 1992).

In this thesis, I will interchangeably use the term knowledge sharing and knowledge communication. The first represents the most common way to articulate conveying of the expected knowledge and skills, and the latter is adopted from Carlile (2002, 2004); to indicate knowledge transfer, translation and transformation across the knowledge boundaries. Knowledge sharing (communication) is of interest for this thesis since it deals with the community level health service provision and HIS that require close interaction and knowledge sharing amongst public health actors. Knowledge communication mechanisms in this case can refer to the way by which the HEWs share knowledge with other public health actors, including community volunteers, rural households, peers, their teachers and supervisors.

By drawing upon the 3-T framework formulated by Carlie (2002, 2004), this thesis emphasizes the important role that health managers and other stakeholders need to play in creating conditions and incentives that may facilitate knowledge communication amongst public health actors. Eventually, the Carlie 3-T framework can provide an understanding of the approaches to communicating knowledge across boundaries for building partnerships. It also helps to develop the notion of knowledge communication across boundaries in the public health sector and how it can be applied in everyday practices of community health workers in a developing country.

Studying the community health programs enables me to contribute to practice based studies (Carlie 2002, 2004; Puri, 2007; Kanjo, 2012). In line to practice-based studies, I have viewed
learning as being a situated and an integral part of practices and relationships. This body of literature has demonstrated the usefulness of viewing knowledge as a process rather than something cognitive taking place in the heads of individuals or as context-free commodities (Gherardi, 2000). I have studied the everyday practices of HEWs and community volunteers, hence practice-based theories would be appropriate to deal with knowledge and its communication across boundaries in the public health sector.

1.3.2 The Issue of Standards within the Domain of Health Care and HIS

Standards are required to produce and maintain similar work practices in different places or countries (DeVries, 2006). Some standards are general purpose, while others are sector specific (for instance, health care). In the health care sector, Timmermans and Berg (2003) have identified various kinds of standards categorized as design, terminology, performance and procedural standards. Design standards set structural specifications, such as the size of the buildings; terminological standards creates stability of meanings such as the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code for specifying how various diseases are registered and compared across contexts; performance standards set out specifications such as level of complication rates for specific observation, and procedural standards specify the process, such as the working guidelines. Procedural standards are most relevant for this study. Specifically, this thesis has conceptualized the standardized working guidelines as procedural standards that guide health workers to carry out activities related to the HIS and health service provision.

As such, standardizing in HIS refers to the process of employing best practice principles and guidelines for the collection and storage of health care data in a uniform manner across various facilities, levels, and programs. This includes the use of uniform instruments and practices for collection of data, its analysis and transmission (Mavimbe, 2007). Different researchers have demonstrated that information systems need to be situated to the local context of use. Since conditions and needs are not similar in different contexts, there is a need to balance the local and global demands which means that the standard must be flexible enough to be appropriated to varieties of work practices and locations (Bowker and Star, 1999; Braa and Hedberg, 2002; Hanseth et al, 2006). For example, Braa and Hedberg (2002) have explained the different informational needs of the health hierarchies in South Africa. As a result, they introduced a modular approach of standardizing, called as the ‘hierarchy of standards’ which helped them to work towards building a consensus amongst various actors during the standardizing process. They propose the principle of a hierarchy of standards
where the lower levels are indicated to have the right to define their own data set as long as they include the data set of the higher level.

Researchers have also described how protocols or guidelines as standards stipulate an explicit order that may be difficult to implement in an actual context. For example, Timmermans and Berg (1997) analyzed clinical protocols as standards for a set of practices, actors and situations, and prescribed a set of interventions that should be performed in a similar way, to achieve results which are comparable over time and space. However, the authors emphasize that “patients and medical personnel are not turned into mindless followers of medical scripts” (1997, p.288), but protocols are re-appropriated to make them “do-able” for the participants within their context. Similarly, Mavimbe (2007) also mentioned that standardized guidelines are essential for the Expanded Program of Immunization (EPI) to work, but are neither a guarantee nor an absolute measure that will be used uniformly within the context and across the health care hierarchies.

This thesis analyses how community knowledge helps to implement the standardized working guidelines that guide health workers with the available materials in rural villages of Ethiopia. This research compliments the flexible standards literature that has emphasized the need of standardized working guidelines or protocols with the required flexibility (such as Komaroff 1982; Wennberg 1991; Timmermans and Berg, 1997 and Mavimbe, 2007).

1.4 Research Approach

This is a case study with qualitative methods and an interpretive research paradigm, which encourages researchers to make sense of the phenomenon being studied through the analysis of subjective interpretations of those involved (Walsham, 1993, 1995). The interpretive research approach emphasizes the role of action and the agent, and the dynamics by which they mutually constitute and are constituted (ibid). This research seeks to understand how community knowledge is used and communicated among different public health actors in the process of health service provision, and collection, transmission, and use of health data. Therefore, the interpretive approach is an appropriate strategy to develop a situated understanding of the context which is difficult to understand through quantitative approaches (Silver, 2005). Case-study analysis is commonly used to explore and understand complex and localized issues and social environments (Yin, 1994). As the qualitative research takes place in a natural setting: the qualitative researcher often goes to the site (home, office) of the participant to conduct the research. This enables the researcher to develop a description at a
level of detail about the individual or place and to be highly involved in actual experiences of the participants (Creswell, 2003).

Specifically, for the purpose of this study, I selected six health districts, in three zones of Amhara region, Ethiopia. Amhara region is known by its efforts of expanding the health extension program thereby about 99% of the rural kebele’s are covered by HEWs currently (Amhara RHB report, 2011). The empirical material was collected by using various qualitative data collection methods including semi-structured interviews, observations during everyday practices of HEWs and community volunteers, attending meetings, informal discussions and the analysis of documents. The mode of analysis followed some key processes of knowledge generation and communication around the community health care provision and HIS implementations, and how community health workers strive to implement the working guidelines in a resource constraint setting.

1.5 Research Aim and Questions
The aim of this research is to understand how health care workers acquire and integrate context-specific knowledge of the community and how this process may affect HIS and health care provision in the context of a developing country.

The thesis will address the following two interlinked research questions;

- How can community knowledge be used in the process of health service provision and health information systems in developing countries?
- How can communication of community knowledge amongst the public health actors be enhanced in order to contribute in improving health service provision and routine health information systems?

1.6 Research contributions
This research aims to contribute both to the information systems and public health domains and the following theoretical and practical contributions are envisaged:

- Theoretically, this thesis builds a deeper understanding of the role of community knowledge, which remains poorly explored in the domain of public health service and HIS in the context of developing countries. It also explains the processes of harmonizing knowledge from the community and scientific domains, and tensions that arise from collusion between these two knowledge sources. This thesis also contributes to the notion of communicating knowledge across boundaries.
The practical contribution includes enhancing and designing strategies for sharing and multiplication of beneficial practices from health workers and the community. This helps to deal with the practical challenges related to the community health service, HIS and the health service planning in developing countries.

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis comprises of six chapters.

Chapter one provides a background for the present study that include significance of the study, the research motivation, an overview of the theoretical basis of the study, research approach, research objectives and questions, and contributions.

Chapter two presents the research setting that comprises of the profile of the research context, including background information about socio-economic, educational and health status. Specifically, it explains the health extension program implementation and the HIS reform process on going in Ethiopia.

Chapter three presents the literature review and theoretical framework drawn from a review of the literature in the areas of HIS, community knowledge and knowledge communication, and standardization and flexibility.

Chapter four provides a description of the research design and methods. It outlines the use of qualitative research, and explains the reason for selecting and using a case study with an interpretative approach. It also justifies and details the methods of data collection and analysis.

Chapter five considers the research findings based on the summary of five papers included in this thesis. It also discusses the linkages between these papers and the description on the role of HEWs and community volunteers as knowledge brokers.

Chapter six presents a summary on how the research questions formulated in this thesis were addressed. It also provides the contributions of this thesis, both theoretical and practical, followed by concluding remarks.
Chapter Two: The research setting: The Context of Ethiopia

In this chapter, I describe the empirical setting of the study. This contextual background helps to understand the organizational structure of the health sector in Ethiopia. The chapter is divided into the following sections. Section 2.1 presents the geography and demography profile of the country. The socio-economic and education profiles are presented in section 2.2. The health sector and details of the health extension program, which this study focuses on, is provided in section 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Finally, section 2.5 provides highlights on the HMIS reform process in Ethiopia.

2.1 Geography and Demography

Ethiopia is situated in the horn of Africa between 3 and 15 degrees north latitude and 33 and 48 degrees east longitude. It is the tenth largest country in Africa, covering 1,104,300 square kilometers (with 1 million sq km land area and 104,300 sq km water) and it shares borders’ with Djibouti, Sudan, Eritrea, Kenya and Somalia in East, west, north, south and south east respectively. The country is divided into three major ecological zones, Kolla (arid low lands below 1,000 meter above sea level), Weina Dega (between 1000 meters and 1500 meters above sea level) and Dega (between 1500-3000 meters above sea level).

Figure 2.1: Map of Ethiopia and its Regions zoomed in from African Continent
It is a country split by an act of nature, by the cleavage known as the Great Rift Valley. Throughout the ages, the rocky ramparts surrounding its 2500 meter-high (8000ft) central plateau and of course the Ethiopian highlanders prevented countless invaders from ever penetrating beyond the low lands of Red Sea coast. Some twenty-five peaks run above 4000 meter (13,200ft), the highest is Ras-Dashen 4,543 meter (14,538ft). Besides, it has high rugged mountains, deep and forbidding gorges, green hills, rushing streams and wide flowing rivers, lakes, forests and deserts. The major river is the Blue Nile (Abbay), which runs from the largest lake, Tana, for 1,450km to join the White Nile at Khartoum.

Ethiopia still follows the thirteen-month Coptic calendar, instead of the twelve month Gregorian calendar used in most parts of the world. Twelve months each consist of thirty days, and the other five days (six in each leap year) makes up the thirteenth month. The calendar is also seven years and eight months behind from the Gregorian calendar so that 2013 is still 2005/2006 in Ethiopian calendar (E.C.).

The constitution of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia established a federal system of government with 9 National Regional States and two Administrative cities. The regional states as well as the administrative cities are further divided into seventy-five zones, eight hundred nineteen districts (Weredas) and around 17, 000 ‘Kebeles’¹. The district is the basic administrative unit and has an administrative council composed of elected members. Since 2002, a number of functions have been transferred from the regional to the district level in the context of decentralization. In terms of population, Ethiopia is one of the populous countries in Africa ranking second after Nigeria. According to the projections from the 2007 population and housing census, the population for the year 2012 is about 81 million, with more than 83% living in rural areas. The pyramidal age structure of the population has remained predominately young with 44% under the age of 15 years, and over half (52%) of the population in the age group of 15 and 65 years. The population in the age group of over 65 years accounts for only 3% of the total. Life expectancy at birth is amongst the lowest in the world (53 years for males and 55 for females, and 54 year for both sexes) (Central Statistical Agency, 2012).

It is impossible to understand Ethiopia without considering the diversity of its people. It has multi-ethnic society with more than 80 nations, nationalities and peoples contributing their culture and language. There have been well-established cultures of collaboration amongst Ethiopians. There are historically constituted community-based indigenous institutions that

¹ Kebele is the smallest administrative unit in the system of Ethiopia
promote collective practice on a voluntary basis (Mengesha, 2011). The indigenous institutions that are common across rural as well as urban Ethiopia include “Debo”, “Idir” and “Ikub”. Debo is a labor exchange group; Edir is an association for mutual support in relation to deaths and funerals, as well as supporting elders, the sick individuals and their family; and Ekub is a rotating saving and credit group. The purpose of these community-based indigenous institutions could range from addressing religious/spiritual issues through recreation/refreshment to addressing social and economic challenges (ibid).

2.2 Socio-Economic and Education Profile

Ethiopia is one of the least developed, but emerging countries in the world, where 29.6% of the population are estimated to live below the poverty line (World Bank, 2012). The Ethiopian economy is classified into three categories: the first one is the agricultural sector dominated by peasant agriculture, the second is the livestock sector dominated by nomadic pastoralist and the last is the modern sector which is in the process of coming to the development. Over 80% of the labor force is engaged in the first two sectors. With rapid population growth and the consequent rise in the population/land ratio, farm size per household has been declining over the years and indeed over the decades. Besides, regular droughts combined with poor cultivation practices, make Ethiopia's economy very vulnerable to climatic changes. Despite these obvious challenges, Ethiopia has shown an impressive economic growth and the reduction in poverty has been more pronounced in rural areas than in urban areas (FMOH, 2010).

In spite of the major progresses made in education, the literacy status of the population of Ethiopia is still low. The total adult literacy rate (whose age is above 15 who can read and write) is 36%. According to the Ministry of Education 2010 progress report, the gross enrollment ratio in primary school has risen from 32% in 1990/91 to over 91% in 2006/07, giving a male to female proportion of 55.9% and 44.1%, respectively. This indicates that the gap between school boys and girls has continued to decline. At the higher level, the overall enrollments as well as the intake capacity of the higher education institutions have significantly increased from 138,199 to 304,371 respectively during the period 2004/05 to 2008/09.

Studies have emphasized an intimate linkage between health and education which could potentially reinforce each other towards a rapid socio-economic development of a country. Education is one of the most critical variables in epidemiological and health service research
in Ethiopia and illiteracy is usually associated with high risk and low health seeking behavior (FMOH, 2010). Consequently, the low level of education has a marked influence on the spread of diseases, the acceptability of health practices and utilization of modern health services. Improved female education goes hand in hand with investment in female empowerment. Traditionally, the status of women in Ethiopia has been very low and their health status has suffered with the persistence of unsafe practices, including early marriage and female genital mutilation. There have been significant efforts towards removing legal barrier to women’s rights and in emphasizing gender quality in all sectors, although it would take long to address deep-rooted cultural beliefs (Banteyerga et al, 2011). In general, the issues of health cannot be considered in isolation from other socio economic factors including population dynamics, food availability, acceptable living conditions and other requisites essential for health improvement; hence, it demands development of effective intersectoral collaboration for a comprehensive betterment of life.

2.3 Health Sector and Health Problems

The situation of health care in Ethiopia was rudimentary where a large portion of the population used traditional and spiritual healers. In 1896, the Russian Red Cross Society established a treatment facility in Addis Ababa to treat those injured in the battle of Adawa, in which Ethiopian forces defeated Italian invaders (Banteyerga et al., 2011). In 1910, it was replaced by a hospital, which formed a basis for a limited government health system. Elsewhere, health service was provided in clinics and hospitals run by missionaries. The government of Ethiopia established its Ministry of Public Health in 1948. The PHC approach was introduced into Ethiopia after the World Health Assembly fully endorsed at Alma-Ata Conference in 1978. The current health policy developed in 1993 proposed realistic goals and the means for attaining the fundamental principles of health in regard to its physical, mental and social constituents. Moreover, as part and means of developing the overall socio-economic status of the country, the health delivery system is now undergoing a reform into a more decentralized and cost-effective system. It accords appropriate emphasis to the needs of the less-privileged rural population which constitute the overwhelming majority of the population. Health development shall be seen not only in humanitarian terms but as an essential component of the package of social and economic development as well as being an instrument of social justice and equity.

The health service delivery system in Ethiopia is currently organized in a three tier system
(FMOH, 2010), namely Central and Regional Referral Hospitals, Zonal Hospital and the PHC unit comprising primary hospital, Health Center and Health Post. Central Referral Hospitals give a referral service for 3 to 5 million population. Zonal Hospitals are expected to serve about 1 million population, whereas, primary hospitals for 60,000 to 100,000 populations, including the admission service. Health centers provide both curative and preventive outpatient care to 25,000 population and health posts are the smallest health units serving 5,000 populations, or 1000 households (HH) with more focus on the preventive aspect. Correspondingly, the organizational structure of the health care system of Ethiopia comprises of the Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH), Regional Health Bureaus, Zonal Health Departments, and District Health Offices, with their respective health facilities. This includes Central referral (Specialized) hospitals at the federal or regional level, other hospitals at regional, zonal or district levels, and the PHC unit comprising health centers, and health posts at the district levels (see Figure 2.2).

FMOH is the central coordinator of the health care system of Ethiopia. The main responsibility of the ministry is designing policy issues; developing national strategies, mobilization of resources and capacity building to the regions followed by cascade trainings.
Health services are managed in accordance with the decentralized structures of the country as a whole. Hence, responsibility for the management of health service delivery falls to the respective Regional Health Bureau (RHB), Zonal Health Departments and district health offices. As a result, management of health facilities, personnel, and health training institutions within the regions is undertaken by the RHBs. They are supported in this function by Zonal Health Departments and Wereda (District) Health Offices.

Previously, much of the rural population had no access to modern health care, leading to inability of the health care delivery systems to respond both quantitatively and qualitatively to the health needs of the people. Preventable infectious ailments and nutritional deficiencies are major problems of the country. Widespread poverty along with generally low income levels of the population, low level of education, inadequate access to clean water and sanitation facilities, and poor access to health services have contributed to the high burden of ill-health in the country (FMOH, 2010). Poor nutritional status, infections and a high fertility rate, together with low levels of access to reproductive health and emergency obstetric services, contribute to one of the highest Maternal Mortality in the world (676 deaths /100,000 live births). Maternal deaths represent 30 percent of all deaths to women age 15-49 (Central Statistical Agency, 2012). Ethiopia is also among the countries with high Infant Mortality (59 deaths/1,000 live births), and high under-five mortality (88 deaths/1,000) (ibid). However, the successive Ethiopian Demographic and Health Surveys (EDHS 2000, 2005, 2011) have showed that the mortality rate among all age groups is decreasing, demonstrating a considerable national progress (See Table 2.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortalities</th>
<th>EDHS 2000</th>
<th>EDHS 2005</th>
<th>EDHS 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal Mortality rate</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant Mortality rate</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Mortality rate</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Women Mortality rate</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Men Mortality rate</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Mortality ratio</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most deaths occur due to easily preventable and treatable diseases that can be managed at the PHC units. PHC, based upon the WHO Alma-Ata conference declaration was defined as “essential health care made accessible at a cost of country and community can afford, with methods that are practical, scientifically sound and socially acceptable” (WHO, 1978). The Alma-Ata declaration goes on to state that PHC is based on principles of equity, participation by the community, appropriate technology and affordable costs. The PHC approach emphasis was on free services provided through government-supported health care services that were to be expanded to cover the ever increasing numbers of people. However, it was made clear that the cherished goal of free government health services for all was not going to be realized for many poor countries, at least not soon. Reality began then to replace the euphoria of the early days of “Health for All by 2000”, and a closer examination of the PHC record, rightly or wrongly, led many to question its ability to produce the dramatic benefits initially expected of it. Thus, interest began to shift from “Health for All” to other strategies (WHO, 2002), such as the health sector reform.

Accordingly, the Ethiopian government has formulated a 20 year Health Sector Development Plans rolling every five years in line with the Plan for Accelerated and Sustained Development to End Poverty (PASDEP) and to achieve the health-related MDGs (FMOH, 2007). The government plans to realize its health development objectives by the formulation of four consecutive phases of comprehensive Health Sector Development Plans (HSDP); the first (HSDP I) covered the period 1997-2001, the second (HSDP II), covered 2002-2005, and the third (HSDP III) 2005/06-2009/10 were implemented. The fourth HSDP is in the implementation and the midterm review of HSDP IV is being conducted currently.

In the past, public health financing gave priority to the curative sector. This led to a considerable increase in the number of health facilities, but with limited rates of utilization, partly because of lack of physical access (FMOH, 2005). Evaluations of the subsequent HSDPs have also revealed constraints in the access and quality of health services. The new health policy focuses mainly on expanding access and providing quality promotive, preventive and basic curative health care services in an accessible and equitable manner to reach all segments of the population, with special attention to mothers and children. The policy has a particular emphasis on establishing an effective and responsive health delivery system for those who live in rural areas; hence the health extension program was introduced. As part of the privatization policy of the economy by the government, private health facilities have also mushroomed in Ethiopia especially in the urban areas. The presence of these
private health institutions play a great role in sharing the work load of the facilities owned by the government.

Health is a focal element of poverty reduction strategy papers, the program for accelerated and sustainable development to end poverty, and the program for progress and transformation in Ethiopia (FMOH, 2010). Ethiopia has shown low income countries can achieve improvements in health and access to services through the development and rapid implementation of the health extension program. Over 85% of the population now has access to PHC, a figure that has increased particularly rapidly in the past few years following the ambitious health extension program. There is still a great deal to do; but compared to the situation two decades ago, Ethiopia has made considerable progress.

2.4 Health extension program

2.4.1 Expansion of Primary Health Services

Like many other countries in Africa, Ethiopia has suffered a severe shortage of trained health workers (FMOH, 2005). Besides, most of the health facilities in Ethiopia were concentrated in cities with the consequence of unequal access for essential health services, not meeting the demands of health care of the majority. In order to minimize this inequality, a truly community-based approach to PHC delivery was needed to address the vast majority of the population (ibid). The Government of Ethiopia, therefore, launched a health program for the “Accelerated Expansion of PHC Coverage” with the Health Extension Program. It was launched in 2003, initially to be implemented in rural Ethiopia, and then has been expanded to urban areas recently. Health extension program has 16 health extension packages and four major health categories: disease prevention and control, family health, hygiene and environmental sanitation and health education and communication (See Figure 2.3).

The Health extension program is a defined package of basic and essential promotive, preventive and selected high impact curative health services targeting households. Based on the concept and principles of PHC, it is designed to improve the health status of families, with their full participation, using local technologies and the community's skill and wisdom (FMOH, 2007, p3).

Each package is tailored to local needs. For example, in addition to family planning, reproductive health and treating sexually transmitted diseases, family health addresses harmful traditions, like early marriage, abduction of brides, and hazardous delivery practices (Banteyerga et al, 2011).
The health extension program is similar to PHC in concept and principle, while it focuses on households at the community level, and it involves fewer facility-based services. It is an innovative community-based approach, as a key priority for the health sector, aimed at creating healthy environment as well as healthful living. The main objective of this program is to improve access and equity to preventive essential health interventions provided at kebele and household levels with a focus on sustained preventive health actions and increased health awareness (FMOH, 2005). It also serves as a mechanism for shifting health care resources from being dominantly urban to the rural areas where the majority of the country’s population resides. Furthermore, the health extension program is the way of extending basic health care from institutional based to community and household level that create an opportunity to every household to access basic health services. Thus, every family can improve their health status through their active participation and their own actions and efforts to help them to facilitate their journey towards household livelihood security (FMOH, 2005).

The creation of a cadre of HEWs has greatly expanded access to a range of basic, but potentially lifesaving interventions including Vitamin A supplementation, distribution of insecticide-treated bed nets, integrated management of childhood illnesses, basic neonatal
care, and immunization and contraception (Banteyerga et al, 2011). Two female HEWs are assigned at each health post and each village. They are regular government employees and salaried. HEWs are supposed to be selected from the villages that they are supposed to serve. They have to be grade ten completed and speak the language of the communities they would be serving. However, some HEWs are selected from the district towns rather than the rural villages they serve (Kitaw et al., 2007). They are trained for a year in the sixteen health extension packages. Courses for HEWs are held at Technical and Vocational Education Training Institutions (TVETIs) of the Ministry of Education with the support from the health bureau and health service management at different levels. It was clear that an expansion of human power for health to the level it was adequate would take years, especially given the lure of higher salaries and better conditions abroad. Hence the HEWs fill some of the gaps, reaching out to provide basic care for the rural poor.

The health extension program has scaled up rapidly. Although the first workers graduated in 2004, currently their numbers have increased to more than 34,000. When HEWs are deployed to their work place, their first task is to collect the baseline data in their respective villages that includes number of total population, children, and water and sanitation facilities. They continuously update the data and maintain information with them, and they send monthly reports to the district (wereda) health offices and/or cluster health centres. Thereby, they try to capture all health related data in their locality. Figure 2.4: shows a locality hand drawn map and the health status indicators of a rural village prepared by HEWs.

![Figure 2.4: Hand drawn map and health indicators of Arsa Gibha rural Kebele](image-url)
HEWs are most effective when working in collaboration with community volunteers called voluntary community health workers (vCHWs) both to extend contact with families and the community, and to share different skills (Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). These community volunteers are members of the community who are early adapters of health actions and volunteer to practice do-able health actions and show to their relatives, neighbours. They are trained by the district health staffs and HEWs (FMOH, 2005). HEWs are required to spend 70% of their time conducting outreach activities by going from house to house. It is assumed that about 60 to 70% of the health problems at community level could be averted by effective interventions at the grass-root level through the health extension program (FMOH, 2005). The health extension program is considered to be a major vehicle to take most of the maternal, neonatal, and child health key interventions to the community. Therefore, it could be considered as the most important institutional framework for achieving the MDGs (FMOH, 2007).

The health extension program is a core component of the broader health system. While the strategies for the interventions focus on the household and community, the success calls for coordinated action at all levels. Health centers in particular have a crucial role to play in providing referral care, technical and practical support to the HEWs. The district health offices similarly have an important role to play in supporting the health centers and health posts. The health extension program in Ethiopia has shown significant positive impacts on the health of communities, in disease prevention, family health, hygiene and environmental sanitation (Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). As all the HEWs are females, it is expected that they will maintain good relationship particularly with mothers. This has its own impact to improve maternal and child health, and thus increase utilization of health services, such as immunization services. In addition, it creates more than 34000 jobs for women at grassroots level (FMOH, 2007). The following excerpt from the Minster of FMOH can explain the benefits:

*Being a female is an important attribute. As women in service, they understand the challenge that women have to go through in Africa, so there is this strong desire to support their fellow citizens. I think that Maternal and Child Health are strongly linked with having a robust health system and if the HEWs are part of that system, as women themselves, I am sure that they would be able to help support the women in the community.* (Source: www.jhsph.edu/...health/.../KeseteTranscript.pdf , accessed on 03/05/2013.
2.4.2 Health Extension Program implementation in Amhara Region

In Amhara region, near to 99% of rural *kebele’s* are covered by HEWs. The two female HEWs are responsible for population of one *kebele* that is an average of 1000 households. Each rural *kebele* also supposed to have 20 community volunteers who support the HEWs. The average household size is expected to be five, thus the average population of one *kebele* is estimated to be 5,000. In this regard, one community volunteer will be accountable for average 50 households near to his/her vicinity. Consequently, each HEW, in cooperation with ten community volunteers, are accountable to give service for 500 households or 2,500 population. When the number of population exceeds about 7,000 in a given *kebele*, the district health office has deployed 3 to 4 HEWs. According to our observation during field visits, community volunteers were seen to work in cooperation HEWs. For example, a HEW explained the role of community volunteers in defaulter tracing of the immunization service as follows;

“We identify defaulters from the immunization register, list out them and give the list for community volunteers according to their vicinity; it is then easy for them to retrieve the absentee, convince the parents and bring them back for the service”. Feb, 2008.

All HEWs are expected to offer a special close support for about 50-70 households from the residents of their respective villages (*kebeles*) recurrently, and encourage and help them to implement the required extension packages in one year’s time. Households, who have implemented most of the health extension packages, are considered as graduated family and get a certificate award for their good performance. The award is sometimes given in the ceremony in front of villagers in that particular community and invited guests. This is done with the intention of motivating others. Figure 2.5: shows the graduation ceremony at one rural *kebele* in Dangla district, where the researcher attended with her research advisor.
As the Amhara RHB report, there are some observable economic and social changes in rural villages. These changes are the results of not only the health organization but also other sectors that work together to produce social and economic change in the community. The health extension program is supposed to be implemented in an integrated manner. It required the cooperation of rural dwellers that include primary school teachers, agriculture development agents, HEWs, community volunteers, and households, as well as, the local resources and wisdoms (ANRSHB annual report, 2011).

Recognizing the magnitude of the need for public sector services and the importance of making optimal use of scarce resources to meet those needs, the Government of Ethiopia and the FMOH have introduced fundamental changes in organizational structure and management in recent years (FMOH, 2008). Since, 2006, the FMOH is applying Business processing reengineering (BPR) techniques throughout the organization to more effectively and efficiently meet its goals, including the HIS reform, which I now present.

2.5 HIS Reform in Ethiopia

It is known that availability of reliable, relevant, comprehensive and timely health information is an essential foundation for any public health interventions. However, very few systems in developing countries meet that demand (Lipeveld, 2000). Several HIS researchers mentioned that the HIS in developing countries have been considered obstacles that hinder the provision of quality health services rather than supporting tools. Different reasons have been identified problems of HIS in developing countries. For example, as FMOH (2006) has put it, the lack of coordination, leadership, clear strategy, policy and guidelines, as well as shortage of skilled human resources, were key constraints to HIS performance. Furthermore, the effect of parallel
reporting with multiple and redundant formats has compromised data quality and increased administrative workload. Data were collected primarily for reporting, and use of data was very limited at lower levels (ibid).

In Ethiopia, with the exception of some vertical programs driven by donors, there were no standard instruments to collect information when clients and patients interact with care givers. Damtew et al., (2010) has pointed out the major constraints to the HIS in Ethiopia that included problems related to data collection tools, basically manual and characterized by high fragmentation and cumbersome data elements with duplication of efforts. The consequence is that the same information may be recorded several times, creating a large data burden, yet the care provider may lack essential information on other services provided (FMOH, 2008).

Recognizing the weaknesses of existing routine paper-based system, there is an effort to reform the HIS in Ethiopia. It is recognized that an efficient HIS, would play a crucial role in successful implementation of the national HSDP. Hence the HIS reform is taking place with the objective to support continuous improvement of health services and the health status of population through action-oriented, evidence-based decision making, based on quality information (FMOH, 2008). Accordingly, since 2006 the FMOH has initiated major reform of the HIS (FMOH, 2006).

HIS is one of the priorities of HSDP III. The objectives of HIS in HSDP III were to develop and implement a comprehensive and standardized national HIS and to ensure the use of information for evidence-based planning and management of health services (FMOH, 2010).

The main objective of the HIS reforms is directed towards supporting and strengthening local action-oriented performance monitoring. Accomplishing this objective requires a paradigm shift from simply reporting data and responding to the situation as instructed by higher authorities, to analyzing and interpreting the information, and self-assessment and problem-solving. Introduction of Information Communication technology (ICT) and an electronic HIS at all levels in the health care hierarchy will considerably enhance the ability to transfer data quickly, accurately, and efficiently. In addition, use of ICT expands the range of data presentation and the analysis options enormously. However, given the current fragility of infrastructure and ICT support in peripheral areas, the HIS system will first need to prove itself as a clean and reliable manual system that can be used as a fallback in case of ICT failures.
Thus, one of the main tasks of the HIS reform was to establish client/patient encounter recording formats, including household and community records, that conforms to standards for service delivery and that contains the information required for continuity and quality of care (FHOM, 2008). The first principle for designing client/patient recording instruments is that a register is needed to record each attendance for preventive and curative services; this meets legal requirements for tracing care and responds to the need for financial accountability. In order to harmonize the information needs of all data consumers, a standardized set of indicators will be collected and reported, based on standardized forms, and reported through an integrated channel from all health facilities, including the health posts where HEWs are assigned.

At the community level, the family folder has been designed as a comprehensive data collection and documentation tool to be used by the HEWs. It is the community based information tool which was designed according to the principle of standardization, integration and simplification to provide information for decision making (FMOH, 2008). The family folder was piloted first at four health posts throughout the country; located in Amhara and Southern regions, with two in each region. Currently, the family folder is expanding to all health posts as a data collection tools for HEWs.

Another key strategy to address the problems encountered the HIS of developing countries, is improving the staffing structure through establishing pre-service and in-service HIS trainings (FMOH, 2008). It is known that a well-trained work force is a crucial endeavor in order to ensure adequate coverage and quality of service in terms of both HIS and health services provision. Thus, different universities, for example, Addis Ababa, Jimma and Gondar universities in Ethiopia have started to offer in-service and pre-service trainings on HIS. For instance, the University of Gondar, in collaboration with the University of Oslo began a rapid and consolidated postgraduate training programme of Masters in Public Health in information systems track in 2008. The researcher participated in teaching and designing the courses. The Master program focuses on more specific public health interventions and HIS issues pertaining to gathering, analyzing, and transferring and utilizing public health data. This Masters program is designed mainly to train public health managers and IT specialists in the field of HIS. Further, the aim is to train professionals who would manage health services and programs at the district, regional and national levels; teach in public health training programs; and undertake HIS and public health researches that inform programs and policy. The graduates, with this acquired knowledge of public health and HIS, as well as, enormous
experience in the health care system, expectantly will play crucial role to improve the HIS of Ethiopia, and also other developing countries, for example, through conducting empirical researches.
Chapter Three: Literature Review and Theoretical framework

This chapter provides an overview of the literature reviewed and the theoretical insights that were used to analyze the findings of the study. The first section provides a background literature review of community health service and information systems, and the generation, characteristics and use of community knowledge. The second section presents the theoretical perspectives. These embrace perspectives on knowledge sharing, communicating knowledge across boundaries, knowledge broker and the integration of knowledge bases from community and scientific sources. Issue of standardization and flexibility are also included in this section. A brief review of these concepts provides a framework for the discussion of how community knowledge can be used and communicated in the public health sector of Ethiopia.

3.1 Health information systems and community knowledge

3.1.1 Community information systems

Reliable and timely health information is the key to the enhancement of an effective HIS which contributes to improvements of the health condition of a given country. However, studies have showed that HIS of most developing countries are cumbersome with the repetitive nature of the data registration processes, staff lacking adequate skills in data collection and analysis ultimately leading to poor quality of data (Lippeveld and Sauerborn; 2000). Moreover, the information flow is fragmented including parallel reporting system with no integration among the various subsystems, resulting in redundant and conflicting reports (Chilundo and Aanestad, 2004; Damtew, 2005). Being one of the developing countries, Ethiopia is not an exception. For example, Mengistie (2010: 15) summarized the feature of routine paper-based HIS in Amhara region, Ethiopia as follows: “Fragmentation of data collection tools and reports; inconsistency and redundancy of reports; no feedback mechanism; inadequate qualified manpower; and inappropriate use of available resources”.

In addition, most literature about HIS in developing countries indicate that HIS incorporate data collected at health facilities as the lowest level (Chaulagai et al., 2005; Krickeberg, 2007) and do not capture all of the data that exist in a community (Chaulagai et al., 2005). This practice leaves the needs of the bottom billion under-represented in the nations HIS (Shaw, 2009). Currently, the governments’ policy of most developing countries emphasizes provision of health services within the practice of health reforms. It has been noted that the focus of health care, driven by various initiatives, has been shifting from the hospital to clinic based
care, and from an individual approach to comprehensive, community based care (Starfield, Shi, and Macinko, 2005). Ideally, community health service may provide opportunities to increase both the effectiveness of curative and preventive services and community health workers may act as a bridge between the community and the formal health services in all aspects of health development (WHO, 2008).

Since community health workers provide the extension of health services to the community and household level, there is an opportunity for strengthened data collection at the household level. They collect data through household visits, such as, vital events, burden of diseases, and coverage levels of essential interventions such as immunizations, pregnancy care and skilled delivery of newborns (Center for Global health and Economic Development, 2011). The data gathered by these peripheral level health workers linked with national data systems provides countries the means with which to effectively set the target for the health services, and allocate scarce resources efficiently that in turn may improve integrated community health and PHC (Otieno, 2012).

The collection of health data is important not only at the health facility level, but also at the community level, given that the majority of deaths and illnesses never reach the health facility and so frequently go unreported (Kanjo, 2012). Currently, the trend is changing and community health workers are playing an important role in capturing health related data in many developing countries. For instance, they have been used to collect data for screening of tuberculosis, achieving high rates of case detection in Bangladesh. A community based HIS program in Kenya captures community health data at the grassroots level through voluntary community health workers (Otieno et al., 2012). This information is used by the district health authorities to direct their resources and services to where these are most needed. Simultaneously, community health workers are able to analyze the information and present it to their communities, educating them on health issues common in their village, and empowering them to take control of their own health. Malawi also attempted to link the data collected from the traditional health sectors with modern health sectors through community health workers (Katsulukuta, 2010). However, the link is not working effectively in practice due to different constraints, such as community health workers being overloaded with jobs other than data collection, and TBAs stopped recording data of births and deaths because of changes in policy which changed their roles (Kanjo, 2012).

Research indicates poor linkages of community health information with the national information systems (Center for Global health and Economic Development, 2011; Kanjo,
that result in incomplete data being reported. It is also mentioned that lack of appropriate skills of community health workers on data management sometimes affects the data quality generated at the community level. Hence, strengthening the crucial link of the community health data to national information systems, and offering the required training to community health workers is recommended. WHO (2008) also points out that, the community health workers programs are neither the panacea for weak health systems nor a cheap option to provide access to health care for underserved populations. Numerous programs have failed in the past because of unrealistic expectations, poor planning and an underestimation of the effort and inputs required to make them work.

Community health workers mostly do their work in cooperation with the community, and base their work on community knowledge (Damtew, 2010; Kanjo, 2012). Thus, understanding the working practices of these peripheral level health workers and the community knowledge can give a clue to reform the community health service programs based on the reality at the ground.

3.1.2 The Community Knowledge: Characteristics and Generation

Different researchers have described that groups of people mainly in rural areas adapt and develop ways of doing things that are called ‘traditional or indigenous’ using their knowledge in agriculture, food harvesting, traditional medicine and related purposes, as means of subsistence activities (Fernandez, 1994; Rengalakshmi, 2006; ICSU, 2000; Zane Ma Rhea, 2004). These people are commonly part of the same ethnic or cultural group that form the national majority and have developed adaptations of knowledge that are considered to be important to protect and preserve their environment. Rajasakeran et al., (1992) defined this knowledge domain as a systematic body of knowledge acquired by local people through the accumulation of experiences, informal experiments and intimate understanding of the environment in a given culture. This knowledge is known by different names such as “indigenous knowledge”, “community knowledge”, “rural peoples’ knowledge”, “traditional knowledge”, “indigenous science” and so forth. In this thesis, I have chosen the terms indigenous or community knowledge, because the premise of this study deals with the community health care provision and information systems. Indigenous refers more strictly to traditional practices. The term community knowledge as used in this thesis is the knowledge of a community of a particular rural area based on their interactions and experience within that area, their traditions, and their incorporation of knowledge emanating from elsewhere into their everyday activities.
The community knowledge is seen to be based on experience, often tested over centuries of applications, passed down through generations, and adapted to local culture and environment (International Institute of Rural Reconstruction, 1996). This kind of knowledge is embedded in a context and is dynamic as new knowledge is continuously added through internalization and adaptation of external knowledge to suit with the local situation (Mathias, 1994). It is the consequence of practical engagement in everyday life, and is constantly reinforced by experience and trial and error. It is, therefore, constantly changing, being produced as well as reproduced, discovered as well as lost; though it is often represented as being somehow static.

This knowledge is generated and transmitted by communities, over time, in an effort to cope with their own agro-ecological and socio-economic environments (Fernandez, 1994). It is generated through a systematic process of observing local conditions, experimenting with solutions and readapting previously identified solutions to modified environmental, socio-economic and technological situations (Brouwers, 1993). The community knowledge is passed from generation to generation, usually through conversations or oral communication, observations in the field, folk songs, metaphors, and so forth. Most indigenous communities have traditional songs, stories, legends, dreams, methods, and practices as means of transmitting specific elements of their knowledge.

Community knowledge has been the basis for agriculture, food preparation and conservation, health care, education, and the wide range of other activities that sustain a society and its environment in many parts of the world for many centuries. For instance, in his study of the indigenous knowledge in India, Rengalakshmi, (2006) described that the ritual of “ceremonial plowing,” where all of the farmers in a village come together and initiate the first plowing. This traditional practice or ritual communicates to the entire community about the onset of rain. The predictions also help to determine the appropriate cropping pattern for the season. If the rainfall is normal, farmers plant high-value crops with high-yielding varieties, however, if the rainfall is forecast to be below normal, they are more likely to plant short-duration, drought-resistant pulses and small millets. The author mentioned that farmers have been using different strategies to adapt and cope with uncertain weather and climate based on their experience and acquired knowledge from previous generations (ibid).

Indigenous knowledge is a way of life. It contains information collected over time. This form of knowledge differs from scientific knowledge in the way it explains and establishes knowledge claims (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2003). Contrary to the indigenous knowledge system that is mainly based on one’s experience (Ellis, 2005), the scientific
knowledge is essentially in explicit format; can be articulated in formal language including grammatical statements, mathematical expressions, specifications, manuals, and so forth. This kind of knowledge thus can be transmitted across individuals formally and somewhat easily (Rahman, 2000). The community knowledge is usually asymmetrically distributed within a population; by gender, age and occupation, and preserved through distribution in the memories of different individuals. Specialists may exist by virtue of experience (Ellen and Harris, 1996).

Therefore these knowledge systems have not been systematically recorded in written form and are not readily accessible to agricultural researchers, development practitioners, and policy makers. Recently, some workers have shown their interest on indigenous knowledge and they have provided a detailed overview (Warren, 1991; ICSU, 2000; Alan 2000). Unlike a formal education system, there are no certificates or degrees by which to judge if an indigenous person has a high degree of skill in traditional ways. All people in the community, however, hold at least some form of this knowledge (Alan, 2000).

This knowledge is embedded in the experiences of indigenous or local community and involves intangible factors, including their beliefs, perspectives, and value systems (Alan, 2000). Nicholson and Sahay (2004) also take the viewpoint of embeddedness of knowledge in the context. This was also the case in Kaasboll’s (1987) study where he showed that nurses have relatively stable knowledge about their patients, since patients mostly stay for more than one shift. Therefore, they have a “total picture of the patient,” achieved through care, medication, reporting and discussing, enabling them to react adequately to emergencies in the absence of documentation.

For this thesis, scientific knowledge is understood to be knowledge with origins outside of the rural communities in Ethiopia. The scientific knowledge may not necessarily consist of hard scientific data, but rather of tried- and tested-tools, methods or materials developed ‘outside’ but which are immediately accessible to an indigenous community. It refers to all scientific principles, strategies, and approaches and institutions such as conventions, government policies, strategies, rules and regulations (Mercer et al., 2009).

3.1.3 Utility of the Community Knowledge

Community knowledge has a broad perspective of the ecosystems and of sustainable ways of using natural resources (Brouwers, 1993). However, this knowledge, while being a dominant form of knowledge in developing countries, is excluded from such discourses because it is not
considered relevant or important, and often not knowledge at all, by the more powerful (Puri, 2003). In his study of the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in India, the author described that scientists tend to problematize land degradation in scientific terms that can be addressed using knowledge generated through technical and scientific approaches such as remote sensing and GIS modeling. However, the knowledge expressed through these abstract representations do not take into account the more local factors that lead to degradation, and the interventions suggested on the basis of such scientific knowledge hence tend not to be accepted by the community at the field level (ibid).

Rhea (2004) also stated that although education involves the use of societal knowledge that contributes to curriculum content, the absence of documentation on indigenous knowledge has made schools and training institutions to ignore it. The author indicated that the knowledge of local communities is failing to become embedded in national education systems because it was seen as being of lower order knowledge when compared to the superior scientific knowledge system.

Despite this, the trend is changing and many international development agencies, government sectors, universities, and research institutions have begun to emphasize more strongly the value of community knowledge in development (ICSU, 2000). This knowledge continues to play a major, even if largely unrecognized, role in the modern world. For example, the pharmaceutical industry still uses knowledge of traditional medicines to develop modern drugs. And interest in the use of indigenous knowledge has surged in such areas as agriculture and the conservation of genetic resources (ibid).

The International Council for Science (ICSU) recognizes the value of indigenous knowledge of the local peoples of the world. This international science organization agrees that some of the science contributions like classification of animals was partly adapted and adopted from indigenous people, whereby, their extensive knowledge of plants and animals were a source for compiling the extensive list for classifying living organisms. The ICSU (2000) report indicates that the indigenous community accumulated knowledge about medicines, some of which have been upgraded using scientific techniques.

(Rengalakshmi, 2006) also mentioned that farmers in India have used the community knowledge to understand weather and climate patterns in order to make decisions about crop and irrigation cycles. This knowledge is adapted to local conditions and needs and has been gained through many decades of experience passed on from previous generations. The author mentioned that men and women have different kinds of knowledge and use it for different
purposes. Farmers as well as agricultural laborers have their own indicators that are based on their own needs and experiences. Maasai people of Tanzania also predict droughts as well as weather related diseases by watching the movements of celestial bodies in combination with observing the date of emergence of certain plants. Such early detection of an approaching environmental disaster is used to determine any preventive measures (Emery, 2000). The author also mentioned that, in Cameroon, diseases are now being treated using effective remedies that were used by local communities many years before the arrival of modern drugs. The practice depends on indigenous farmers' knowledge. Modern drugs complement indigenous ones and are used for certain diseases if no effective indigenous remedies are available.

Indigenous knowledge has also an immense value in education (Senanayake, 2006). The author has indicated that the indigenous peoples' traditional model of education is an acceptable model to the local community. It is an education system gradually developed from the accumulated knowledge of many generations. It leads to the development of a whole person in a dynamic family and community context (ibid). It incorporated principles of holism, integration, respect for the spiritual and natural world order, and the balance. On an individual scale, it encompassed the total preparation of the total person for living of a total life (Obomsawin, 1988). It is very clear that there is much to be learned from the indigenous knowledge systems of local community (Senanayake, 2006). If we are to move towards interactive technology development from the conventional transfer of technology approach, we all may have to learn many things from our village level experts, the gurus of indigenous knowledge (ibid). Besides, when a community has already identified a problem; its members have also tried to devise their own solutions to it (Brehony, 2000). In general, development initiatives need to draw on the rich body of knowledge that community members have acquired. Hence, involving the local community is crucial for effectiveness of implementation and sustainability of the system (Puri 2003, Piotti et al 2006).

As Reij, Scoones and Toulmin (1996) put it, although local knowledge and practices of a particular community certainly exists; they are inevitably mediated by external influences from migrants, extension workers, visiting businessmen and so on. In a similar vein, Ostberg (1995) stresses the importance of ‘outside’ sources of knowledge and the interplay of outsiders’ and the local community knowledge to produce a mediated and provisional knowledge. Puri (2007) also demonstrates ways of combining different kinds of knowledge
that can help to develop a more effective strategy to combat the larger problem of land degradation in India.

3.2 Theoretical Framework

This thesis draws from the following theoretical perspectives in order to explicate the use of community knowledge in the public health sector and the knowledge communication among the public health actors.

3.2.1 Perspectives on Knowledge Sharing

Many scholars have investigated knowledge sharing across groups and organizational boundaries. Alavi and Leidner (2001) have stated that knowledge is information processed in the minds of individuals and knowledge becomes information once it is articulated and processed in the form of text, graphics, symbols or words. However, the sharing of knowledge is more difficult than sharing of information because of the tacit nature of knowledge. Polanyi (1967) and latter Nonaka (1994) and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) identified two dimensions of knowledge: tacit and explicit knowledge. Zach (1999) describes tacit knowledge as subconsciously understood and applied, difficult to articulate, developed from direct experience and usually shared through highly interactive conversation, storytelling and shared experiences. Tacit knowledge is therefore all about personal beliefs, attitudes, values and experience (Kakabadse et al., 2001). Explicit knowledge, on the other hand, is codified, articulated and communicated knowledge. This knowledge can be stored in various formats, and communicated verbally, electronically and in written forms. Some researchers have been critical of a purely taxonomic perspective, arguing that it reifies knowledge by treating it as a stock or set of discrete elements (Orlikowski, 2002).

Nicolini et al. (2003) divided these studies into three groups: One group; is of applied individual psychology to explain organizational studies and view knowledge as being the codification of experience, and “organizations are equated with entities that process information, reflect on experience, and in this way acquire knowledge”. The individual psychology approach conceives of knowledge as the codification of experience in some form of cognitive structure or behavioral pattern, and of learning as the process through which such structures and patterns change. Another group perceived knowledge as being an immaterial substance that can be “taken out of context, recorded, classified, and distributed” (Nicolini et al., 2003:5-6). As Gherardi (2000:212) has stated: “as if it were food or money, this perspective implies, knowledge exists prior to and independent from the knowing subject”.
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The last group was influenced by economic theories, and considered knowledge to be intellectual capital that can be “quantified, estimated, accumulated, and exchanged as a high-valued commodity” (Nicolini et al., 2003:6).

In this case, knowledge is reduced to something very akin to information that can consequently be stored, retrieved, and processed by modern communication technologies. Conversely, in a practice-based standpoint, learning and knowledge are viewed as being social and cultural phenomena. Thus, the conceptualization of knowledge as an object instead of a process: that is, as a mental substance mainly located in individual minds and manifested in written texts, representations, and routinized behavior is restrictive (Nicolini et al., 2003). Hence social interaction assumes a much more important role: instead of being a “pipeline” for the transfer of knowledge produced at one location and consumed at another, it forms an important condition for the possibility of knowledge sharing. As Lave (1988:313) stated: “knowledge is not primarily a factual commodity… it takes on the character of a process of knowing”. Similarly, Orlikowski (2002) discusses knowledge as a practice. She recognizes “knowing–as-doing” or “knowing-how” as opposed to “knowledge as object”. Carlile (2002) also takes into account the practice-based view of knowledge. The author argues that ‘knowledge is invested in practice’ (Carlile, 2002). And "knowledge in practice" makes working across functional boundaries and accommodating the knowledge developed in another practice especially difficult. This perspective is also relevant for my study of everyday practices of HEWs and community volunteers in the rural community.

Carlile (2002; 2004) develops a framework for understanding different knowledge boundaries through examining knowledge boundaries of varying complexity and showing the different challenges and means required to bridge the different types of boundaries. The author provides analytic descriptions of the varying circumstances possible at boundaries and the processes involved in managing knowledge across them. He described three different perspectives on boundaries: an information processing approach that focuses on knowledge as a thing to store and retrieve; an interpretive approach that emphasizes the importance of a common meaning to share knowledge between actors, and a political approach that acknowledges how different interests impede knowledge sharing. The succeeding subsection discusses the nature of the three knowledge boundaries and communicating knowledge across these boundaries.
### 3.2.2 Communicating Knowledge across Boundaries

This thesis deals with the notion of knowledge communication across boundaries between communities. These communities consist of public health actors from different specialized domain that include HEWs, community volunteers, TBAs, health workers and health managers and rural dwellers. The notion “knowledge boundaries and communication” identifies the importance of dealing with multiple boundaries simultaneously. According to Carlile (2004: 2002), communicating knowledge across three progressively complex types of boundaries: syntactic (structure), semantic (meaning), and pragmatic (practice), requires different processes that include transfer, translation and transformation. The author argued that difference, dependence and novelty of domain-specific knowledge among people at the boundary determine the complexity of communicating knowledge. Thus, Carlile (2004) proposes that increases in the difference, dependence, and novelty of domain specific knowledge between people creates progressively complex boundaries of conveying syntactic, semantic and pragmatic understandings of communication between actors. Table 3.1 describes the difference, dependence and novelty of domain-specific knowledge.

**Table 3-1: Description of three properties of knowledge boundaries, according to Carlile (2004:238)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties of knowledge boundaries</th>
<th>Description of proprieties of knowledge boundaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>Refers to the unique amounts of knowledge (example, as between novices and experts) and types of specialized domain specific knowledge of people at knowledge boundary. As difference in domain specific knowledge increases among people, the effort to access and share each other’s knowledge increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence</td>
<td>Is the degree to which people across boundaries perceive they consider each other’s views if they are to meet their goals. The coordination of dependence among people at the boundary requires a capacity to develop a common knowledge as resources and task changes. The greater the interdependence, the greater the coordination required through more intensive and rich communications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>Refers either to a lack of common knowledge due to different cultures and context of people at the boundary, or to new domain specific knowledge. As novelty increases, the complexity and amount of effort required to share and access knowledge is also increasing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of Carlile “knowledge boundaries and communication” is based on other prominent writers, such as Shannon and Weaver (1949) who developed a syntactic approach
to boundaries with their establishment of a mathematical theory of communication. Accordingly, once syntax is shared and stable across a given boundary, processing of information becomes the primary concern. For the authors, establishing a shared and stable syntax meant that they could ensure accurate communication between sender and receiver across a boundary that enables the knowledge communication. This information processing perspective of dealing with a boundary also had significant impact on the social sciences, for instance; Buckley (1968) revealed information processing at the boundary between an organization and its environment as a problem. The knowledge transfer focuses on one-way movements of knowledge, learning, or practice from one place to another or from sender to receiver (Argote, 1999; Szulanski, 1996). For instance, in the health care sector, when a new treatment schedule is introduced for some diseases, such as malaria, the procedure will be presented to the respective health workers through different mechanisms. For instance, training will be given to representative health workers from various health facilities, and then the trained health workers introduce the new treatment schedule to their staff, which may denote knowledge transfer. It indicated that knowledge transfer takes place between people with similar backgrounds and sharing practices and thus having a common lexicon that sufficiently specifies the differences and dependencies of consequence at the boundary. When differences and dependencies are known and the conditions surrounding them are stable, managing the boundary is straightforward (Carlile, 2002; 2004). Successful movements of knowledge occur when the parties are specialized in the same type of practice, so the primary difference is only that the sender is experienced in the best practice and the receiver is not.

However, “when novel conditions emerge will the current syntax be sufficient to process information at the boundary? Then the problem shifts from one of processing more information to understanding these novel conditions or new knowledge that lies outside the current syntax used at the boundary that require a semantic approach” (Carlile, 2002: P444). Whilst a common lexicon is always necessary, it is not always a sufficient type of common knowledge to share and assess domain-specific knowledge. The semantic boundary describes the circumstances when a syntactical approach is no longer sufficient, wherein a common syntax or language is present, but interpretations are often different which makes communication and collaboration difficult. Dougherty (1992) discussed a semantic perspective in which differences in meaning or language across functions in product development remain challenging. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) also recognize the challenges of “conveyed meaning” and the possible different interpretations by individuals, and
emphasize those practice-specific aspects of creating and translating knowledge must be taken into consideration.

The key features that distinguish knowledge transfer from translation are conversations, sense making, and collaboration among actors. In the health sector, for instance, the conversations and negotiations of health managers on budget allocation for different health programs can signify the knowledge translation. For example, health program managers at the national and regional levels may hold meetings and discuss about the health budget distribution to different health activities. Some health managers may intend to get more money for their health programs. Then, after conversations and negotiations, they will reach to common understanding, agreement and decision. When new requirements are present, interpretive differences limits the effective management of knowledge between actors. Interpretive approach emphasizes processes that help create “shared meanings” (Dougherty 1992) or mechanisms “to reconcile discrepancies in meaning” (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995). From a practice standpoint, if actors have previously accumulated shared knowledge in practicing together at the boundary and the boundary remains stable, then managing the differences and dependencies will be much less challenging. Through collaboration the participants produce common meanings and coordinate local agreements (Carlile, 2002; 2004). Some consequences are resolved by creating shared agreements. The ability to represent and specify differences and dependencies allows the different groups to identify what is most consequential, and then collectively prioritize their time and resources to resolve those consequences.

However, Carlile (2002; 2004: 444) further argues “learning about differences is not always enough to deal with every knowledge boundary; in some cases by making one’s knowledge explicit the potential conflicts and costs associated in working across a boundary are made more explicit”. Hence, the author proposes the pragmatic knowledge boundary by taking the perspective of a pragmatic approach (James, 1907), which highlights the importance of understanding the consequences that exist between things that are different and dependent on each other. A pragmatic boundary assumes transforming knowledge that refers to a process of altering current knowledge and creating new knowledge (Carlile; 2002; 2004). A pragmatic approach assumes the conditions of difference, dependence and novelty are all present, and requires an overall process for transforming existing knowledge. Carlile emphasizes that pragmatic boundaries influence not only how different kinds of knowledge produce novelty, but also how dependence across these differences generate consequences. When actors have
different interests, and depend on each other to accomplish a given task, the knowledge developed in one domain may produce a negative consequence in another that can only be resolved if groups on one or both sides of the boundary change the knowledge they use.

It is a pragmatic process, which needs transforming a mix of knowledge currently used with more novel forms of knowledge being identified at the boundary (ibid). Bolman and Deal (2003) also indicate that changing of the usual routine can face resistance at different levels, hence change in the usual practice and procedures undermine the existing knowledge and skills. Carlile (2004) points out that managing knowledge at the pragmatic boundary requires multiple iterations. For instance, during their day-to-day practices, HEWs in Ethiopia help households to implement the innovative health extension packages, albeit households may not realize the anticipated activities immediately. HEWs are expected to appear frequently in the respective families and make repeated conversations, demonstrations and negotiations until the families perform those activities. Hence, communicating at more complex boundaries requires the capacity below them. For example, knowledge translation assumes knowledge transfer, and knowledge transformation requires knowledge transfer and knowledge translation processes (ibid).

People in rural communities with an indigenous culture and health workers with scientific background have significantly different domain-specific knowledge, and they depend on each other to accomplish the task related to the health extension packages. If knowledge is different in kind, and not just in degree, then managing dependencies requires the capacity to develop an adequate common knowledge as resources and tasks change. Being the most important distinction in this study, pragmatic borders exist between practices from different knowledge systems.

Carlile (2004) uses an inverted triangle to show how increases in the difference, dependence and novelty of knowledge among people at the boundary create communication difficulties as shown in Figure 3.1. The author also identified the following four characteristics of a pragmatic boundary capability that facilitate effective boundary process and knowledge communication: 1) establish a shared language to represent knowledge; 2) provide a concrete means of specifying differences and dependencies; 3) facilitate a method in which individuals can jointly transform the knowledge used and 4) the need of multiple interactions (see Figure 3.1.).
In the above Figure, the tip of the inverted triangle represents the situations where the syntax is shared and sufficient, so knowledge can be transferred across the boundary. As novelty increases and the gap grow, new differences and dependencies arise that require semantic boundary crossing to create new agreements. However, as novelty continues to increase and the gap gets larger, a pragmatic boundary is faced.

Although the line between each type of boundary is clearly demarcated in Figure 3.1, the transition where one ends and another begins is not often easily identified by the actors involved (Carlile, 2004). Further, the purpose of the hierarchical representation in Figure 3.1 is to recognize that as we move up in complexity, the process or capacity at a more complex boundary still requires the capacities of those below it. For example, an effective transformation process also requires the existence of a common lexicon and meaning. Generally, increases in difference, dependence and novelty of the knowledge domain of people at the boundary create syntactic, semantic and pragmatic communication difficulties, and hence contribute to progressively more complex forms of communication that include transfer, translation and transformation (Carlile, 2004).

The knowledge boundaries which Carlile argues exist in communicating knowledge is relevant to my empirical analysis. The implication of Carlile’s arguments in this thesis is the need to understand how knowledge, especially the new knowledge related to the health extension packages and other health initiatives, is communicated across boundaries in the everyday practice of the HEWs and community volunteers. The perspective of “knowledge communication across boundaries” (Carlile, 2002; 2004) provides a framework to analyze the different knowledge boundaries and communication processes among the public health actors,
for example, between HEWs and their supervisors, and between HEWs and the rural households. The focus on knowledge boundaries and the properties of a boundary, i.e. differences, dependencies and novelty, is a way to describe the relation between the knowledge used in one practice and the knowledge used in another. I use the concepts of “transfer, translation and transformation” as defined by Carlile throughout this thesis.

Different researchers mentioned that knowledge brokering can contribute to innovation and knowledge communication (Hargadon, 2003; Howells, 2006) and it is effective in improving the quality in decision making (Dobbins et al., 2009). This study is concerned with the knowledge brokering role of community volunteers and HEWs in expanding the innovative health extension packages and other health initiatives. In analyzing the empirical materials of the study, this thesis has also employed the concept of knowledge broker that I now provide an overview.

3.2.3 Knowledge broker

Knowledge brokers can be understood as persons or organizations that facilitate the creation, sharing, and use of knowledge (Sverrisson, 2001). Knowledge brokers take part in at least the two practices for which they broke. The primary task of a knowledge broker is to connect knowledge seekers to sources of knowledge in a particular topic area (Dougherty, 1992). In this study, HEWs and community volunteers acted as knowledge brokers who connect knowledge seekers (the rural community) with sources of knowledge (the innovative health extension packages and other new health initiatives). Brokering involves the processes of knowledge transfer, translation, transformation and it promotes interaction (Ziam, 2010). The broker is constantly seeking knowledge opportunities in his/her immediate environment, capable of introducing promising new innovations (ibid). Brokering knowledge thus means far more than simply moving knowledge—it also means transforming knowledge (Myer, 2010). The role of knowledge brokers is even more important when the knowledge that is used is acquired from domains that have different languages and concepts (Ziam, Landry and Amare, 2009).

The role of knowledge brokers as intermediaries is widely documented. For instance, Pawlowski and Robey (2004) analyzed the role of the knowledge broker, as played by information technology (IT) professionals. The authors described that IT professionals were facilitating the flow of knowledge about both the IT and business practices across the boundaries that separate work units within organizations. IT professionals facilitated
knowledge sharing by connecting user organizations that were dealing with similar issues. The primary activity through which IT professionals became brokers was participation in user communities. By interacting with multiple communities, IT professionals were able to bridge traditional boundaries separating business units. Knowledge was also transferred from users to IT professionals since understanding the practices of IT users was seen as critical to IT work (ibid).

In the technology sector, brokers are seen as agents of change who have the capability to foster the adoption of new technologies and to support the decision making in their favor (Ziam, Landry and Amare, 2009). The dimension of intermediation is essentially based on the knowledge brokers’ social network. They can develop and maintain relationships with individuals, groups and organizations (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997). Knowledge brokers sought to reduce uncertainty by explaining the relevance of knowledge acquired in one part of the organization to another. Knowledge brokers, therefore, contributed to knowledge transformation not only by transferring knowledge but also by aiding in the interpretation of that knowledge (Pawlowski and Robey, 2004).

Over time, this role of knowledge brokers has diversified and has often been adapted to different practices including the health sector (Lomas, 2007). In Australia, for example, brokering practices have been introduced with the establishment of new coordinating and monitoring units in the intensive care services, which aim to promote knowledge transformation in the intensive care network and ultimately improve the effectiveness of its services (Rolls et al., 2008). Leeds Institute of Health Sciences (2009) also indicated that individuals were employed to act as “knowledge brokers” and their job was to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between researchers and practitioners in order to improve health outcomes. Within the same vein, this thesis explores the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers in communicating the community and scientific knowledge among the public health actors. Such knowledge bases both from the scientific and community sources need to be combined and communicated among the public health actors in order to bring the required progress in the health care provision and information systems in the context of a developing country, which I discuss next.

3.2.4 Combining scientific and community knowledge
Researchers showed that pragmatic differences across community and scientific knowledge may generate conflict of interests in attempting to combine the two knowledge domains. For
example, with regard to soil classification and use, integrating the scientific and community knowledge have tended to be problematic; either because of the practical difficulties involved in trying to integrate farmers’ cognitive soil maps with scientific soil maps held by a GIS, or because of the epistemological differences between the two traditions (Oudwater and Martin, 2003; Payton et al, 2003). Other writers also express some doubts about the apparently unproblematic ‘union’ of the two knowledge domains because the objectives and priorities of the two approaches are so divergent (Briggs, Pulford, Badri and Shaheen, 1998; Haburema and Steiner, 1997). For example, in regard to the soil type, the scientific knowledge tends to focus on the deeper soil horizons, representing the more fixed characteristics of soils; the community soil knowledge, on the other hand, tends to focus on the surface layers which are more relevant to agricultural evaluation.

In some cases, academics have considered community knowledge as primitive, simple and static and scientific researches may also attempt to discredit the local community knowledge in order to maintain their position and power. For example, the local environmental knowledge of the rural community in Ethiopia was discredited because they were held responsible for producing environmental degradation (Hoben, 1995). Consequently, all the other elements of the rural community knowledge base, such as fertilizer methods, the use of ash, the use of rotational leguminous crops, terracing methods, and locally constructed run-off ponds to collect rainwater were also, wholly undeservedly, discredited.

Nevertheless, other researchers also revealed the need of acknowledging the importance of community knowledge base for sustainable environmental development and acceptance of the scientific methods by the community (Rahman, 2000; Rengalakshmi, 2006; Puri, 2007). Thus, the two knowledge systems (from scientific and community sources) need to be bridged. In the context of land degradation, Puri, (2003) identified three domains of knowledge that are relevant and often in tension with each other and with the overall objective of land management, being technical, scientific and indigenous knowledge. Technical knowledge relates to GIS technology and remote sensing. Scientific knowledge concerns the application domain that drives from the scientific parameters relating to, for example, soil types, slope of the land, vegetation patterns and rainfall. While community knowledge relates to people’s understanding of local resources and practices around land use, for example, the kind of water harvesting structures that have historically existed in a local setting.

Puri (2003, 2007) argues that the local community knowledge of the environment can provide practice-specific understandings that can complement scientific knowledge. For instance, GIS
technology can be used to prioritize areas for intervention based on the extent of land degradation defined through scientific parameters such as soil erosion and water tables. Hereafter, community knowledge can be drawn upon to provide the practice-specific inputs for developing interventions strategies in the identified areas, for example whether to build a new well or rejuvenate an existing water body. The author stresses the importance of constructing knowledge alliances between these technologists, scientist and the community in order to support more effective IS development and implementation. For instance, Puri (2007) explains that communities drew resource maps on the ground to depict the location of various existing resources, and the appropriate locations of the proposed interventions. The markings made by the community members on the ground maps were subsequently incorporated into the GIS database by the GIS scientists. The scientists acknowledged that the community had a keen sense of the local topography and drainage patterns, and were aware of traditional water-harvesting structures had been beneficially used in the past. The author showed how the knowledge originated from scientists; system developers and the community can be drawn upon and made work together in the process of GIS implementation.

Rengalakshmi (2006) also described that it was possible to establish a continuum between scientific and the community weather forecast, which combines the scale and period of the onset of rainfall. The scientific forecast provides a probability distribution for the amount of seasonal rainfall as well as specific quantitative forecasts for medium-range rainfall amounts. The seasonal rainfall forecast does not provide information on the likely onset of rainfall and its distribution. On the other hand, traditional forecast knowledge is able to help the farmers in terms of the possible onset of rainfall using such indicators as direction and intensity of the wind during summer season, position of the moon, and other supportive indicators. Although the reliability of the traditional indicators varies, they do help farmers prepare for the timing and distribution of rain, while a scientific forecast may help them prepare for the amount. The amount of rainfall and the timing of onset are the two most significant variables farmers use to make decisions on their initial agricultural activities. The different strengths of the two systems, when combined, provide farmers with more valuable information than either system can provide in isolation (ibid). It was also argued by Suchman (1994) that the objective epistemology of scientific knowledge needs to be rearticulated to include multiple, located and partial perspectives to accommodate the lived experience of organizations.

Rahman, (2000) also emphasized the need of establishing an integrated community and scientific knowledge base to address a priority issue in terms of sustainable socio-economic
development and poverty alleviation in developing country. The author found advocacy, social mobilization and program communication approaches useful for shared dialogue and partnership building for political leadership supports and the participation of local communities’.

According to McKee, 1992, as cited by Rahman, 2000;

*Program communication* is a process of identifying, segmenting and targeting specific groups or communities with particular strategies, messages or training programs through various mass media and interpersonal channels, traditional and non-traditional.

*Advocacy* consists of the organization of information into argument to be communicated through various interpersonal and media channels with a view to gaining political and social leaderships’ acceptance and preparing a society for a particular development program:

*Social mobilization* is a process of bringing together all feasible and practical intersectoral social allies to raise awareness of people and demand for a particular development program, to assist in the delivery of resources and services and to strengthen community participation:

Although early scientific researchers have mostly described indigenous knowledge with negative connotations, time has shown that some of the knowledge is worthwhile (Mercer et al, 2009). The indigenous postpartum maternal and child care in Nigeria, for example, helps a first time mother to receive parental and housekeeping practices from her mother. During a four-week period after birth, the postpartum mother is given a special diet which makes the uterus contract and thus helps in expelling of blood clots. The diet also helps to restore blood lost during childbirth, to restore energy thus facilitated the healing of wounds and restores normal bodily functions and promotes lactation. The health care programs need to consider such important practices based from the community knowledge and integrate them in their assistance strategies (Emery, 2000). There are also similar practices in Ethiopia in taking care of the post-partum mothers. Besides, there are historically constituted community-based indigenous institutions (such as Edir, Equb and Debo) that promote collective practice and solution provision on a voluntary basis. The purpose of these indigenous community-based organizations includes jointly addressing social and economic challenges (Mengesha, 2011). Not all aspects of the indigenous knowledge and practices are beneficial. For example, there is much criticism of some community knowledge and practices, such as cutting the uvula of small children. However, by encouraging beneficial traditional practices, one is also able to challenge harmful ones (Brehony, 2000).
Generally, community knowledge is a very good source of readily available and already tested appropriate knowledge source for policy makers to use in their planning process. It is believed to be a very useful mechanism in providing a framework upon which technical and scientific questions are built (Dube and Musi, 2002). This thesis has also given some examples of the community knowledge and improvisations that helped the HEWs and community volunteers to accomplish their day-to-day activities and in shaping the standards to be implemented in their locality. Hence, the succeeding sub-section presents the topic of standardization and flexibility in relation to HIS which has a particular relevance for my study.

3.2.5 Standardization and Flexibility

Scientific knowledge operates in the health care sector, for example, in the form of guidelines and standards that govern the provision of health services, and data collection and reporting. Health workers are expected to implement these standards on the ground, and this could potentially lead to tensions between scientific and community knowledge. Therefore, it is relevant to discuss standardization and also flexibility. The concept of standardization with the required flexibility is used in this thesis to emphasize the significance of “standards” and “flexibility” for the public health service provision and information systems. This study focuses on how the health workers implement standards into their practices, such as working guidelines, rules, regulations, and the health service plans designed by the health authorities, with the required flexibility in their day-to-day practices. The issue of standardization and flexibility is thematized by different researchers (for example, Hanseth et al., 1996; Timmermans and Berg, 1997; Bowker and Star, 1999; Braa and Hedberg, 2002 and Braa et al. 2007). For example, Timmermans and Berg (1997) describe standards (standardized working guidelines) as intervening in a specified situation and prescribe a set of medical interventions, which should be performed in a similar way, to achieve results which are comparable over time and space. Nevertheless, those standing orders do not hold true in certain situations (ibid). The present study has identified the issue which is closely related to Timmermans and Berg (1997). However, this thesis emphasizes the crucial role of community knowledge to make the standards practicable.

Different authors have mentioned that standardization enables coordination, which in turn enables the exercise of control over distance (Law, 1986, Bowker and Star, 1999). Standardization aims for control by using standards that guarantee uniformity and predictability, and standards intend at making actions comparable over time and space.
However, the uniformity comes at the expense of individuals or local autonomy (Timmermans and Leiter, 2000). Consequently there will be a tension between the global and local side of the solution, hence, a central problematic issue related to standardization is the tension between universality versus locality. Since conditions and needs are not similar in different practices, the standard must be flexible enough to be appropriated to varieties of work practices and locations. This global reach of the standard or its universality thus inevitably depends on local conditions, such as the existing infrastructural and material resources.

Different authors in various ways have expressed the need for such a balance. For example, Berg and Timmermans (1997) introduced the term “Local Universality”, which emphasizes that universality, always rests on real-time work, and emerges from localized processes of negotiations, and pre-existing institutional, infrastructural, and material relations. Hanseth et al. (1996) discuss two kinds of flexibility—use and change flexibility—and argue that standards need both. Change flexibility (the ability to change standards) is enabled by modularization and combining simple standards with gateways. Use flexibility determines the extent to which a standard can support many different activities and tasks. Use flexibility makes it possible for users to change practices supported by the standard without changing the standard. Braa and Hedberg (2002); Braa et al (2007) also introduced the principles of “hierarchy of standards”. It is quite evident that one cannot find one optimal solution (Bowker and Star, 1999), and that there will always be some costs related to establishing “universal” solutions. The application of standards, therefore, will inherently be in tension with the local realities in a given community raising the need to balance the flexibility and standardization.

a. **Standardization and Flexibility in HIS**

Scholars have demonstrated that information systems need to be adapted to the local practice. In the case of HIS, standards need to be in play so that data can be collected in uniform formats and time intervals and be compared across facilities and geographical regions. Comparisons are required to allocate scarce resources over various competing needs, and this can only made possible through using of standards. Standardized work practices help to coordinate and compare the performance between districts, provinces and countries (Mavimbe, 2007). Information systems have to be tailored according to the different requirements, for example depending on the hierarchal levels in the health care system (Braa and Hedberg, 2002; Braa et al, 2007). The authors stress addressing different information needs at different levels of the health administrative structure. A core principle is that only
essential information for action should be collected at each level. At the national level a “Minimal Data Set” should be defined, and the other levels in the healthcare system hierarchy (such as provinces or districts), which will have additional information needs related to local actions, are free to add to this data set. The hierarchy of standards principle was described as the key ingredient to reach consensus during the standardization of health care data in South Africa (ibid). While analyzing the HIS of Ethiopia, Woldeyohannes and Molla, 2005 also stressed that ensuring data items are compatible across various data collecting instruments is a key component of the standardizing process.

In the case of developed country, the study conducted about electronic patient record (EPR) standardization in a Norwegian specialized hospital also showed that the reasons for failure for the system include overemphasizing criteria of universality, uniformity, and centralization of control to achieve alignment, stabilization, and closure (Hanseth et al, 2006). EPR systems are presumed to improve work processes through efficient information management, facilitate increased information sharing among professionals, and enhance communication between various healthcare providers. Although the implementation of the EPR aimed at reducing paper and eventually replacing the paper system, the paper based record remained an important tool. Paradoxically, the production of paper documents increased markedly after the implementation of the system. The authors emphasized the need of flexibility based on local requirements rather than over emphasizing on universal criteria.

b. The Role of Protocols as Standards
Different strategies and approaches to standardization are used in health care domain, such as standards, protocols and guidelines that actually affect the health care practices (Temmermans and Berg, 2003). For instance, standardization in the health care has been described as part of practice of attempting to coordinate work globally (Bowker and Star, 1999). Using of International Classification of Diseases (ICD), the World Health Organization (WHO) attempts to coordinate information about morbidity and mortality. The ICD is an old list centrally administered by the WHO, aimed at mapping diseases that threaten public health. It is used by general practitioners, hospitals, insurance companies, statisticians, governments, and others worldwide. It implements WHO’s efforts of categorizing causes of death for statistical and clinical purposes. In practice, however, it has proven nearly impossible to fully standardize the ICD due to local work practices, cultural differences, and diverging requirements and interests (ibid).
Standardized guidelines in the form of “best practice” recommendations, clinical procedures, or research protocols are widespread in healthcare, where they are designed to reduce variations in practice and thus to enhance the quality of care in all locations (Komaroff 1982; Wennberg 1991). According to Berg (1997), protocols or guidelines are set of instructions telling to the implementer how to do the activities in specific situation. Timmermans and Berg (1997) revealed that protocols intervene in a specified situation and prescribe a set of medical interventions, which should be performed in a similar way, to achieve results which are comparable over time and space. These instructions may be designed as detailed flow-charts, or they may consist of a number of rather vague and general recommendations, but they are all designed to guide the person through a sequence of steps. Through their coordinating role, such standardized guidelines may create room for different new tasks, for example, through the usage of a protocol; oncological nurses were able to handle complex drugs with which they otherwise might not have been able to work (ibid).

However, since protocols set precise criteria, which are uniform for all settings: they may not fit with the realities in a given community. Thus the use of protocols may overlook significant aspects and lead to the loss of important information and interventions that are difficult to make explicit or to quantify (Berg 1997). Although oncological protocols allow nurses contact with new drugs, new possibilities for cure, with a wider varieties of patients and treatment plans, etc., not all these reasons guarantee that the protocols will be followed in minutest detail. In the case of Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR), for instance, the protocol ordered that a paramedic and nurse always have to start and continue the resuscitative effort until an emergency physician arrives and decides to quit the life-saving attempt. However, those standing orders did not hold true in certain situations (Timmermans and Berg, 1997). Medical doctors also may go beyond the boundaries of medical protocols. For example, although the drug magnesium sulphate is not part of the protocol of the resuscitation procedure; it is sometimes given as a last resort to save the life of the patient. The protocols explicit written demands are tinkered with to make the protocol workable in practice. The authors argue, this tinkering of the protocol is not showing the limits of standardization in practice, rather it demonstrates the ongoing subordination and articulation of the protocol to meet the primary goal of the working procedure.

In his study of the immunization service in Mozambique, Mavimbe (2007) conceptualized the Expanded Program of Immunization (EPI) as an information infrastructure comprising of three socio-technical elements of the cold chain, knowledge and information systems.
Standards are seen to provide the glue for the three sub-systems to work together. He mentioned that various standards need to be in play, for example to coordinate geographically dispersed units, compare activities over time and also across various activities of programs (for example, between EPI and Antenatal care). The author emphasized that standards are essential for the EPI to work but is neither the absolute measure nor a guarantee that they will be used uniformly across or even within immunization practices. Making standards work depends on various interconnected materials.

In the case of immunization program, as mentioned by Mavimbe et al (2006), a set of uniform guidelines and protocols (the “cook book”) were created by WHO and implemented by the training of health workers. The health authorities tried to make these translated standards accessible and usable by the health workers who were responsible to provide vaccination services in the remote areas of Mozambique. According to the authors, this guideline seeks to maintain uniformity while performing immunization, and data gathering, aggregation and reporting in the information systems. However, subjectivities among health workers cannot be eliminated.

Protocols are ubiquitous in clinical research, but are also important for public health-oriented information systems. For instance Shrestha and Bodart (2000) recommend that standardized protocols and operational definitions need to be developed in order to improve the data quality. A study conducted on the Ethiopian HIS also showed that absence of standardized instructions and guidelines was one reason for incorrectly filled data in the forms (Mengistu, 2005). This thesis also emphasized that standardized protocols or working guidelines are important whereas flexibility is required, based on the community knowledge and other local realities, while using those working guidelines.

While the merits of standardization with flexibility, such as for effective design and implementation of HIS is discussed by different researchers, the role of community knowledge to fit the standards on the ground is far less understood, especially in the context of a developing country and community-based settings. This thesis builds on the perspective of flexible standards, and complements it by emphasizing the impact of community knowledge in relation to standardization and flexibility.
3.3 Summary-Analytical Framework of the Study

This section consolidates the theoretical framework for this thesis. Based on the reviewed literature, I have developed an integrated perspective (See Figure 3.2.) to explain the conceptual linkages.

This thesis illustrates the potential of community knowledge in the practices of HEWs and community volunteers that include shaping the standardized guidelines developed by the health authorities to make it workable in their local context. As portrayed by Figure 3.2 above, both the scientific and community knowledge are important for the public health sector in a developing country. The two knowledge systems are overlapping, and need to complement each other. In this thesis, HEWs considered as having better scientific knowledge than the community volunteers. Since HEWs have completed a tenth grade formal education and they are trained for a year in public health, as well as, they take many other on the job trainings, and the vice versa holds true for the case of community knowledge, since community volunteers are members of a given community. This study examined the role of

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers within the community and scientific knowledge domains.
HEWs and community volunteers as knowledge brokers, who facilitate knowledge communication in the public health sector in Ethiopia.

According to Reij, Scoones and Toulmin (1996), the knowledge and practices of a particular community are inevitably mediated by external influences from “outsiders”, such as extension workers and businessmen. In this case, the HEWs in Ethiopia, who mostly know the culture and practices of their communities and have scientific knowledge about health from their pre-service and on-the-job trainings, can act as a mediator (knowledge broker) to produce a composite knowledge. Community volunteers also facilitate brokering, via their close communication with neighbors and friends. The advocacy, social mobilization and program communication approaches that help to establish an integrated community and scientific knowledge base (Rahman, 2000) were found useful to describe the shared dialogue, partnership building and knowledge brokering in day-to-day practices of HEWs.

This study follows practice based perspectives since this tradition is not focusing on cognitive aspects and the tendency to make knowledge an entity by rather emphasizing how knowing is related to doing (Nicolini et al., 200; Carlile, 2002; 2004). This approach helped to understand everyday practices of actors participating in the community based health services.

In summary, this thesis has discussed the different conceptual ideas that influence my understanding of the use and communication of community and scientific knowledge in the public health sector of Ethiopia. Together, these concepts help to understand the role of community knowledge in the health service provision and HIS implementation of a developing country. As the focus of the study was the community based health service provision and HIS, it provided me opportunities to explore how health workers use the community knowledge, for example, when offering the health care services to individuals and households. In a practice-based research approach, it is crucial to be able to observe what people do, what their work is like, and what effort it takes to solve problems (Carlile, 2002). The following chapter provides the research strategies and methods used to carry out this research.
Chapter Four: Research Methodology

This chapter describes the research design and methods adopted in this thesis. The chapter starts with the origin of the research by providing background of the researcher to enable the reader to get more insight into the motivation of this research. It continues by providing the reasons for using qualitative research methods and interpretative philosophical assumptions. Details of selection of the research sites, the processes of data collection and analysis technique are then described. This is followed by the ethical consideration and some personal reflections. The chapter ends by presenting a chapter summary.

4.1 Origin of the Research

The researcher has been working at the family health department of Amhara RHB, Ethiopia since 2006. This department was responsible for maternal and child health, and the health extension program. Accordingly, I have been involved in various activities related to the health extension program. This exposure inspired my interest in the phenomena, and subsequently helped me in defining the research problem of the present study.

I conducted my master thesis on the HIS of Ethiopia (see Damtew, 2005) and the findings highlighted poor data quality and poor information use for action. Based on the study findings and the community health service initiatives in Ethiopia, I was motivated to expand my study and decided to understand how the community knowledge is used in strengthening the health service provision and HIS. In addition, I had the chance to see the HIS of all zones of the Amhara region, Ethiopia, during my field visit with two colleagues prior to commencing my PhD project. This broad exposure also helped me to develop a deeper understanding of the problem domain. The academic environment of the University of Oslo encouraged me to develop the research proposal and I had an opportunity to enroll in a PhD program in 2008.

The social science perspective to public health and information systems studies adopted for my masters and in this thesis has nurtured through reading of various literatures, and discussions with colleagues and advisors. This perspective emphasizes that the study subject could not be understood independently of the people around it, their social relationships and the work practices that they are engaged in within their everyday lives (Walsham, 1993). I felt this approach was relevant in this research, since it enabled exploration of the social and cultural aspects related to using the community knowledge in a public health organization of a developing country entrenched in mounting the community based health service.
4.2 Research Approach and Design

According to Myers (1997), all research is based on some underlying assumptions about what is valid research and what methods are appropriate for undertaking that research. The nature of the research problem and the expectations from that research all influence the philosophical stance taken and the choice of suitable techniques for data collection and analysis. This study has adopted qualitative methods, since the research purpose was exploring the use and communication of community knowledge in public health organization in a developing country that calls for a study which is detailed and qualitative. Qualitative research explores the richness, depth and complexity of a phenomenon. Hence, qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret phenomenon in terms of meanings people bring to them (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Creswell (2003:181) describes the process of qualitative approach as follow:

“Qualitative research takes place in a natural setting. The qualitative researcher often goes to the site (home, office) of the participant to conduct the research. This enables the researcher to develop a level of detail about the individual or place and to be highly involved in actual experiences of the participants.”

My approach has focused on understanding the issue of community knowledge in context, and how this knowledge domain is used by the health sector to improve the HIS and health services provided to the public. This study mainly deals with the community level health service provision and information systems. This process requires repeated follow up over time in order to gain such knowledge and understanding, rather than a one-shot event through survey. This was done using qualitative methods which enables one to follow events and their consequences within a context (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

The present study takes an interpretative epistemology and emphasizes an understanding of the social world through an examination of the interpretation of that world by its participants. A non-positivist (interpretative approach) starts out with the assumption that access to reality is only through social constructions, such as language, consciousness and shared meanings (Myers and Avison, 2002). Positivist studies attempt to test theory or hypotheses based on the ontological assumption that reality is objectively given and can be described by observable properties, which are independent of the researcher and his or her instruments. In contrast to the positivist approaches, interpretive researchers assume that scientific knowledge should be obtained not through hypothetic-deductive reasoning but through the understanding of human and social interaction by which the subjective meaning of the reality is constructed (Walsham,
Subjective reality emphasizes that the same situation might be interpreted differently depending on who provides the account of it (Walsham, 1993), based on their backgrounds including culture, education and experiences. In other words, interpretive research does not predefine dependent and independent variables, but emphasizes the complexity of human sense making as the situation emerges (Kaplan and Maxwell, 1994). The researcher’s role as an interpretivist is on attempting the difficult task of accessing their people’s interpretations, filtering them through their conceptual apparatus, and feeding the version of events to the informants (Walsham, 1995). Table 4.1, summarizes the difference between interpretive and positivist approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-1: Distinction between Positivist and interpretive approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpretative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical world is subjective, exists only through human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epistemology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social reality can only be interpreted, aimed at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understanding meaning; Analytical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research methods and techniques</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field (case) study, interviews, observation, document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reviews, discussion…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modes of analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe, interpret and understand the social world from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participant’s perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of researcher</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never assume a value-neutral stance; Always implicated in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phenomena under study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991).

This research was conducted over a period of four years divided into six time periods: January to February 2008, September to December 2008; July to August 2009; December 2009 to February 2010; March to May 2011; and November to December 2011. The research approach is based on the principles of case study. A case-study, when associated with a qualitative approach, is a pertinent strategy for researchers to explore in-depth a program or individual(s) using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period of time (Creswell, 2003). Klein and Myer (1999) also stated that qualitative case study is characterized by researchers spending extended time on site, personally in contact with the activities and operation of the case, reflecting and revising descriptions and meanings of what is going on. The case study is
a useful approach to adopt when the phenomenon of study is difficult to disengage from its context (Miles and Huberman, 1994), for example in studying the community based health activities in rural villages of Ethiopia.

4.3 Study area

Selection of the Research sites

The research was conducted at the public health organization of Ethiopia, mainly at the community level. As mentioned in Chapter two, this organization has introduced community health services through the health extension program. The national health system is composed of different hierarchy starting from the health facilities, to districts, zones, regions and FMOH. The HEWs, on whom this research is more focused, are supported by staff from different levels in the health system hierarchy and other partners, mainly by their supervisors from the health facilities and district health offices. Relevant information for this study has been sought from different levels in the health care system and the HEWs training schools.

The Amhara region was selected for the study. It is one of the nine regions and two city administrations constituting the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia. The region has 10 zones and three city administrations, which is subdivided into 167 weredas (districts) of which are 38 town administrations and 129 rural woredas. The total population of the region is around 20 million, which accounts for about 23% of the total population of the country. Out of this, nearly 87% of the population resides in a rural setting engaged mainly in agricultural activities. Amhara region was selected for this study for two basic reasons. First, the health extension program in the region was expanded earlier. Currently, nearly 99% of the rural kebele’s in the region are covered with HEWs (Amhara RHB report, 2011). Second, the investigator was working at different levels in the health care system in the region. The previous familiarity of the institutional setting helped to establish rapport with health workers and health managers. Besides, being a resident of the Amhara region, it was easier and less expensive for me to conduct my research there that minimized the transport and other expenses. Different researchers have mentioned the shortcomings of undertaking research in one’s own home environment, such as researcher bias and nervousness of the study participants to explain their experience fully (Hockey, 1993; Dwyer and Buckle, 2009). Considering my prior knowledge of Amhara region and my closeness to its health bureau staff, I have attempted to minimize such shortcomings as described in subsection 4.7 under the title personal reflections.
Six districts in the three zones of Amhara region, namely Bahirdar Special, Mirab Gojjam and Awi zones were included in this study. Eighteen health posts and five health centers within the selected six districts were visited. The rationale for selecting these three zones drew upon that Bahirdar is the capital city of the region, which may represent the urban areas and the others are rural ones. Besides, Awi zone is one of the three ethnic zones in Amhara region. This strategy allowed the researcher to see patterns of events, such as, related to the residence of HEWs and working style. Although all HEWs are expected to reside in the communities they serve, some HEWs from all the three zones live in the nearby district towns which may create some gaps with their social interaction and knowledge communication with the community.

This study was multilevel in that data gathering was carried out at the national, regional, zonal, district, and community levels, with more focus on the health extension program (community level). The premise of this study is to understand how community knowledge can
be used and communicated amongst public health actors. The following diagram indicates how health data are communicated.

Figure 4.2: Public health actors included in this study

Figure 4.2, indicates the public health actors and their relationships. Community volunteers and HEWs offer health services and collect health data from the households. HEWs compile reports and submit to the nearby health center, district health office, and they also send some health programs data to other partners. Then the report and feedback flow based on the health system hierarchy from the district to zones, then to RHBs and FMOH. Other partners also get the required reports from the health sector. Meetings held at different levels, such as, between the health center and respective health posts staffs, and discuss monthly performances. HEWs also communicate relevant findings, for example, about epidemics, with the village health committee in order to find joint solutions. HEWs act as the focal point who interact both with the community and the health sector that emphasizes their role as knowledge brokers.
The empirical materials for this study drew upon qualitative methods of data collection that aim to study people in their natural context by observing, talking and reading what they have written (Sliver, 2005). This approach was required to gain insight from different perspectives into issues of the newly initiated health extension program and how to communicate and use community knowledge in the health sector. The subsequent subsection provides detail of the data collection methods used in this study.

4.4 Data Collection Techniques

Qualitative data, as Silverman (2005) has argued, helps to map inner experiences, language, culture, and forms of social interactions to develop deep contextual understanding of a phenomenon. This method provides rich descriptions and explanations of processes in local contexts as it is conducted through an intense and prolonged contact with the situation being studied (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Given the nature of my in-depth and continuous involvement in the field, I have been engaged in collecting various forms of qualitative data through multiple mechanisms. More specifically, data collection methods used in the study included semi-structured interviews, participant observation, meetings, and secondary data collection through reviewed documents including of forms, manuals, strategic plan documents and health status reports. The use of different data collection methods helps to decrease the investigator bias, increase validity, and strengthen the interpretative potential of the study (Denzin, 1970). Yin (1994) also argues that the use of multiple sources of evidence in case-studies allows an investigator to address a broader range of historical, attitudinal and behavioral issues. Thus any finding or conclusion in a case-study is likely to be much more convincing and accurate if it is based on several different sources of information.

Silverman (2005) stated that to suppose that any researcher enters a field without past experience or any pre-existing ideas is unrealistic. In such a context, the researcher acts as a participant observer and is involved in various activities. Having a public health background and courses in HIS, I have been trying to be involved in different activities, for example, as a trainer of the health managers, as a supervisor in health campaign events, and a participant in discussions of health workers meetings. My involvement in the domain allowed me to get a unique access to the processes and rich contextual exposure. This approach helped me to capture context sensitive data; for example relating to the knowledge communication patterns among the public health actors. Since each facility was observed more than once, it helped to observe ongoing changes, for example associated with the commencement of treating killer diseases at the health posts and the registers that comprise an outline of how to treat those
diseases. This was followed by joint discussion with HEWs in order to refine the researchers’ understanding and to develop more coherent explanations. The findings showed HEWs appreciated the curative service since it increases their acceptance by the community.

Part of the fieldwork was carried out along with one of my research advisors from the University of Oslo, while other field trips were undertaken independently. During joint fieldwork, individual interpretations of notes taken during the data collection were separately prepared and subsequently discussed. These summaries were also apprised to the interviewees to cross-check what they said as recorded and interpreted by us, or to seek further clarification. Similar procedure was adopted while undertaking fieldwork independently. I now discuss the detail of each of the data collection techniques used.

*Interviews*

Creswell (2003) describes interviewing as one of the most common and most powerful ways to understand human being since it gives room to both the interviewer and interviewee to clarify opinions and view through interactions. Walsham (1995) also has argued that the primary source of evidence in the context of conducting interpretive case study research is in-depth interviews; since it is through this method that the researcher can best access the interpretations that participants have regarding the actions and events which have or are taking place. Interviews, for instance, are an important way to understand people, particularly the meanings they bring to bear on the places they live and work (Zussman, 2004). Interviews, on the other hand, can be used to clarify information that is not understood through other data collection methods.

In the present study, I interviewed officials and health managers from different level in the health care hierarchy of Ethiopia; health workers, HEWs, HEW teachers and officials at HEW training schools. The largest group of interviewees was HEWs since the focus of this study was to understand the role of community knowledge for strengthening HIS and PHC provision. As such, some key informants were interviewed more than once. The interviews were typically in-depth, lasting between half to one hour and semi-structured interview guides were developed. In addition, several informal conversations and discussions took place. Relevant excerpts from transcribed material were selected and included in this thesis in order to emphasize key themes during the writing process.

The interviews were conducted in Amharic (the official language in Ethiopia), and in some cases I translated the conversations to English because of the presence of my advisor, who could not understand the local language. For some respondents who were able to
communicate in English, for instance, health managers at the regional level and HEW teachers, interviews were conducted in English. However, when I collected data independently, I preferred to conduct interviews in Amharic so that respondents felt more comfortable to express their feelings and ideas properly with their local language. Interviews were not tape recorded in order to avoid unnecessary apprehension of the informants; however, detailed notes were taken. In addition, through continuous interaction, I could ask for further clarifications on issues that I had not understood. The interviews were then translated into English for analysis shortly after the interview session or at least in the same day.

Mostly, the interviews were conducted at the work places of the respondents. I visited health offices in the health care hierarchy, and a number of health posts and centers which served as the first point of contact of the community. These contacts helped to gain a better understanding of the communication practices amongst the health staff, and the health workers with the community. For example, during my field visit to the health posts, I observed anxious patients looking for treatment, albeit there was no medication handled by the HEWs at health posts. In these health posts, I also got an opportunity to discuss with the community volunteers (called vCHWs – voluntary community health workers) to understand their interactions with HEWs and the community.

I used semi-structured interview guides and interview questions were different according to the informants’ job responsibility. The interviewee guide was changed throughout the data collection process, as new concepts and perspectives emerged from the data. Health workers at the facility level were asked questions related to their day-to-day practices. The way they communicate with their peers, the higher levels in the hierarchy, community volunteers and the community, problems they encountered in doing their tasks and the ways they solved them were discussed. The HEWs, who are the key informants of this study, have very tight work schedules, and they do most of their activities through home visiting. As such it was needed to make an arrangement through their mobile telephone before the day of the interview. Sometimes, I interviewed the two HEWs in the same health post together. However, if one of them had left for home visiting, the one who was available was interviewed. Health workers at the health centers, mostly who are responsible to compile reports were interviewed. At the district, zonal and regional levels, most of the informants were health managers who are responsible for the health extension program. At the national level, the informants were experts at the HIS section. At the level of health managers, questions were aimed at
understanding how they handled the problems encountered to the HIS; for example the target setting procedure to the health services, how they considered the local information and knowledge from the health workers and the community, and how these inputs can be integrated to the countries effort of the HIS reform. HEW teachers and officials in HEW training schools were also asked about the teaching learning processes and the problems encountered. Table 4.2 presents a summary of respondents in relation to their work place and their job responsibilities.

Table 4-2: Respondents work place, job responsibility and number of interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational level</th>
<th>Respondents Job Responsibility</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>Total number of interviews conducted (With Repetition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMOH</td>
<td>HIS experts</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amhara RHB</td>
<td>Department head</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health extension program</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coordinators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immunization program</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonal Health Department</td>
<td>Head of the Zonal Health department</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health extension program</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coordinator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other health managers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Health Office</td>
<td>Head of the District Health Office</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team leader</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Extension workers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supervisors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Facility</td>
<td>Nurses and Health officers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health extension workers</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEW training schools</td>
<td>HEW Teachers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible person</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Participatory Observation**

Observations can lead to deeper understandings, because they provide knowledge of the practice and context in which events occur, and they enable the researcher to see things that participants sometimes themselves are not aware of, or that they may be unwilling to discuss. Observations are also important to be able to ask relevant questions as well as to get a better understanding of how the thing being studied functions and being used in practice (Walsham,
1995). Observation can take place in two different forms: the researcher can act as an external observer by simply observing different activities with little interference; or act as a participant observer aiming at becoming a full participant in the activities studied (ibid). For practical reasons, I became a participant observer since I got involved in different activities, for example, as a trainer and supervisor in the health campaign events.

As a participant observer, I had contact with the health staff at health facilities in order to have a depth understanding of various issues surrounding their day-to-day practices. Informal talks and discussions have been taken place during the observation sessions. My observations involved working practices of health workers related to both health service provision and data collection, compiling and reporting, and their interactions with each other and their clients. At the health facilities, for example, I observed how health workers capture data and the forms and registers they use to collect and report data of different health activities. This helped me to gain an understanding of the presence of multiple registers at the health posts that require modification, which added more work load on HEWs. I was also involved in the child health survival campaign events in Amhara region that helped me to understand the efforts of HEWs and community volunteers to overcome the challenges encountered through their community knowledge and improvisations. Such exposures helped to deepen my understanding of the realities at the ground related to the health service provision and HIS in resource constrained settings, and the significance of community knowledge to fit the standards to actual set up.

Notes of observations were taken throughout. I noticed that observing can be a powerful tool to get insights into various aspects. Using this method allowed me to gain a better perceptive into the local workplace setting and the work practice.

During visits to villages and health facilities, I have taken multiple photographs of different events such as the health campaign events, the communication between health workers and the community, hand drawn maps and health indicators produced by HEWs and posted on the walls of the health posts, etc. These too have helped to make more vivid the context in which the research has been carried out. A few examples of those pictures are shown below.
Another data source used in this thesis was participating in meetings. Meetings are organized at different levels in the health care system hierarchy of Ethiopia, monthly, quarterly and annually aimed at evaluating the health service performances, discussing challenges encountered and making plans. I have participated in numerous relevant meetings, discussions, and presentations with health staff at regional, district and facility levels. These meetings and discussions served various purposes, such as to understand lots of issues related to, for example, the health service planning, and other concerns raised by the participants, and to discuss with the officials of issues I saw during my field visit. For example, at the RHB meetings, I was able to discuss the improvisations done by HEWs and the ways of multiplying such beneficial practices. Participating in meetings helped to gain different kinds of insights, from the health workers side, for example, about the challenges they faced in their day-to-day practices, and from the health managers side, for example on the nature of decision making in the government. During the meetings, I took notes and documented statements from participants about the issues raised related to the community health service and HIS.
**Document Review**

Document analysis was also used in this study. Study of the secondary data provided insights into the efforts made by the governments on the health extension program implementation and HIS reform process in the country. The secondary data sources were also helpful in understanding the efforts of the regional, zonal and district administrations, and other stakeholders to improve the existing HIS and health service provision. Various documents were collected and reviewed to understand the health plans, work routines, rules and procedures. The documents analyzed included; the national health policy, the health sector development plan III (HSDP III), health planning and performance reports, the health extension program profile in Ethiopia, HIS reform strategic documents, data collection and reporting tools, working guidelines for health workers and the HEWs training school curriculum. These documents were reviewed in order to gain information on the government’s plan for the health extension program, and HIS, including the initiation of the HIS reform in Ethiopia. Such documents were useful to learn about major events, decisions made by the government, key actors in the health system and their roles. Besides, it gave me background information to conduct the interviews and to explore in further detail particular responses during the interviews.

Organizational documents are in most cases not transparent representations of organizational routines and decision making processes. Besides, the documents may not depict the organization’s existing situations because the organizations evolve over time and the documents become outdated (Ellis et al, 2003). Thus, there is a need to relate what we read from the organizational documents with other data sources (Sliverman, 2005). Yin (1994:81) also stated that;

“The most important use of document analysis is to corroborate and augment evidences from other sources.”

In line with this, analyzing of the available documents allowed me to substantiate the findings obtained by other data collection methods.

### 4.5 Data Analysis

This study takes an interpretative epistemology which seeks to understand the social world through an examination of the interpretation of that world by its participants (Walsham 1993, 1995). Interpretative approach adopts the position that “realities as well as our knowledge thereof are social products and hence incapable of being understood independent of the social
actors that construct and make sense of that reality” (Orlikowski and Baround, 1991, p13). In view of that, the current study takes the position that reality could be constantly constructed by both the researcher and the participants rather than assuming the phenomena are separate from those involved in giving meaning to those phenomena.

Different authors have emphasized that the analysis of qualitative data is a continuous process that starts in the research field during the data collection process. For instance, Myers and Avison (2002) pointed out, in doing qualitative research; there is no clear distinction between the gathering and analysis of data; since “the analysis affects the data and the data affects the analysis significantly” (p9). Silver (2005) also revealed it is better to expand field notes and begin analysis as soon as possible after each field visit. This type of analysis was almost inevitable because, being in the field, collecting data, it was impossible not to start thinking about the data being collected, what was being observed and discussed (Seidel, 1998).

Following the above authors, my analysis began in the research field during the data collection process. I attempted to transcribe the data as much as I could of what was said during interviews and observations. As such, the transcripts were first prepared and summaries of interviews in some cases were cross-checked with respondents. The transcripts were subsequently analyzed and this time extracting sections in which data were organized. At the data collection stage, the focus was on grasping general ideas from the transcripts and giving each idea a particular name, instead of detailed coding. In this manner, different ideas in interview transcripts were identified and named before going on the next transcript of the same case. During joint fieldwork with my advisor, individual interpretations of notes taken during the data collection were separately prepared and subsequently discussed together. Silver (2005: 169) stated “where there is more than one researcher, sorting out what you are seeing and hearing is never just about collating data: it is data analysis”.

During the analysis, going back to the data for clarification was needed on a number of occasions. I had field notes and transcripts which gave me limitless opportunities to return to my original data and redefine the categories as the analysis progressed. As the result of iterative data collection and analysis, the research questions were changed throughout the research process to reflect the emergent findings. For instance, although the initial purpose of this study was related to data quality, based on the empirical findings, I then focused on the implications of community knowledge in the health care provision and information systems in developing countries. For example, in the first paper of my thesis, the community health workers knowledge was described as follows;
Community health workers acquire information and knowledge about their catchment populations, the common diseases and cultural practices that influence health actions. This local knowledge is mostly used to inform their practices (Paper I).

Subsequently, my second paper showed the conflicts arise from the mismatch between the official population data used for health service planning and the number of target population known by the HEWs and community volunteers. For example, the following quotes from HEWs were interpreted to reflect a contradiction arising from the inflated health service plan given from the district authorities to health facilities, and the respective population known by the HEWs and community volunteers:

‘We have tried our best level to reach all available targets by enumerating house to house, however, the district health office staff evaluated us based on their target, and we scored very low grade. It is very annoying for us’.

‘We don’t bother about the district target, because we know that we are right’ (Paper 2)

I interpreted the first quote that HEWs were forced to follow the plan designed officially by their superiors rather than the number of target population in their locality known by themselves. Such a practice was a challenge for them. The second quote, on the other hand, emphasizes that HEWs rely on their community knowledge rather than the target given by the district authorities. Both of these pieces of “evidence” led to the interpretation of the challenges of using community knowledge in the process of data capturing, analysis and health service provision.

Starting from my basic quest around the topic of community knowledge, I have attempted to develop richer insights around the role of community knowledge in the health service provision and information systems. For example, in one of the case studies of this research, an empirical finding concerned the role of community knowledge to fit the standards on the ground was analyzed.

In this research, the literature was used as a guide for data collection, and to analyze and make connections with the empirical findings from the field. According to Klein and Myers (1999), theories are used as sensitizing devices to approach a phenomenon in a certain way. Silverman, (2005:9) also reveals that theory provides a framework for theoretical understanding of a phenomenon and a basis for considering how what is unknown might be organized. “Data analysis and reading are mutually informing.” For instance, reading of Puri, (2003, 2007) and Rengalakshmi, 2006, work on the significance of the community
knowledge to prevent land degradation in India provided a substantive knowledge about the value of community knowledge. Similarly, Senanayake, (2006) indicated the value of community knowledge in education system and he suggested that the academics, policy makers, and planners should pay greater attention to this invaluable treasure of knowledge. My focus in interpreting the empirical data is to understand how the community knowledge impact the HIS and health service provision in a developing country. To analyze this phenomena, I also used the perspectives from (Puri, 2003; 2007; Rengalakshmi, 2006; ICSU; 2000, Kanjo, 2012) about harmonizing knowledge systems from scientific and community bases in order to develop a more effective strategy and sustainable development in developing countries.

Towards the end of my research, the material from Carlile helped me to construct how knowledge can be communicated in the public health sector of Ethiopia. An inverted triangle introduced by Carlile (2002, 2004) that shows the increasing complexity of knowledge boundaries and knowledge communication in new product development allowed me to analyze the processes and challenges faced while implementing new health initiatives. This perspective provided me a means to differentiate the knowledge boundaries and communication among the public health actors. This approach also provided an insight to identify the knowledge barriers that may help to develop the required strategies. I also used other concepts, such as knowledge broker, standardization and flexibility, which helped to complement my analysis. For example, the standardization and flexibility concepts allowed emphasizing the role of community knowledge to shape the standards in the actual practice. In general, various concepts and theoretical perspectives were employed throughout this study as initial guide for data collection, as part of an iterative process of data collection and analysis, and as a final product of the research (Walsham, 1995).

As such individual interpretations drawn from the analysis of empirical data collected during fieldwork were discussed with the health staff, health managers, my research advisors and colleagues. These formal and informal discussions helped to develop coherence in my interpretation, and in writing various versions of documents and refining them. Feedback received from them allowed me to further revise and enrich the analysis. This approach helped in the development of the first versions of my papers, which were further developed on receipt of comments from reviewers in journal reviewing processes or the audience in seminars. The collaboration with my research advisors and my colleagues from South Africa
and Malawi in the paper writing process (Paper I) provided me an insight on the role of the community knowledge in the HIS implementation in other contexts.

These above examples illustrate how the analysis proceeded in a reflexive process with inputs coming from various sources including readings of the literature, reviewers’ comments, presentation in international and local seminars, and informal conversations with my colleagues and advisors. My early analysis of findings has been very much focused in identifying the role of community knowledge in the HIS implementation and health service provision, the challenges encountered in HEWs day-to-day practices and the ways to overcome those challenges. In latter stages, the emphasis was in exploring context sensitive strategies based on the community knowledge and improvisations, and how those practices and lessons learnt can be communicated amongst the public health actors that may in turn benefit the existing HIS and health service provision to the public.

4.6 Ethical Considerations

A letter of ethical clearance was obtained from different places. Primarily, the research proposal was cleared by the PhD Board of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Science at University of Oslo. Then permission letters were written from the University of Oslo and submitted to the FMOH and Amhara RHB. Hereafter, cascade of consent letters from relevant authorities were obtained to all observed institutions. All study participants were informed about the study and confidentiality was maintained. The data collections in this study were conducted with the consent and cooperation of informants and relevant health authorities.

4.7 Personal Reflections

Knowing that the health care setting of Ethiopia and various practical issues related to HIS are familiar for me, I carried out this study as an involved researcher. I had the richest possibilities of discussing the issues related to the HIS, community knowledge, target setting, etc. with health workers and health managers. I had opportunities to obtain more information with the clarification questions by conducting additional interviews and doing observations. Bonner and Tolhurst (2002) identified three key advantages of being an insider-researcher: one, having a greater understanding of the culture being studied; two not altering the flow of social interaction unnaturally; and three having an established intimacy which promotes both the telling and the judging of truth. Further, insider-researchers generally know the politics of the institution, not only the formal hierarchy but also how it “really works”. They know how
to best approach people and they have a great deal of knowledge, which takes an outsider a long time to acquire (Smyth and Holian, 2008).

However, Dwyer and Buckle (2009) mentioned that although the insider role of the researcher can be beneficial to get rapid and more complete acceptance by the study participants, it has also the potential to impede the research process. The authors revealed that it is possible so as the participants will be nervous or make assumptions of similarity and therefore fail to explain their individual experience fully. They also mentioned home blindness or the researcher’s personal experience that may affect the data collected. Unconsciously making wrong assumptions about the research process based on the researcher’s prior knowledge can be considered a bias (DeLyser, 2001).

In this case, I have tried to minimize such bias by communicating with the study participants in a friendly manner to avoid unnecessary anxiety, and through discussing the aim of the study with health managers at different levels and health workers. Reading of various literatures prior to the data collection helped me to shape the interview guide based on the purpose of the study. The interview guide was open ended that elicited views and opinions from the respondents rather than simply responding to the closed ended questions. This approach created opportunities for more probing that took place when more questions were generated during interviews. I collected data from multiple sources; in the different levels in the Ethiopian health care hierarchy and HEWs training schools. Besides, I did the preliminary fieldwork and other two field visits with my research advisor from the University of Oslo. The directions given from my advisor during the joint fieldwork helped me to identify the focus on the theme of the study. Discussions made at the end of the days of joint data collection also helped me to reshape the interview guide for subsequent data collection. My collaboration in data analysis and paper writing with other researchers from Malawi, South Africa and outside Africa; herein some knew similar problems in other contexts, also made contribution.

4.8 Summary of the Methods Section

In summary, in this chapter, I have presented details of my research methods, including the research origin, study area, research design, data collection techniques, analysis, ethical consideration, and personal reflections. Accordingly, I have explained my motivation to conduct this study. I also described the epistemological assumptions for different approaches and the reason for my choice of the interpretative research. It was argued that I chose to
collect data using qualitative data collection methods because they allowed me to capture
detailed and context sensitive data. The role of theoretical concepts in the process of data
collection and analysis was also described. Finally, the pros and cons of being an inside
researcher were elaborated. The articles in the appendices explain the details of the methods
used in relation to particular papers.

After presenting this overall description of the research approach, I now present the summary
of the research findings in chapter V.
Chapter Five: Findings

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the findings of the research papers included in this thesis. The following five papers are included in this thesis:


5. Damtew, Z., Accelerating Health Service and Data Capturing through Community Health Workers in Rural Ethiopia: - A Pre-requisite to Progress. Published in the proceedings of the International Conference on Knowledge Management and Information Sharing, October 2012. Barcelona, Spain, pp. 168-177.

I now present a brief summary of each of the included papers, and the synthesis of how those findings answer the research questions posed by the thesis.

5.1 Summary of papers

5.1.1 Paper 1: Using and Sharing Locally Generated Information for action: The Case from Three Developing Countries

Damtew Zufan, Kanjo Chipo, Kaasbøll Jens and Williamson Louisa, (Published at the proceedings of the IADIS International Conference, 2010)
This paper draws on case studies conducted in three developing countries of Africa, i.e. Ethiopia, Malawi and South Africa. Although each case was conducted independently, the commonalities in the practices of community health workers and their use of locally generated information and knowledge prompted the comparison. For instance, the rural settings of most developing countries, including in the three countries being compared, do not have street names and house numbers. The locality of an individual is known by virtue of knowing the individual or having an idea where people answering to that name come from within the locality. In each case, the health management cadres studied; the HEWs in Ethiopia, clinical managers in South Africa and officers in charge in Malawi, were those closest to the communities. Our study compares and contrasts how these community health workers operate i.e. their actions, practices and how they handle and use the locally generated information for the benefit of the system. The study describes the commonalities and differences in the three contexts.

Drawing on concepts from knowledge literature and an interpretive approach, this study illustrates the importance of locally generated information and knowledge in the three contexts. The findings from the three countries show that the community health workers and their assistants interact, observe the practices within their communities, and build on the knowledge for that community. As they conduct door to door visits within their locality, community health workers collect health data (on a daily basis) from the households. They also record vital statistics (deaths, births and other population variables) and other incidences in the community such as; disease outbreaks, and selected medical supplies, such as contraceptives and insecticides treated nets supplied to communities. Hence, they acquire information and knowledge about their catchment populations, and the common diseases and cultural practices that influence health actions directly or indirectly. Although there were differences in terms of limitations (such as uneven distribution of community health workers and work overloads); largely the ways the community health workers in all three countries operated were comparable. Their actions and practices, such as how they handle information, how they use locally acquired knowledge for the benefit of the system, and how they interacted with higher levels were similar.

This study indicated community health workers knew their catchment areas and the people living there. This implies knowing different villages, communities, households or even patients in their clinics. This context-specific knowledge is mostly used to inform their practices. They use this knowledge to recognize the coverage of different health services,
absentees’ retrieval, and drawing maps which they used as a guide when conducting home visits to their clients. For instance, the case of South Africa showed that a community health worker had a map of her area, showing where all the tuberculosis patients were living, so that the staff could go and get them if they did not show up for treatment. Similarly, HEWs in Ethiopia use the hand drawn maps as a guide for their daily activities, for instance to plan their household visits and offer the required service. This knowledge was gained not only through collecting health data, but also because of their living within the communities that they serve.

Due to the introduction of community health workers in most developing countries, the local population knowledge is now updated continuously, while a census is normally held each decennium. Our study shows that the population data, at least at the village level, can be shifted from the semi-permanent to the frequently updated dataset. Thus, our study challenges the assumptions that emphasize the design of HIS has been based on the idea that health data and health service data are provided from the health facilities (Sauerborn and Lippeveld, 2000; Braa and Blobel, 2003). However, the semi-permanent data like population figures and facility names are given from the central administration (ibid). This study suggests that the information generated by these community health workers also need to be considered in the semi-permanent data.

Hence, this paper emphasizes a notion of knowledge alliances between the community and scientific sources. Hence, scientific ventures need to focus on empowering and motivating people to participate on crucial issues, such as for their own health, in order to take advantage of the wealth of context-specific knowledge held by the local communities.

5.1.2 Paper 2: Target Setting Procedures for Immunization Services in Ethiopia: Discrepancies between Plans and Reality.

Zufan Abera Damtew and Jens Kaasbøll, (Health Management Journal, 2011)

The empirical basis for this study is derived from a case study conducted on the target setting procedure for immunisation in Ethiopia. The health care system of Ethiopia has institutional rule for target setting and planning. Conversely, HEWs know the population in their catchment areas and counted children below the age of one year, who are eligible for immunization. This paper analyzes the two types of target setting processes for immunisation; i.e. the target is given to health facilities by district authorities using the census data, and the number of eligible children known by HEWs and community volunteers.
The study shows the quandary that occurs due to disparity of the target that is designed in a top-down manner from the projected population of old census data and the number of population known by HEWs. Although the target of immunisation was set by the RHB staff and persons responsible for each district, they followed the population data projected from census and the value set by the FMOH for each service strictly. The target for immunisation was taken from the population data projected from the census (thirteen years before the study time). Moreover, planning was done based on national intended coverage (goal) for all districts uniformly. It did not consider the performance of the previous year or other locality specific criteria. This shows that the district health office staffs had no mandate to make any change on the targets of their own area; rather they were forced to accept the target calculated from the projected population and the value set by the FMOH. Ultimately, the district health offices distributed the targets for the health posts and health centres, which were under their supervision.

The findings showed that staffs from the health facilities have to follow the plan formulated according to the rules of their organisation, which was based on high population figures in most cases. Hence, despite their tremendous effort to provide immunisation for every child, their achievement was regarded as lower when their performance was calculated against the inflated denominator. For example, HEWs from one rural health post reported that their previous year achievement for BCG immunisation was only 54 percent when calculated against the target given from the district authorities. However, had it been calculated from the number of children below one year of age counted by themselves, it would have been 92 percent. HEWs mentioned the difficulty of achieving the goal (90 percent coverage) for all immunizations because of the inflated targets and they did not accept the population data and targets set for immunisation and other health services in their sub-districts. They collected baseline data during their deployment and updated the figures continuously for their respective sub-districts. Besides, they believed that they had plenty opportunities to know the number of children of their catchment area, as they rendered most of the health services house-to-house. In addition, community volunteers provided them with all the required information. Thus, the study found that most HEWs considered that the inflated targets given from the projected census lowers their achievements, since their performance should be calculated against the given target. This in turn affected the incentives given and had negative implications for job satisfaction and performance.
Taking the perspective of institutional theory as an analytical tool, this research indicated that the existing planning mechanism for immunisation service of Ethiopia suffers from a lack of alignment between targets given from the census data and the number of eligible children known by HEWs and community volunteers. The study showed how institutional rules formulated within the health care system formally, face informal constraints from the health staff. This paper analyzed the views of HEWs and health managers on the existing target setting mechanism, and how they dealt with the ambiguity. The problem associated with the targets was understood at every level in the health care system. Along with health workers, health managers from district health offices, zonal health departments and RHB also did not disagree with this issue. However, as the planning scheme is a regulation and working procedure formulated by the governing body, they couldn’t make any change.

This paper recommended the need for considering the reality on the ground, rather than following only the formal institutional rules in order to address the identified impediments. District health offices, who closely supervise the activities of HEWs, need to find options to incorporate local information inputs for planning rather than relying only on census data. For instance, locally generated information can be used to disaggregate census data below the level of districts.

5.1.3 Paper 3: Revisiting the Quality of Health Extension Workers’ Training: Case-study from Amhara Region, Ethiopia.

Zufan Abera Damte, Amsalu Shiferaw Moges, Jens Kaasbøll, (EJHD, 2011)

This study examined the quality of HEWs training in Ethiopia. The HEWs had to complete a one-year course in health after completion of the general education up to the tenth grade. The training takes place at Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions, which also run many other training programs, whereas the trainees were recruited and also deployed to their work places by the health sector.

The findings indicated that the curriculum for the training has incorporated courses that were crucial for the work of HEWs; however it was not practically possible to cover all the topics included in the course syllabus in the given time frame. Although the curriculum prescribed 70 percent of the training time for practical sessions and 30 percent for the theory, teachers opted to teach theoretical lessons instead of practicum. Besides, the quality of HEWs training was affected by a scarcity of teaching facilities such as classrooms and demonstration materials, such as medical equipment and standardized data collection tools. For example, an
interviewed teacher mentioned that he was not able to show the trainees how to record and report the required data since there were no standardized register and report form in the demonstration rooms. The medium of education is English, and most reading materials in the library were also in English which was difficult for HEW trainees to understand the subject matter easily. Hence, the language barrier, as well as, shortage of well-equipped health facilities nearby for the practical sessions was also mentioned as constraints.

The findings of this study also revealed that teachers did not get the required on-the-job trainings and sufficient responses for their inquiries, neither from the health bureau nor from the Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions. Besides, they were not clear about their benefits and future career that resulted in high attrition. There were no clearly defined roles and responsibilities between the health sector and Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions in relation to managing the HEWs training program. This created problems specifically related to teachers’ incentives, on-the-job trainings and career development.

The study suggested the need of collaborative efforts of Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions, the health sector and other stakeholders to solve the problems encountered on the HEWs training program. The curriculum needs to be revised considering the topics included in the course syllabus in relation to the time given. Very few trainees would be able to transform what they learn in schools to their work, if they mostly have theoretical classes at school. Hence, practical sessions with actual cases and experienced health workers are essential for the trainees to develop their skills. This demands well-equipped demonstration rooms and practices with actual cases. The study also recommended remedying the problems associated with on-the-job training and future career of teachers in order to motivate them to work for a long time.

5.1.4 Paper 4: Benefits of Local Knowledge in Shaping standards:-A Case Study from Community Health Service and Information Systems in Ethiopia.

Zufan Abera Damtew and Margunn Aanestad, (SJIS, 2012)

This study draws on empirical data from a qualitative case study of health data gathering and service provision during a child survival intervention campaign conducted in Ethiopia. The Enhanced Outreach Strategy (EOS) campaign is particularly well suited for the study, because professional health workers work alongside HEWs and community volunteers, and form the
team that implement the EOS. The campaign created situations where health workers are in a different and more involved relation with the local community than in the context of routine data collection in health facilities.

Standardized guidelines in the form of best practice recommendations, clinical procedures, or research protocols are widespread in healthcare, where they are designed to reduce variations in practice and thus to enhance the quality of care in all locations (Komaroff 1982; Wennberg 1991). Guidelines contain a set of instructions telling the implementer how to perform the activities in specific situations. This knowledge, inscribed into the health programs’ standardized guidelines, in practice meshes with the context-specific knowledge of community health workers and community members. Thus the common practice of centrally defined programs, standards and guidelines sometimes goes against the insights from development studies that emphasizes involving the local community is crucial for effectiveness of implementation and sustainability (Piotti et al. 2006; Puri 2003, 2007). This study conceptualizes the EOS guidelines as standards that direct the working procedures of health workers during the EOS campaign, with the aim of standardizing both the service delivery and data collection procedures.

The study focuses on how the standardized guidelines need to be flexible if context-specific knowledge of the community is to be incorporated. It examines how the community knowledge impacts adherence to the standard guidelines, with a special attention towards “productive deviation” from the guidelines. The findings showed that the EOS teams were following the guideline (the standard) strictly with respect to some aspects, and deviated on others. In line with their distinction between changeable and non-changing elements of the EOS guideline, the study suggested to introduce an analytic distinction between fixed and flexible elements of a standard. And the findings indicated that both the fixed (non-changing) and flexible elements of the standard were important for improved health service provision and data collection during the campaign. The EOS teams followed some instructions in the EOS guidelines strictly since changing them could compromise the aim of the campaign. For instance, the EOS teams followed guidelines’ specification of the age group of children that should receive the service, and also they followed the guidelines with respect to the dose of ingredients given to each child. However, they also sometimes deviated from the guidelines and implemented alternative practices based on their context-specific knowledge and the context. These changes were introduced because the EOS teams perceived that they could have a positive effect on both service provision and data quality, without compromising the
aims. In some cases, the research showed that health workers and community volunteers were following different ways of doing rather than strictly following the guideline. For instance, when parents did not know the exact age of their children, the EOS teams tried to estimate or infer the age of a child by using community rituals, rather than using the calendar method. The alternative procedures, which were employed by these peripheral level health workers, were functionally equivalent with what is written in the EOS guidelines, but seen as more suited to the context.

This study identified the criteria that distinguishes the fixed from the flexible component of the standard, relates to the distinction between means and ends. The means (the procedures and actions to achieve the ends) were considered flexible enough to be changed, while the ends (the program’s aims to offer the required services to children) were not considered flexible or changeable. The EOS team members knew the EOS program’s aims well enough to not compromise them since they took the required pre-campaign training, and they also knew the context. Their supervisors followed them throughout and trusted the alternative ways of doing.

It is argued that the acceptable deviations depending on the community knowledge could however also be incorporated into the standard itself, that is the EOS guideline in this case. In order to design well-working standard, productive deviations from the standard should be observed, assessed and shared across the communities who have similar working conditions. A careful study of the local implementation of the standard and specifically how community knowledge is drawn upon and how specific constraints are dealt with by the EOS teams is considered important for re-designing the standard to suit the domain better. The health authorities need to consider revising the EOS guidelines by incorporating the input of grass root implementers (EOS teams), which may solve some problems, as well as, it can increase the opportunity of experience sharing across communities. For instance, creating a name based register to document the service given during the EOS campaign, instead of the anonymous tally sheets helped the health workers to retrieve absentees and thus to reach more children, as well as, it was also beneficial for improving the quality of data. These practices can be incorporated in the EOS guidelines. This study showed that the guidelines helped the EOS implementers in health service provision and data collection. Thus it is also important to develop standardized working guidelines that guide health workers in data collection and compilation for the routine HIS, in order to improve the data quality.
In sum, this study emphasized the crucial role of context-specific knowledge of HEWs and community volunteers to reshape the standards to be suitable in a given set up. There is of practical relevance to study how the community health workers and members of communities can be more involved for the health service provision and data collection. These practices were beneficial not only for the quality of data from the campaign itself, but also for the future service provision, and could also be used to improve data quality of the routine HIS.

5.1.5 Paper 5: Accelerating Health Service and Data Capturing through Community Health Workers in Rural Ethiopia: -A Pre-requisite to Progress.

Zufan Abera Damtew, (Published at the proceedings of Knowledge Management and Information Sharing Conference, 2012)

This paper has addressed processes of communicating knowledge related to the health extension packages and the community health data, across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries among public health actors in the context of a developing country. The study identified different ways of knowledge sharing mechanisms. HEWs work closely with community volunteers, who help them in collecting the required information in their respective vicinities. HEWs offer formal and informal trainings for community volunteers and they do have monthly meetings, as well as, informal gatherings, which were found to be good media for knowledge sharing. Besides, some HEWs collaborate with TBAs thereby share experience and learn skills related to managing normal delivery from the TBAs. However, some TBAs were found not accomplished and interested to establish close contact with HEWs, and the lack of refresher training was mentioned as a major reason.

HEWs meet with the nearest health center staff monthly and with their district supervisors regularly. Some HEWs and their district supervisors made effort to find local solution for problems, such as, to resolve the ambiguity created by the discrepancy between the official target (given from the district authorities to health facilities) and head counted population. Although they couldn’t change the planning scheme, some of them tried to find local solutions. For example, they follow the notion such as “There should be no unvaccinated infant, no household without pit latrine, and so forth.” than being overwhelmed by the inflated targets given by the district authorities. Through the supportive supervisions, HEWs and their supervisors made dialogues thereby created shared meanings related to their work. HEWs also sometimes meet with the staffs at different levels in the health care system and share experiences.
HEWs mainly accomplish their activities through house to house visits that allow them to communicate with the households closely. They provide health advices and demonstrate to the family how to follow healthy practices depending on the health extension packages. Some households accept the health advice and guidance promptly and some may follow their neighbors and implement the required health action, albeit some households may resist changing. This requires continuous interaction to transform the current knowledge of the households, hence HEWs keep on motivating, demonstrating and negotiating with the household thereby to help them to practice health actions and enjoy healthy lives. Community volunteers also play an intermediary role; offer health information to their friends and neighbors.

While conducting home visit, HEWs hold some essential equipment and supplies including their ordinary exercise book which they call “field note-book” and take detailed notes. They give health services then record in the field note-book the services they provided, appointment date and health actions to be performed for the next visit. Afterwards, during the following visit, they check whether households have performed the health extension packages based on their advice. HEWs used their field-note for two purposes; for following-up of the implementation of health extension packages by households and to copy the data captured in the field to the main registers for reporting. The main registers are kept at the health posts and serve for data recording and preparation of monthly and quarterly reports. HEWs gather and compile the community health data continuously. They prepare wall charts with key health targets and indicators, and post them on the walls of the health posts. They usually use the data to monitor the progress of their services and one can easily look at the profile of their catchment areas at health posts. However, there were no standardized registers thus the data collected across health posts were not consistent and there was redundancy of data elements. HEWs, even within the same district, used different types of formats for reporting that sometimes affecting comparison of health facilities performances and constraining experience sharing.

Taking the concept of knowledge boundary and knowledge communication by Carlile, the study identified that knowledge communication of HEWs with their teachers, supervisors, peers, community volunteers, TBAs, and the community that needed different processes. For instance, at their pre-service trainings, the main media of instruction was lectures. It was mainly one way of transferring information from sender to receiver, as to Carlile (2004) that fosters knowledge transfer. However, lack of the common syntax between teachers and
HEWs due to shortage of teaching facilities and language barriers affected effective knowledge transfer processes. At the semantic level, HEWs discuss and converse with community volunteers and supervisors in order to create common understanding, relating to the performance reports.

The huge difference of HEWs and rural households in their knowledge domain and the need of their joint input for the implementation of health extension program creates pragmatic boundary that requires knowledge transformation. The findings of this study showed that the rural households may have their own knowledge and ways of doing to keep their family health, for instance they may follow some traditional healing practices. HEWs take pre-service and in-service trainings that equip them with knowledge and essence of the health extension packages. Hence, HEWs and households are specialized in different knowledge domains and they have many dependencies in completing a task. The dependencies between HEWs and households happen from the need of their joint inputs to implement the health extension packages. This required continuous negotiation, and the exemplary role of community volunteers to implement the innovative health extension packages and to bring the requisite progress in health actions of the rural dwellers. As (Carlile, 2004: 2002) puts it, communicating knowledge between people with different knowledge domains and high dependency faces a pragmatic boundary that requires close interaction and negotiating of conflicting interests. HEWs repeatedly converse, negotiate and renegotiate with households to allow them to transform their current knowledge and practice the innovative health extension packages. Meanwhile, the undertaking of HEWs to advance knowledge communication across the pragmatic boundary was intensified by the efforts of community volunteers. Both HEWs and community volunteers can take the role of knowledge brokers who are facilitating the communication and use of knowledge regarding the health extension packages. They facilitate knowledge communication and use between the source of knowledge (health extension packages) and potential users (rural households).

In their day-to-day practices, the two HEWs assigned in the same health post interact with each other thereby share knowledge. They bring new concepts and knowledge from in-service trainings, and they converse with each other and negotiate to create syntactic, semantic and pragmatic understanding among themselves.

The study identified knowledge communication barriers across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries that preclude knowledge transfer, translation and transformation. For instance, shortage of resources and the language barriers have affected the knowledge transfer
process at HEWs pre-service trainings. Absence of standardized data collection and reporting forms have also imposed challenges on sharing and multiplication of good experiences during meetings. The collaboration and social network were also hindered by lack of confidence and interest as seen by absence of communication between HEWs and some TBAs, which can be lessened through refresher trainings. The study recommended remedying of the identified impediments to make the context more conducive for knowledge sharing.

Table 5-1: Synthesis of Research findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How can the community knowledge be used in the process of health service provision and HIS implementation in developing countries?</td>
<td>Article I</td>
<td>HEWs and community volunteers interact, and observe the practices within their communities; they also build on the knowledge for that community and utilize their context-specific knowledge for the benefit of the system. Therefore, there is a need of integrating knowledge from the community and scientific sources in order to enable the combination of community knowledge and the scientific one for health service provision and HIS implementation. The data captured and reported by these peripheral level health workers need to be used by the health authorities for different purposes. Hence, the designs of HIS need to consider the local input originated from the community knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Article II</td>
<td>There is quandary related to the plan of health services due to disparity between the official target projected from the census and the population figure known by HEWs and community volunteers. There is a need to find options to incorporate local information input for planning rather than relying only on census data. For instance, locally generated population data by the community health workers and community volunteers can be used to disaggregate census data below the level of districts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article IV</td>
<td>Centrally defined programs, standards and guidelines that guide health workers in health service provision and data gathering require incorporating local inputs generated from knowledge of peripheral level health workers and the community. The health authorities need to consider incorporating the beneficial practices of community health workers while revising the working guidelines, and data collection and reporting tools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Article III | The curriculum for the training of HEWs has incorporated both practical and theoretical sessions; however the time given for the theoretical sessions was not sufficient and teachers opted to teach theoretical lessons instead of practicum. There is a need of revising the curriculum and adjusting the topics in the course syllabus to the time frame. Hence trainees get enough time for practical sessions with actual cases and experienced health workers that allow them to share knowledge and experience. Motivating experienced teachers is important, so as they can work longer and share their knowledge and experience to trainees. Demonstration rooms at HEWs training schools should be equipped with medical equipment and standardized data collection and reporting tools, so as HEW trainees will practice how to capture data and prepare reports before they begin their actual work. |

| How can knowledge communication among the public health actors be enhanced and contribute to improve health service provision and the routine HIS? |

| Article IV | Some working procedures related to health service provision and data collection, which are practiced by the HEWs and community volunteers, are |
beneficial. Thus, it is important to share such useful practices among the public health actors.

Health workers sometimes deviate from the guideline developed centrally and implement alternative practices based on their community knowledge and the materials they have at hand that could have a positive effect on both service provision and data quality.

Such productive deviation from the standard should be observed, assessed and shared across boundaries in the public health sector, hence can be beneficial for those who have similar working conditions.

**Article V**

HEWs regularly meet with community volunteers, their colleagues and supervisors, and discuss their performance reports thereby share experiences and knowledge.

They made efforts to find local solution for problems encountered. These practices need to be shared and multiplied; hence knowledge communication barriers, such as the obsolete target, absence of unified data collection tools and other resources need to be resolved.

HEWs mostly do their works through house to house visits, where they interact closely with members of households. Community volunteers assist them in different aspects. TBAs are also good human resources in a country where majority of mothers give birth at home. Hence, there is a need to offer trainings for community volunteers, including TBAs in order to develop their capacity and boast their morale that may enhance their collaboration and knowledge sharing with HEWs.
5.2 Understanding the role of community knowledge in the health service provision and HIS implementation of a Developing Country: - Linkage between papers

The papers included in this thesis were written based on the field work carried out and the theoretical framework considered to be suitable to understand the empirical work. This subsection is intended to present the linkage between papers.

This study initially analyzed the case of using local information and community knowledge for action in the three developing countries (Paper I). This paper constitutes the situation analysis done during my prior field work. The findings showed the similarity of using local information and knowledge by the community health workers in all the three contexts. There were evidences showing that the community health workers collaborate with the community volunteers, and they tend to know their population. This implies knowing the different villages, communities, households and their practices that affect health directly or indirectly. The findings of this study initiated the need for further analysis on the implication of this context-specific knowledge for the HIS implementation and other factors surrounding it, such as target setting procedures for health services, data capturing and reporting. The need for a detailed analysis on the nature of community knowledge, and how this knowledge is communicated across boundaries in the public health sector of a developing country enhanced further studies. This paper was the inspiration for the whole thesis.

Hereafter, to better understand the population issue in relation to what is known by the community health workers versus the official data used for the health service planning, an example of the target setting procedure for immunization service in Ethiopia (Paper II) was studied. The findings of this study found a mismatch between the number of eligible children for immunization known by HEWs and the target figure projected from census. These two different targets represent different knowledge paradigms, one based on knowing the community and door to door counting, and the other on projections from census data using scientific methods. HEWs and community volunteers claimed that they know the target population in their villages; and they have tried to immunize all eligible children by tracing defaulters, explaining the importance of childhood immunizations for parents, and pushing them to complete their children’s immunization. Most parents got this information and recognized the importance of vaccines to prevent some childhood illnesses, hence showed up at immunization posts with their eligible children on the appointment dates. Despite all these efforts, the findings (Paper II) showed that the calculated coverage for immunization in most
visited villages was low because the performances of each health facility was calculated using the inflated target projected from census as denominator.

The target figures are very important to measure the success of a given health program, for example to calculate the coverage of fully immunized children in the expanded program for immunization (EPI). This is an important indicator that helps to measure the achievement of the EPI, which is designed to minimize the mortality and morbidity of children from vaccine preventable diseases in order to fulfill MDG4. Besides, indicators allow comparisons across facilities, districts and regions that facilitate sharing of experiences and knowledge. Targets are set to show the intended level of accomplishment of a given health program (Heywood and Rohde, 2000). In general, population figures are important for changing crude data into indicators so as to take the required action, which is the main purpose of the HIS. However, the findings of this study revealed that the discrepancy between the two targets (from knowing the community and head counting, and census data) for immunization service created confusion that needed remedy.

In this thesis, the perspective of how knowledge of the community health workers is generated, utilized, shared, and the impact it has on the community health service and HIS implementation is the main concern. It is known that the pre-service training is vital for trainees’ skill development thereby entering and succeeding in their work (Finch and Crunkilton, 1999). Accordingly, Paper III investigates the potential factors that may affect the quality of HEWs pre-service training. This paper describes and analyses some of the factors that affect the learning-teaching process, which in turn may impact the skill development of HEW trainees in relation to health service provision, data capturing and reporting. The study identified constraints that negatively affect the knowledge communication between teachers and HEW trainees. A proposed solution includes revisiting the old curriculum that overloaded HEW trainees with theoretical sessions and offered less time for practicum, and mitigate the resource constraints in the training schools.

Paper IV elaborates on how the HEWs and community volunteers strive to implement the standards on the ground depending on their context-specific knowledge. This study draws on studies that thematize the tension between the universal nature of standards or protocols and the inevitable need for adaptation and flexibility when they are implemented in a given concrete context. The findings emphasized the need of standards with the required flexibility, and the pivotal role of community knowledge to fit the standards to the actual set up. The study sought the “productive deviation” of health workers from the standards when required
depending on the stance of the real context, which was crucial for both data quality and health service provision. This research emphasizes that the data captured at the community level needs to be used by the health sector in order to improve data quality in the routine HIS in the developing country context.

Another important issue emphasized in this thesis is the knowledge communication across boundaries in day-to-day practices of HEWs (Paper V). This paper builds upon the earlier papers in that it analyzes the knowledge communication practices within the complex setting of public health sector in a developing country. The knowledge communication, as described in this paper, was taking place among the public health actors that include community volunteers, rural households, HEWs and their teachers and supervisors. A theoretical notion of “knowledge boundaries and communication” (Carlile, 2002; 2004) is used to understand the challenges related to communicating the novel knowledge concerning the health extension packages. A key implication arising from this analysis is the need to nurture the existing potentials that facilitate communication and mitigate the constraints that inhibit knowledge communication across boundaries. From this study, it was elaborated that the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers can enhance knowledge sharing across boundaries in the public health sector of Ethiopia that is discussed in detail in section 5.3.

In summary, as indicated in Figure 5.1, together these five papers have helped me to address the key research aim of the study; understanding the nature of community knowledge, and how this knowledge domain is used and communicated in the public health sector of a developing country that in turn may improve the routine HIS and health service to the public.
Figure 5.1: Linkage between papers appended in this thesis

5.3 HEWs and Community Volunteers as Knowledge Brokers

In their day-to-day practices, HEWs discuss, converse and negotiate with households thereby helping them to practice health actions and enjoy healthy lives. HEWs play a role of knowledge broker by facilitating knowledge communication between the health extension packages (source of knowledge from the scientific bases) and the rural community (potential users) through continuous interaction with households. This thesis showed that HEWs and households are specialized in different knowledge domains. They have dependencies in completing a task; hence the boundary is complex (pragmatic). The dependencies between HEWs and households happen from the need of their joint input to implement the health extension packages. For example, the efforts of HEWs to expand the immunization service to all children in their villages, which is part of the health extension packages, can be facilitated or constrained by the parents’ awareness and will of allowing their children for the services.

As (Carlile, 2004: 2002) has put it, communicating knowledge between people with different knowledge domain and high dependency faces a pragmatic boundary that requires transforming the current knowledge through close interaction and negotiating of conflicting interests. For example, some parents may consider traditional healing practices, such as
“cutting uvula”, is best for their children’s health. HEWs repeatedly interact and negotiate with households to allow them to transform their current knowledge and implement the innovative health extension packages, rather than such harmful traditional practices. In addition, previously, before the health extension program was launched in Ethiopia, the health service was provided mainly at health facilities on an individual basis and it was predominately curative services (FMOH, 2005; Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). Thus, the community assumed that they would get curative service when HEWs were assigned to their villages. Hence, it was a challenge for HEWs to persuade the community about the merit of disease prevention and health promotion programs, rather than cure after acquiring the disease. This was especially common at the beginning of the program. For example, during my visit to a rural health post, I remember the words of a HEW struggling to convince her client; “Look at this woman, she is here to get treatment for her illness, but we are not here to supply drugs…even some of our clients said why you are here if you don’t have drugs to treat us?..”

The other HEW also said “When we started work (at the beginning of the program), the community did not accept us, they wanted to get drugs and injections for every health problems rather than advices on healthy living…”

Although it was not possible to resume the old-ways of doings that gives more emphasis for the curative health services than preventive, currently the health care system allowed HEWs to handle some essential drugs to treat some killer diseases and serious childhood illnesses. For instance, the findings showed that HEWs in some villages have received training on community case management and have started treating children for pneumonia, fever and malaria. The training program included topics on data management and HEWs got well-prepared registers to capture data related to those diseases. The register also incorporated instructions that guided health workers to make diagnosis and identify specific treatments. The findings of this thesis revealed that HEWs were glad since they were able to treat the sick thereby increasing their acceptance by the community as illustrated by the following quote from a HEW; “Although doing both curative and preventive health services added work burden on us, we are glad…since the community is excited to get the curative service ”.

These findings indicated the need of close interaction between the HEWs and rural households, and negotiating of conflicting interests that arise from the commencement of the health extension program. Meanwhile, the undertaking of HEWs to advance knowledge communication across pragmatic boundaries was intensified by the efforts of community
volunteers. For example, a HEW in a rural village said “Villagers trust community volunteers since they are neighbors and they know each other….looking at the health seeking behavior of community volunteers, villagers tend to follow them…hence the presence of community volunteers motivated most households to implement the health extension packages”. This study revealed the importance of continuous negotiation, and the exemplary role of community volunteers to bring the requisite progress in health action. The presence of these local cadres could potentially maximize the implementation of the health extension packages by the rural households. The personal and social connections among neighbors in rural vicinities were found to be strong and such relationships provide opportunities for them to have personal interactions to share knowledge even after work. Most community volunteers implement the health actions to themselves and their family, as well as, motivate their neighbors, relatives and friends to follow healthy living. Both HEWs and community volunteers can take the role of knowledge brokers who are facilitating the communication and use of knowledge regarding the new health initiatives.

A knowledge broker provides a link between the source of knowledge and end users (between the health extension packages and rural households in this case) by developing a mutual understanding of goals and cultures, and collaborates with end users to identify issues and problems for which solutions are required (Kitson et al., 1998). Knowledge brokers are required to build rapport with target audiences and understand the context and processes (Dobbins, 2009). Strategies that are more interactive and involve face-to-face contact show promising results in knowledge brokering (Lyons et al., 2006). As most HEWs and community volunteers live within the community, they know the context, the culture and traditional practices that may help them to make negotiations pertinently. They are also expected to build a trusting relationship with the households they serve. Figure X represents the interactions, which occur between HEWs and households and among rural neighbors.
Figure X presents the interactions that occur between a HEW and a household in their everyday practices of house to house visiting, as well as, between community volunteer and other neighbors in a rural village. The diagram magnifies the brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers through close interactions and negotiations with rural households. Different researchers mentioned that knowledge brokering can contribute to innovation and knowledge communication (Hargadon, 2003; Howells, 2006) and the main task of a knowledge broker is to connect knowledge seekers to sources of knowledge (Dougherty, 1992). This thesis has also revealed the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers. These findings have resonance with the study conducted by Pawlowski and Robey (2004) that found IT professionals were positioned as brokers between IT and user communities and among user communities. Another study done by the Leeds Institute of Health Sciences (2009) also revealed that individuals were employed to act as “knowledge brokers” and their job was to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between researchers and practitioners in order to improve the health outcomes.

Advocacy, social mobilization and program communication approaches, as described by Rahman, (2000) were also found useful to develop partnership in day to day practices of HEWs and community volunteers. For instance, program communication is one of their major tasks, since they are expected to select specific target groups (households) and communicate with them about the health issues until these households implement at least 75% of the health
extension packages and graduate. This is mostly done through house to house visiting; negotiation and demonstration (see Paper V). Advocacy and social mobilization are also part of their job, for instance, to prepare or motivate the community for a certain program, such as the health campaign event, screening for HIV/AIDS, etc. Social mobilization demands collaboration with other sectors, such as education and agriculture sectors, and advocacy is mostly done when the community is assembled for other purposes, for example, at the community festivals or at the church mass. These methods help to raise people’s awareness on a particular health event and to strengthen the community participation.

This study indicated that the new health services are introduced to rural Ethiopia and the scope of HEW tasks is expanding through time. Consequently, HEWs and community volunteers need to communicate the newly initiated health activities with rural households. As the novelty increases, the amount of difference or gap at the boundary grows (Carlile, 2002). Meanwhile, the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers will continue to close the gap and facilitate knowledge transfer, translation and transformation.


Chapter Six: Contributions and Conclusion

This chapter presents answers for the research questions, research contributions and the concluding remarks from this thesis. The previous chapter provided summary of the findings and outlined how the five papers included in the thesis help to answer the research questions. Here the aim is to discuss the detailed answers to the research questions, and the contributions that are made to this research. This chapter is organized around four sections. First, section 6.1 provides answers to the research questions. The theoretical and practical contributions are discussed in section 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. Then the chapter ends with a brief conclusion of this thesis in section 6.4.

6.1 How the research questions were addressed?

This sub-section provides the detail of how the articles included in the thesis answered the research questions. The research questions and their answers are presented as follow;

How can the community knowledge be used in the process of health service provision and health information systems in developing countries?

a. Integrating the community knowledge in the health service provision

As described in Chapter one, community knowledge in this study is the context-specific knowledge of the rural communities in Ethiopia, including HEWs and community volunteers that is used for data management and providing health services. The scientific knowledge is understood to be knowledge with origins outside of the rural communities in Ethiopia, including all scientific principles, strategies, and institutions such as conventions, government policies, working guidelines, rules and regulations (Ruhezai and Kilugwe, 2012).

Several researchers (for example, Wennberg 1991; Timmermans and Berg, 1997; Komaroff 1982; Berg, 1997; Mavimbe, 2006) have described how protocols or guidelines stipulate an explicit order that may be difficult to implement in an actual practice. Hence, the protocols are re-appropriated to make them “do-able” for the participants within their practice. As Timmermans and Berg (1997) put it, the instructions in the working guidelines are designed to guide the person through a sequence of steps. However, the explicit criteria written in the guidelines are tinkered with to make them workable in practice. In this study, this tinkering of guidelines was taking place depending on community knowledge. Hence, the focus is on the pivotal role of community knowledge to fit the standards to the real set up.
This thesis takes into account the standardization and flexibility around the community health service provision and HIS in a developing country. It analyzes how local adaptation and improvisation can be accepted and how the standards are shaped by health workers with community knowledge. With this regard, the working guidelines designed by the health authorities were taken as a standard. The empirical examples of this study reveal how global standards, i.e. the EOS guidelines, were implemented by HEWs and community volunteers in the rural villages in Ethiopia. These guidelines, which guide health workers in health service provision, data collection and reporting, were developed by UNICEF and other health partners, and further adapted by FMOH of Ethiopia.

The guiding assumption within this thesis has been that the elements of the standard i.e. instruction in the guidelines should be categorized as fixed and flexible as described in subsection 5.1.4. This research found HEWs and community volunteers followed the standardized guideline strictly with respect to some aspects, and deviated on other aspects, while performing the health service provision, data collection and reporting. They were able to employ alternative practices rather than strictly following given instructions in the guideline based on their context-specific knowledge and the available materials. For instance, some parents, especially in the rural areas, did not know the exact age of their children whereas age of the child is crucial for the procedure. Then, health workers, with the help of community volunteers, were able to infer or estimate the age of children using different local clues and the community rituals, such as religious events (Paper IV). This practice indicated how the community knowledge helped health workers to implement the instructions written in the standardized working guidelines. According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003), community knowledge is a way of life and it contains information collected over time through the indigenous people interaction with their environment. This knowledge is embedded in the experiences of a given community and involves intangible factors, including their beliefs, perspectives, and value systems (Alan, 2000). For example, it would not be easy for an outsider to infer age of a child using the community rituals when using the calendar method is not possible.

The alternative practices may not be as precise as the standard stipulated, for example, HEWs and community volunteers may not know the exact birth date of a child, but they were able to get the clue that pointed to whether the child is eligible for the EOS service or not. They made it to make their work more productive using their community knowledge and the available materials in their villages. This different ways of doing or alternative practice from the
standard, which is denoted in this thesis as the “productive deviation” from the standard, allowed them to be more effective for both the health service provision and data collection and reporting (see the detail from Paper IV). Hence, an analytic distinction between fixed and flexible elements of a standard was introduced in line with the HEWs and community volunteers’ implementation of the standards in the guidelines. Figure 6.1 depicted a schematic presentation of the analytical framework.

The above figure indicates a distinction between some instructions given in the EOS guideline that should not be changed and others which can be replaced by alternative practices. HEWs and community volunteers were following some instructions in the EOS guidelines (the fixed standards) strictly since changing of them could compromise the program’s aim. For instance, they followed the guidelines specification of age group of children that should receive the service, and also they followed the guidelines with respect to the dose of ingredients given to each child. The health workers perceived it as mandatory to follow the guidelines in order to give the right package, to the right child in the right dose. As such, the EOS guidelines were a worthwhile and successful standardization of practices. However, the health workers also sometimes deviated from the guidelines with respect to, for example, how they estimated age.
of the child, how they organized administration of the right dose of ingredients, how they collected data and submitted reports.

This distinction and alternative practices were introduced because of the resource and other contextual constraints, as well as, the health workers perceived that they could have a positive effect on both service provision, and data gathering and reporting. The alternative practices were taken as other means that contributed to the same ends, i.e. without compromising the aims. Then, this thesis is categorizing the elements of the standards itself as fixed and flexible, depending on the work done by the HEWs and community volunteers, with community knowledge. Health workers knew the program’s objectives well enough since they took the required pre-campaign trainings. Trainings take place before the campaign begins, and the EOS campaign is usually organized twice per year in Ethiopia, hence health workers and community volunteers are familiar with aim of the campaign (Paper IV). Moreover, their supervisors followed them throughout and trusted the alternative ways of completing the task.

This thesis categorizes the criteria that distinguish fixed from the flexible component of the standard related to the distinction between means and ends. The means, i.e. the procedures and actions to achieve the ends, were considered flexible enough to be changed, while the ends i.e. the program’s aims to offer the required service to children, were not considered flexible or changeable.

In the context of health care, sharing the perspectives of Timmermans and Berg (1997), this thesis also emphasized that updated and practical standards of performance that can guide health workers in their daily work are needed. However, the standards, instructions in the guidelines, protocols, etc. cannot be precisely implemented as stipulated thereby modification and adaptation is a requisite. This study revealed the need of acknowledging the importance of community knowledge to make the standards workable in practice in resource constrained settings, such as Ethiopia.

This thesis showed that HEWs and community volunteers mostly had community knowledge. As such, this community knowledge is commonly informing their practices (Paper I, II and IV). They sometimes deviate from the guidelines developed centrally and implement alternative practices based on their community knowledge and the material they have at hand; something which could have a positive effect for both service provision and HIS (Paper IV). Thus, it suggests the need to find options to incorporate the input from the local practices and the community knowledge while developing and revising the working guidelines. For example, the local improvisations and productive deviations from the standard by the
knowledgeable community health workers (Paper IV) may actually be worthwhile to be incorporated into a revised version of the standard guidelines.

Moreover, in the health sector of Ethiopia, health workers including HEWs are selected based on their good performances and present their performance reports and work practices at the meetings organized by the RHBs and also FMOH. These presentations may denote knowledge transfer. HEWs also regularly meet with community volunteers, the health center staff, and their district supervisors to discuss their performance reports and other health related issues. Different ideas are discussed in these meetings. These public health actors make discussions to learn about the sources that create semantic differences among themselves and try to develop common solutions. This thesis suggests relevant practices originated from these boundary processes were found beneficial to be integrated with the scientific sources. The health authorities at the national and regional levels need to transform their practice and incorporate such local inputs to the national standards.

There are plenty of good practices originated from community knowledge that contribute to the health of the public, such as, the indigenous postpartum maternal and child care in Nigeria (Emery, 2000). The author recommended that such beneficial practices need to be integrated with the health care programs. As such, similar useful practices are operating in Ethiopia to be considered and promoted by the health care system. It is also mentioned that utilization of the community knowledge can promote the community involvement and using of the scientific methods (Puri, 2007; Rengalakshmi, 2006). Besides, as Zahra, Neubaum and Larraneta (2007) put it; informal social interactions among people can create useful opportunities to exchange ideas and knowledge for their capacity building. It is known that not all aspects of the indigenous knowledge and practices are beneficial (Brehony, 2000). Thus, the strong social bond and collaboration among the rural neighbors in Ethiopia, and the indigenous community-based institutions (Damtew, 2010; Mengesha, 2011) can serve as hubs that promote useful practices originated from community knowledge and discourage the harmful ones.

b. Integrating knowledge from the community and scientific sources in the HIS implementation

Although the health sector reform in most developing countries focuses on community based health services, using community knowledge and local practices from peripheral level health workers is still limited (Puri, 2003, Pioti et.al., 2006; Kanjo, 2012). These studies indicated that the scientific venture tends to dominate the community knowledge. Although this
knowledge domain is being a dominant form of knowledge in developing countries, it is excluded from the development endeavors, because it is not considered relevant or important, and often not knowledge at all, by the more powerful (Puri, 2003; Rhea, 2004). Moreover, some academics considered community knowledge as primitive and static and they may not assimilate this knowledge domain in development activities. For instance, local environmental knowledge of the rural community in Ethiopia, including the useful practices for crop productivity and environmental protection, were undeservedly discredited because they were held responsible for producing environmental degradation (Hoben, 1995).

These days, in the context of socio-economic development, such marginalization of indigenous knowledge is, to a certain extent, gradually being reversed. However, this slow and grudging recognition notwithstanding, the indigenous knowledge system in the scientific domain, and their use to address field problems, remain a challenge (Puri, 2007). This thesis also presented how the community knowledge compliments the knowledge sources from scientific bases in the public health sector of a developing country. It has showed building up of knowledge alliances between the scientific and community sources can be achieved by; the collaborative work among community volunteers, HEWs, their supervisors and the local district administrator.

Adoption of a community based health service provision through the health extension program in Ethiopia brought about active participation of communities in their own health activities (FMOH, 2005; Banteyerga and Kidanu, 2008). This program brought a structure that facilitates HEWs to work closely with their district supervisors, community volunteers, households and other partners. The findings of this study revealed that HEWs tend to use the population figure known by community volunteers to implement their day-to-day activities, such as immunization. Their district supervisors also showed their keenness to concede the population number generated by HEWs and community volunteers to appraise the effectiveness of health programs implementation in rural villages. The census data is the only official population data distributed until to the district level. Districts distribute the population number projected from census to each village (kebele) within the district depending on the kebele population number they had before. This study showed that there is discrepancy between the actual population data and the projected population number from census (Paper I and II). Consequently, even within the same district, the actual population number in some villages, which is based from the community sources, is less than the officially projected population; and the reverse holds true in some other villages. The responsible person of one of
the visited districts mentioned that they have planned to reshuffle the population number of each village within their district based on the actual data from the HEWs and other community workers. They intended to consider the population number from the community sources (from HEWs, community volunteers and community workers of other sectors, such as agriculture and education) to disaggregate the census data projected to their district to each village within the district. Doing so may help to decrease the problems associated with the health service planning through combining the population data from the scientific (census) and communities (knowing the community and head counted) sources.

In sum, this thesis showed that the population data is a source of conflict in some developing countries, since the population number projected from census differs from the data generated by community health workers (Paper I and II). However, rather than the conflict between the sources of knowledge, from the community and scientific sources, this thesis recommends, there should be a knowledge alliance to utilize the combination of community knowledge and the scientific one. Community health workers mostly conduct door to door visits (Paper I and II) within their locality and they are supposed to collect health data on a daily basis, and they also record vital statistics, such as births and deaths (Center for Global health and Economic Development, 2011; Otieno, 2012). They use the information generated locally, for instance, they take detailed notes on the services provided using ordinary exercise book (Paper I). HEWs and community volunteers perform their everyday work through home visiting in scattered rural villages; they interact with the community, provide health education and services, and capture data. They then use the data for follow up of the health activities of households and to copy the data captured in the field to the main register for reporting. They sometimes create a name based register to document the service given that helped them in capturing data appropriately and searching defaulters of the health service (see the detail from Paper IV). These documents need to be considered, for instance, in the target setting procedures for health services, allocation of resources and development of data collection and reporting tools.
Knowledge communication in this study refers to the way by which the HEWs share knowledge with other public health actors, including the community volunteers, rural households, peers, their teachers and supervisors.

Data collection tools and health reports can be considered as boundary objects, which enable and constrain knowledge communication across the health care system hierarchy (Damtew and Moges, 2013). Hence, having unified data collection and reporting tools at the health facilities can enhance discussion, common understanding and knowledge communication among the health staff (Paper V). Nevertheless, different studies indicated the absence of appropriate data collection and reporting tools at the health facilities as one reason for poor data quality in most developing countries, such as Ethiopia (Mengistu 2005; Damtew, 2005; Mengistie, 2010). It was also noted that there were many registers ranging from 7 to 12 to document different health services at the health posts. Besides, the registers were not uniform across the health posts and districts, as well as, redundancy of data elements was common among the registers (Damtew and Moges, in press). To overcome this problem, standardized data collection and reporting tools are designed by the FMOH to collect and report data from health facilities, and the community HIS was implemented in pilot health posts (Lemma et al., 2010). This thesis emphasizes that such type of efforts need to consider the input from the community health workers (Paper IV).

This thesis also emphasized that the centrally defined programs, standards and guidelines can be integrated with community knowledge so as to provide more relevant instructions. The useful practices that facilitate the health service provision, data collection and reporting need to be assessed and incorporated with the working guidelines for multiplication of beneficial practices. Incorporating the input from community knowledge and local improvisations can increase the opportunity of sharing of knowledge and practice among the public health actors. This in turn may cause new knowledge to be constructed by the health authorities that can be used for further improvement of the public health service and HIS.

Mostly, working
guidelines for health workers are prepared at the national level, hence the health authorities at FMOH need to be mindful of such local inputs.

This thesis underscores the need for creating conditions for meaningful interactions among public health actors and multiplication of beneficial practices that may facilitate knowledge communication (paper III, V). Whilst, communicating knowledge is not trivial, especially between people with different knowledge domains and high dependency to accomplish a given task. As (Carlile, 2004: 2002) put it, the three progressively complex types of boundaries— syntactic (structure), semantic (meaning), and pragmatic (practice) — require different processes of knowledge communication that include transfer, translation and transformation.

The findings of this study indicated that different knowledge communication processes were employed among the public health actors (see the detail from Paper V). This subsection focuses on the “pragmatic knowledge boundary” that appears between HEWs and rural households because of the difference in their knowledge domain and high dependency to accomplish the task related to the health extension packages.

Communicating knowledge at the pragmatic boundary requires continuous interaction and negotiation (Carlile, 2004: 2002). Thus, HEWs and community volunteers mostly go to the site or home of the households in order to communicate with them. They act as knowledge brokers who connect the sources of knowledge (the innovative health extension packages and other new health initiatives) with potential users. Such brokering was seen as necessary to promote knowledge communications across the pragmatic boundary. They perform knowledge brokering using different approaches. The home visits enables HEWs and community volunteers to learn more about individual households that help them to identify specific health interventions in order to negotiate conflict of interests and to tailor precise solutions for the health problems in collaboration with the households. This is required since the health extension packages are expected to be implemented through active participation of the households and their own actions and efforts (FMOH, 2005). During home visits, HEWs keep motivating, demonstrating and negotiating with households until they implement the required health actions. Further, their efforts were complimented by community volunteers.

This thesis points out different factors that can impede knowledge communication across boundaries in the public health sector (see the detail from subsection 6.3); hence, the health authorities need to be mindful to minimize these constraints (Paper III and V). To enhance knowledge communication, the health authorities need to mitigate problems that inhibit
comparison and common understanding, such as, the obsolete target and lack of unified data collection tools (Paper III and V). This can be achieved through observing, assessing and facilitating sharing of beneficial practices across the boundaries in the public health sector. This in turn can contribute for the improvement of public health service and HIS.

6.2 Theoretical contributions

6.2.1 Utilization of the community knowledge in shaping standards

This thesis has developed a criterion that distinguishes the fixed from flexible component of a standard related to the distinction between means and ends. Accordingly, the means, which are the actions to achieve the ends, were considered flexible enough to be changed, while the ends were not considered flexible or changeable. This thesis argue that, though the criteria for required, acceptable and/or beneficial deviations from a standard will vary from case to case, the means and ends categorization of elements of the standard can be used in different fields. As such, Timmermans and Berg (1997) identify similar issue, which mentioned about the protocol used by medical doctors. The authors described that medical doctors may go beyond the boundaries of medical protocols, for example, they may give the drug which is not part of the resuscitation protocol in order to save the life of their patients. In this case, the end (aim of the treatment) is to save the life of the patient, and the means (the procedures or actions to achieve the ends) can be appropriated based on the protocol, or medical doctors sometimes deviate from the standards stipulated in the protocol to achieve their aim; i.e. saving the life of their patients. The authors argue that this adaptation of the protocol is not showing the limits of standardization in practice, rather it demonstrates the ongoing subordination and articulation of the protocol to meet the primary goal of the working procedure. Likewise, this study shows the implementation of standards with the required flexibility, using alternative ways of doing based on the community knowledge, rather than strictly following the working guidelines in order to fulfill the purpose of the procedure.

Timmermans and Berg (1997) described how medical doctors were able to augment the resuscitation protocol based on their medical knowledge. Though, the present study explores in what manner the community knowledge and improvisations help in shaping the standards in a resource constraint setting while carrying out health service provision and community data gathering and reporting. Despite the existence of wide range of studies related to standardization and flexibility, as to my knowledge; no attempt has been made to investigate
the role of community knowledge in shaping standards in the public health informatics of a developing country.

This study showed that the alternative procedures implemented by the HEWs and community volunteers have facilitated implementation of the standards written in the guidelines; hence were not compromising the aim of the program. As such, their deviance from the standard enabled HEWs and community volunteers to find better solution for problems encountered in their specific working practice that resulted from shortage of resources and other contextual constraints (see the detail from Paper IV). This “productive deviation” was seen as more effective for both the health service provision and data collection and reporting. The “productive deviations” from the standard mentioned in this study may also be called improvisations or workarounds; however, the important point to note is that this happened only to some elements of the standard.

The findings of this study also indicated the use of name based register, which was created by the community volunteers who know their population, to capture data in addition to the standardized data collection tools. This process was perceived to enhance the data collection and service provision, while still allowing adherence to the standard report formats as described in section V. This practice was an addition to the standards, in the same way as the “hierarchy of standards” principle (Braa and Hedberg, 2002, Woldeyohannes and Molla, 2005, Braa et al, 2007), which indicates the freedom to add, as long as one also confirm to the minimal “core” requirements.

Other studies on standardization and flexibility in HIS (for example, Hanseth et al., 2006; Braa and Hedberg, 2002, Woldeyohannes and Molla, 2005, and Braa et al, 2007) discuss issues relating to systems design and implementation strategy rather than procedural standards, thus issues relating to integration of the community knowledge is not discussed. While the previous studies all point to relevant insights, none of them explicitly discuss how to integrate the community knowledge, which is the main contribution of this study. Neither do these studies explicitly discuss what constitutes allowable deviation from the standard, or offer specific criteria for how to distinguish between appropriate and non-appropriate deviation. This study identified the “means and ends” criteria to categorize the fixed and flexible elements of a standard. The approaches of standardization and flexibility explored in this thesis can be applied to other disciplines other than public health sector and also other than Ethiopia; because the issue of standardization and flexibility is a global issue, and not specific to any one of the country.
6.2.2 The role of knowledge brokers in communicating knowledge across boundaries.

This thesis has conceptualized the efforts of HEWs and community volunteers as knowledge brokering, which is more noticeable at the pragmatic boundary that needed debating, negotiating and transforming the current knowledge of rural households. The recurrent interaction and negotiation of HEWs and community volunteers with rural households to promote the implementation of new health initiatives was denoted as knowledge transformation across a pragmatic boundary. Pragmatic boundaries are especially acute in the early stages of the new service or product development (Carlile, 2004). The findings of this study showed the challenges that HEWs faced in negotiating with the rural dwellers about the benefits of preventive health services rather than curative, especially at the initial stage of the health extension program. Consequently, the findings indicated that the health care system allowed HEWs to handle some essential drugs to treat some killer diseases that in turn increased clients’ satisfaction and strengthened the preventive health services.

Carlile (2002, 2004) analyzed the use of boundary objects as a means of representing knowledge of individuals, learning about their difference and dependencies’, and then transforming knowledge to resolve the consequences that exist at a given boundary. He also explains a given boundary object is no “magic bullet” when it is used in a situation where its capacity as a type of common knowledge and/or the ability of the actors to use it is not well matched. Boundary objects, such as health reports, working guidelines, strategic plan documents, etc. are also important in facilitating and sometimes constraining the knowledge communication across boundaries in public health sector of Ethiopia. Besides, this thesis emphasized the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers in facilitating the communication and use of knowledge regarding the new health initiatives.

Figure 6.2: showed examples of the knowledge transfer, translation and transformation processes across boundaries in the public health sector of Ethiopia.
As shown by Figure 6.2, while increasing in difference, dependence and novelty of the knowledge domain of people at the boundary, the gap gets larger and requires progressively more complex forms of communication that include transfer, translation and transformation (Carlile, 2004). Herein, this study emphasized the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and community volunteers in narrowing the gap through continuous interaction at a pragmatic boundary as described in section 5.3. This process facilitates knowledge communication between the health extension packages (source of knowledge from the scientific bases) and the rural community (potential users). The necessity of knowledge brokers as intermediaries is discussed by different authors. For instance, Pawlowski and Robey (2004) revealed IT professionals became brokers through their participation in user communities and by interacting with multiple communities; hence they were able to bridge traditional boundaries separating business units. As such, this study showed the role of HEWs and community volunteers as knowledge brokers in facilitating knowledge communication related to new health initiatives in rural villages of Ethiopia.

This study connects the role of knowledge brokers with Carlile (2002; 2004) managing knowledge across boundaries. Carlile has developed a relevant framework for understanding different knowledge boundaries of varying complexity and showing the different challenges and means required to bridge the different types of boundaries. However, the author doesn’t explicitly discuss about the role of knowledge brokers. Hence this study has contributed to
Carlile’s framework by specifying the role of knowledge brokers in communicating knowledge across a pragmatic boundary.

In sum, analyzing the different facets that are required for knowledge sharing among public health actors was important to investigate the knowledge communication processes and the challenges that pose in expanding the innovative health extension packages. This perspective can offer additional insights to the knowledge debate, which is scarce in the field of public health informatics and this also helps to alert the health authorities to take an action to mitigate the constraints that inhibit effective knowledge communication.

6.2.3 Establishing knowledge alliances between the sources of knowledge from the community and scientific bases

Health services are based on knowledge; the knowledge of health workers that involves not only science related inputs, but also depends upon the local community knowledge that contributes to find local solutions (Joint Learning Initiatives, 2004). Puri (2007) used the term knowledge alliance for referring not merely to the material characteristics of the knowledge inscribed in technology, but also to the indigenous knowledge of the various communities involved.

This thesis has extended the concept “building up knowledge alliances” from scientific and community sources (Rahman, 2000; Rengalakshmi, 2006; Puri, 2003; 2007, Kanjo, 2012) to the practices of community health service provision and information systems in a developing country. The public health sectors need to build practices that draw on community and scientific knowledge bases. Drawing from Carlile (2002, 2004), new product or service development involves agents coming from various professional fields. In this study, implementing the new health initiatives and information systems entails health professionals with scientific knowledge and rural households with community knowledge, where HEWs and community volunteers act as knowledge brokers between the two knowledge domains. The findings indicated that both HEWs and rural households need to transform part of their practices so as to create a joint practice.

This thesis has demonstrated examples of how knowledge from scientific and community sources combined, the point also discussed by Puri (2007), may help to develop more effective strategy to combat the problems associated with the health service provision and HIS of developing countries. Therefore, it has contributed to the rather limited literatures that have examined the issues of community knowledge in the public health sector. Although there have
been numerous debates both in the IS and management research over what knowledge is and how it may be created and shared meaningfully across diverse contexts, (Walsham, 2005); this issue has not been an active object of study in public health informatics settings especially within the context of developing countries (Lewis, 2012). This thesis intended to contribute to the limited literature (such as Moss, 2005; Kanjo, 2012 and Lewis, 2012) that analyzed the pivotal role of the local community knowledge in the context of public health informatics in developing countries.

This thesis underlined that paying attention to the community knowledge can potentially improve efficiency and would help to create more effective systems. It is widely recognized that development initiatives needs to draw on the rich body of knowledge that community members have acquired. Thus, involving the local community is crucial for effectiveness of implementation and sustainability of the system, such as GIS and HIS (Puri 2003, Piotti et al., 2006). Kanjo (2012) also argued that knowledge of the context is one of the building blocks in information systems development. Generally, integrating the knowledge from scientific and community sources helps to devise sustainable solutions to the development problems (Dube and Musi, 2002). This thesis also suggests that the public health sectors in developing countries need to develop a mechanism to incorporate local inputs arising from the community knowledge to scientific processes or procedures for health service provision and HIS. The following sub-section presents the practical contributions and recommendation arising from this thesis.

6.3 Practical Contributions and Recommendations

This section discusses the two key practical contributions arising from this thesis. The contributions made have implications to both public health and information system domains.

6.3.1 Studying the current practice and propose strategies for effective knowledge sharing and multiplication of beneficial practices.

This thesis shows the relevance of community knowledge to facilitate HIS and health service provision in developing countries. The HEWs and community volunteers were seen as being extremely hard working and committed to their work. They use local materials and the community knowledge that enable them to complete their required tasks even under conditions of scarce resources. They do their work in collaboration with the community and other public health actors. Community volunteers help HEWs to be acquainted with the
community knowledge. However, the study found that the communication between HEWs and TBAs were not sufficient, hence recommended refresher trainings for the TBAs and other community volunteers in order to boost their interest and confidence. Banteyerga and Kidanu (2008) also emphasized that it is important to strengthen the relation among HEWs, community volunteers, the community, and village leadership; hence the health extension program cannot be realized unless these key stakeholders team up and create synergistic effect on the implementation. In the study of modern and traditional health sectors in Malawi, (Kanjo, 2012) also mentioned the need of collaboration between the two sectors in order to improve the data capturing processes at the community level. The author revealed that although it is politically correct for all pregnant women to have their babies delivered at a health facility, the reality is that the health facilities offering maternal services are not enough for all or within every pregnant woman’s reach. This practice also holds true in Ethiopia where only about 10% of the pregnant women give birth at the health facilities (Central Statistical’ Agency, 2012).

This study has also elaborated the constraints that affected the teaching and learning process at the HEWs training schools. The findings indicated low incentives and trainings for teachers resulted in high attrition of experienced teachers, as well as, shortage of facilities that negatively affected the practical sessions. This study recommended that the efforts of HEW teachers to facilitate their communication with the HEW trainees, for example, by making the class room conversation in local language to overcome the language barrier, need to be fostered by offering apt incentives and trainings to teachers. Reading materials, such as handouts prepared in local language, can also be additional resources to minimize the language barrier. The teaching facilities need to be improved and the practical sessions should lengthen to facilitate the teaching-learning process. Standardized data collection and reporting tools need to be available in the demonstration rooms of HEWs training schools thereby HEW trainees can practice capturing, analyzing, reporting and using the community health data that enhance their skill before they start their actual work. Availability of these tools at the HEWs training schools, and also at health facilities can contribute to improving the data quality in routine HIS, as well as, facilitate knowledge communication among the public health actors.

These ideals raise the need to more effective coordination among the different stakeholders in order to improve the HEWs pre-service trainings. The objective of HEWs pre-service training is to produce skilled health workers, assigned at the community or health post level to provide essential health services and document community health information in their respective
villages (Ministry of Education, 2003). There should be more attention to the HEWs training schools by allocating sufficient budget. This requires the collaborative efforts from the government and development partners, who support the community HIS and health service provision. Although HEW training schools are managed by the Regional Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions in collaboration with the RHBs, the curriculum for HEWs training was designed at the national level by Ministry of Education in collaboration with FMOH. However, the HEWs curriculum was not revised since it was developed in 2003 until this study was conducted, and HEW teachers repeatedly requested for the curriculum revision (Paper III). The fundamental ideas included in educational curriculum should be revised through time (Bruner, 1996). Besides, the HEW training program is relatively new and teaching materials were developed on the basis of limited experience (Ministry of Education, 2003). Hence, Ministry of Education and FMOH need to amend the existing HEWs curriculum through time by considering the input given by HEW teachers.

Moreover, this thesis shows the mechanisms for alleviating some of the challenges of communicating knowledge in the public health sector of a developing country. The different mechanisms that are required to communicate the new health initiatives among the public health actors, and also the constraints that inhibit effective communication were elaborated. Identifying the different knowledge communication processes could give an insight to the health authorities and other stakeholders on how to nurture different potentials and opportunities to establish effective knowledge communication among the public health actors. This suggests that those who are involved in the implementation of community HIS and the health extension program need to be aware of the efforts to communicate the novel knowledge, and should strive to create conducive environment for knowledge communication.

The findings also showed that district supervisors extend their support to HEWs. They do frequent follow up, and respect the improvisations and productive deviations from the standard by the HEWs and community volunteers. This approach can boost the morale of the community health workers, since the support from supervisors enhance work motivation and job satisfaction of employees (Abramis, 1994). It is crucial to engage with and motivate beneficial practices based on the community knowledge, and such local creativities should be supported and incorporated into the routine practices. The researcher discussed with the respective health managers that some of the local improvisations need to be shared and multiplied as beneficial practices.
In sum, by describing the situation of HEW training schools in Ethiopia and the everyday work practices of HEWs and community volunteers, a contribution is made to develop a better understanding of the practices related to HIS and health service provision at the community level. This can help to reduce the existing gaps related to the community health service provision and HIS in Ethiopia, and other developing countries, which have similar working environment. The focus of this study is at the community level, on the PHC units, i.e. health posts, health centers and district health offices; hence further research is required to establish the effects of community knowledge to the overall efforts to improve the health service provision and HIS of the country.

6.3.2 Proposing mechanisms to deal with the practical challenges related to the health service planning in developing countries.

As presented in the findings of the different research papers included in this thesis; one significant practical contribution of this study is analysis of the target setting procedure or health service planning in developing countries. Throughout my research, I have identified the potentials and challenges related to the target setting procedures and local creativities, which can affect the day-to-day practices of community health workers directly or indirectly. Through my different papers, I have tried to analyze the problems emanating from the target setting procedures for health services, and how the community volunteers, HEWs and their district supervisors dealt with the situation. During my field work, it was seen that HEWs were confused because of the gap between the target figures provided by the district authorities, which was high in most cases, and the population number known by them. The study identified that most health managers agreed that the target figure projected from census has problems, and the population number known by HEWs is more reliable. However, some interviewed district staffs mentioned that, in rare cases, health workers including HEWs may deliberately deduct the number of population in their catchment area, to maximize the coverage of their health service performance. The findings showed that the district health staffs try to verify the population data in their catchment areas, for example, through making a search in randomly selected households to confirm the required health services have been properly reached.

Although target is an essential element of planning as it allows health workers to be responsive to the endeavour of their efforts, studies showed that the health service planning in some developing countries used the population data based on the census, which is sometimes unreliable. For instance, Mavimbe et al., (2006) argue that the target setting in Mozambique
depends on the national level regulations, with limited consideration of the grass root level health workers’ endorsement. Our study conducted in three developing countries of Africa (Paper I) also indicated that most of the health status indicators in South Africa were based on population data from census; however, there were some differences between the census and the actual population data in the catchment areas. The same study also showed that community health workers in Malawi acquire relevant knowledge about the population which they serve. Thus, some district offices prefer to rely on the head counted population done by the community health workers, rather than the population figures projected from census.

This thesis also evidenced that the efforts of district managers to identify the ambiguity related with the population figure can be supported by additional resources from locally collected data. This study identified that name based registers, sometimes created by community volunteers, can also be used to confirm the number of target population in a given village. Besides, some health partners, who are working in some districts of Ethiopia related to a specific health service, require registering the number of family members in each household, which can also help to verify the number of population in a given village or district. Another approach, towards the target setting procedure can be implemented using different mechanisms by considering the population data both from the scientific and community sources as described in section 6.1.

The strategies identified cannot be considered as universal solutions to deal with the challenges for the health service planning in different contexts and settings. Rather, they can be used as points of departure to emphasize the importance of considering the reality and the community knowledge. This approach focused on supporting the formulation of local solutions depending on the context to encounter the challenges associated with the health service planning in particular, and the HIS and health service provision in general. The findings of this thesis reinforced the argument made by (Pioiti et al, 2006) that revealed when rules are imposed by higher levels with little understanding and acceptance of the peripheral staff, it subsequently leads to only partial compliance. This thesis, therefore, has emphasized the importance of pertinent target setting procedure for health services and the health staff participation in planning in order to raise job satisfaction and performance.
6.4 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this study has been to understand the role of community knowledge in the public health care sector of a developing country. The founding argument was that combining such knowledge domain with scientific sources can help to improve the community health service provision and HIS. Using the qualitative interpretative case study, this study empirically shows how developing countries and resource-constrained settings could use the community knowledge to lessen the challenges associated with health service provision and information systems. These shifts come about not only from the building of knowledge alliance from the scientific and community sources, but also as a result of the collaborative efforts among the public health actors and reformation of health services to community level.

Theoretically, the thesis draws upon knowledge domains including community knowledge, scientific knowledge, and knowledge boundaries and communication. The concept of standardization and flexibility were also used to emphasis the role of community knowledge in shaping the standards. These concepts allowed developing a theoretical framework that shows the central role of community knowledge to compliment the knowledge from scientific sources in day-to-day practices of HEWs. Based on the findings, this thesis has developed framework that categorize the changeable and non-changeable elements of the standard related to the means and ends. Hence, it has argued that this framework can be useful also in domains other than health and other than Ethiopia. Another important issue highlighted was to describe the knowledge boundaries and communication processes in the public health sector, and the role of HEWs and community volunteers as knowledge brokers. By analyzing the day-to-day practices of these peripheral level health workers, this thesis contributed to the practice-based perspectives.

This thesis is not of merely theoretical significance, but also carries important practical implications for both public health and information systems domains. It has presented an in-depth theoretically informed empirical analysis of efforts made to improve the community health service and HIS in rural Ethiopia. This research emphasizes the need to nurture the existing knowledge communication practices, and also addresses the constraints that inhibit knowledge communication across boundaries among the public health actors. While these contributions have been derived from the empirical materials and experiences in the context of Ethiopia, arguably, these can be used by practitioners, health managers, HIS specialists and other stakeholders also in other developing countries.
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USING AND SHARING LOCALLY GENERATED INFORMATION FOR ACTION: THE CASE FROM THREE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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ABSTRACT

This paper argues that locally generated information is crucial in the work practices of health managers at all levels in the developing country context. Using case studies conducted independently in Ethiopia, Malawi and South Africa, the use and significance of local knowledge is analysed. We draw on concepts from knowledge literature and an interpretive approach to illustrate the importance of locally generated information and knowledge in the three contexts. We compare and contrast how low level health managers operate, their actions, practices, how they handle and utilise the locally generated information and knowledge for the benefit of the system. Our study shows that low level health managers tend to know their population. This implies knowing the different villages, communities, households or even patients in their clinics and their practices. This local knowledge is what they base their managerial work on. We suggest that this knowledge be formalized and used as input for district and higher levels to make planning and resource allocation. We emphasize the importance of deriving information for action in health using a bottom-up approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Latour (1999) suggest that the only way to understand the reality is by paying close attention to the details of practice. Understanding the practice, Latour argues, will help understand how to pack the world into words (Latour, 1999). In the health sector, we have managers at different levels surrounded by different forms of reality, yet they all strive to serve people to the best of their ability based on the information available to them and in some cases, the knowledge which they have. In most cases, the information used in health sector is generated at the lowest level of the health sector hierarchy; this is then passed upwards to the highest level. The highest level transforms the information into decisions, sets priorities and sends back detailed plans on how lower levels should act.

Together with the guidelines, the lower levels also get provisions such as medications, vaccines, and projected figures from census data to base their actions on. The cycle of lower level generating information and higher level sending back targets and provisions is iterative. The quandary is on the census figures on which all targets are based as sometimes the projected figures from census data might be inaccurate. To minimize the inaccuracies on the population data, health managers at lower level base their actions on their locally acquired knowledge for the population rather than relying completely on the targets from higher levels (Cf. Damtew and Kaasbøll, 2008). This knowledge emerges from the low level managers’ understanding of their locality and the practices within the environment which they serve and this enables them to acquire more meaningful information. The knowledge which they locally acquire is not formalised although health workers collect numerous data routinely (Heywood and Rohde, 2002).

Health information is essential to make informed decisions, set priorities, use scare resources effectively, improve the quality of health services, and track epidemics (Sauerborn and Lippeveld, 2000). However, health information systems (HIS) in most developing countries fail to provide reliable information, making them inadequate in providing the needed management support (Heeks, 1998; Braa and Blobbel, 2003). In recent years, HIS have been included as part of the health sector reforms with the aim of providing
This assumes that managers take action based on indicators derived from the reports generated by these information systems, numerically showing the health and health services status. This paper draws from the commonalities which were noted in three case studies which were independently conducted in Ethiopia, Malawi, and South Africa. The three studies focused on low level health managers offering primary health care (PHC) only.

Based on this, we have formulated two research questions:

How do PHC managers of the three countries utilise the locally acquired information and knowledge in their work?

What are the possibilities for sharing and formalizing the local information and knowledge with higher levels in the health care system?

In our case, formalizing knowledge means putting this knowledge into written form and including it in the planning processes and in designing, developing, and implementing IS.

1.1 The Context where Local Knowledge IS Generated

In Ethiopia, the PHC is rendered through health centres and health posts. The health posts are the smallest health units staffed with two health extension workers (HEWS). The HEWs are assisted by community volunteers. In Malawi, the PHC is rendered through health centres, in some few cases, dispensaries. Each health centre is headed by the officer in Charge (OIC) and has health surveillance assistants (HSAs) who work within the community. In South Africa, PHC is rendered through health clinics, headed by clinical managers. For consistency, the different cadres serving as managers (HEWs in Ethiopia, OIC in Malawi and clinical managers in South Africa) will be referred as PHC managers.

While the context where health services are offered in the developed countries is properly demarcated and structured in both rural and urban areas, the situation is different in most developing countries, particularly in the rural settings. The problem then becomes how to determine the actual population for the context, as census figures only cater for districts as the lowest level common to the health sector. This is the case because the way census areas are partitioned at the lower levels is different from the health sector demarcations. This makes it problematic for the levels lower than district to base their actions on the projected census figures (Damtew and Kaasbøll, 2008).

Further, the rural settings of most developing countries including the three countries being compared do not have street names and house numbers. Locality of an individual is known by virtual of knowing the individual or having an idea where people answering to that name come from within the locality. This expertise is developed through prolonged participation in the community.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Challenges of Health Management and HIS in Developing Countries

“The World Health Organization (WHO) has stipulated various standards around how HIS should be organized in various developing countries. For example, the district has been designated as the hub for all information management activities. This implies that data from the health units are sent to the district where it is aggregated” (Nhampossa, 2004). In his study, Nhampossa (2004) calls for sensitiveness to contextual differences when translating HIS from one context to the other. This paper highlights the commonalities and differences in the three contexts. These will help to understand health management in different developing countries contexts and serve as input when designing, developing or implementing HIS.

Most important health system inputs, performance and benefits which the system can deliver largely depend upon the knowledge, skills and motivation of those individuals responsible for delivering health services (WHO, 2000). Therefore, the human resource has a crucial role in health management and its success.

Mintzberg (1992) describes management as a function that contain three types of roles; an interpersonal role, an informational role and a decisional role. In an interpersonal role the manager acts as figurehead, leader and liaison person. In an informational role the manager acts as monitor, disseminator and
spokesperson. A decisional role allows the manager to act as entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator and negotiator. In playing these roles, managers need information about the organization and its environment. Health management on the other hand includes care for the health facilities, provision and handling of resources, coordination of preventive and promotive health programs in the community, reporting on the health of communities, and performance of the health teams (Muquingue, 2008).

PHC managers make the health services work in order to meet the demands and health needs of the community, as well as, adapting national norms to local conditions (Unger et al., 2000). In cases where there is lack of commitment from the PHC managers, the system may suffer (Cf. Muquingue, 2008). It should also be noted that the focus of health care, driven by reform initiatives, has been shifting; from the hospital to clinic based care, and from individual approach to comprehensive, community based care (Jones et al 2001). This requires knowledge on local realities.

In most developing countries, the governments’ policy emphasizes provision of health services within the context of health reforms. The reforms aim at improving efficiency and enhancing community participation in decision makings. Districts are encouraged to develop their own health plans using community participatory structures (MOH, 2009). At international level, Health Metrics Network (HMN) is an assessment tool providing diagnosis of critical gaps in health information results, processes, context and resources (WHO, 2008). However, it has been noted that the HMN assessment tool should include community level information (Moyo, 2009).

2.2. Local Knowledge and Practices

In distinguishing information and knowledge, Alavi and Leidner (2001) state that knowledge is information processed in the mind of individuals and knowledge becomes information once it is articulated and presented in the form of text, graphics, symbols or words. Thus information is an important pillar of knowledge. However, sharing of knowledge is more difficult than sharing of information (Polayni, 1966; Nonaka, 1994; Kakabadse et al, 2001).

On the other hand, Van Der Velden (2009) and Puri (2007) mentioned the possibility of knowledge transformation. Van Der Velden (2009) mentioned that it was possible to transfer the knowledge of one local healer in India through different methods, such as writing on the notebook and entering the data into a database. Moreover, the study conducted on GIS of India showed that the mapping done by community members about the spatial distribution and status of various lands, water and vegetative resources makes indigenous knowledge more explicit and understandable to outsiders (Puri, 2007).

Puri (2007) described four different forms of knowledge that come into play in the application of Geographic Information System (GIS) to address the problem of land degradation in India and these included:

- **Technology specific:** the case of scientific knowledge inscribed in the IS/GIS
- **Application specific:** knowledge implicated in the application domain
- **Community specific:** Indigenous knowledge
- **Implementation specific:** the case of resource managers’ knowledge.

The study conducted on the target setting procedure in Ethiopia also showed that peripheral level health workers, who are living within their community, know the people they serve better than the district staff (Damtew and Kaasbøll, 2008).

Puri (2007) stresses that scientific ventures need to focus on empowering people in order to take advantage of the wealth of indigenous knowledge held by the local communities. Indigenous knowledge is context-specific and embedded in everyday practices of the members of a community (Banuri and Marglin 1993). Practice can be understood as the interpretive schemes that members of a community draw upon to manage their routine life, as well to develop new ways of coping with contingencies (Walsham, 1993). This study focused on the work practice of PHC managers, specifically on the way they try to capture locally generated information and knowledge, which is context specific.
3. METHOD

The empirical basis for this study is derived from case studies conducted in three developing countries of Africa, namely, Ethiopia, Malawi and South Africa. Although each case was conducted independently, the commonalities in the practices of PHC managers and their use of locally generated information prompted the comparison. In each case the management cadres studied were those closest to the communities. We carried out a variety of qualitative data collection methods. Interview was the major source of data in all three cases. Observation and document analysis was also done in order to substantiate the findings. Data were collected in different times in the years 2008 and 2009.

In all three countries, interviews were conducted with health workers and health managers. Most of the interviewees were PHC managers. Semi-structured interview guide was used to enable interviewees to elucidate their answers. The interview questions focused mainly on their work practice, specifically in relation to locally generated information. Health facility meetings were also attended by authors.

Observation provided us first hand information on the performance of PHC managers and their teams and it helped to develop an understanding of how health workers interact with their peers and their clients. Documents reviewed included monthly and quarterly reports, meeting agenda and minutes, programme communications and health registers. The document analysis helped to substantiate the findings obtained using other methods. A research diary was maintained throughout.

We adopted an interpretive approach to data analysis. Concepts from knowledge literature provided an analytical lens for understanding the role of local knowledge in informing management decisions. In two cases, photographs were taken of health facility population maps, one from a rural facility in South Africa and one from Ethiopia. The maps were used as a point of discussion during interviews to explore how facility health teams engage with a visual representation of population. During the analysis phase, the maps provided a mechanism to further contrast country practices.

4. CASE PRESENTATION

4.1 Ethiopia

Health centres provide both curative and preventive out-patient care to about 25,000 people. Health posts are the smallest health units staffed with two PHC managers serving 5,000 people with focus on the preventive health care. One cluster health centre is expected to be used as a referral link for five health posts. PHC managers have one year of health training and they are deployed in rural communities to provide basic health care services (FMOH, 2005). Each health post is expected to manage 20 volunteer community health workers. These are members of the community who are early adapters of health actions; they volunteer to practice and demonstrate do-able health actions to their relatives, friends and neighbours.

Community health work needs to be well coordinated and harmonized. In all visited health posts PHC managers had manually drawn map of their kebele (respective vicinity) and posted it on the wall. They also capture data and prepare important health indicators of their area in the form of tables and graphs, mostly hand drawn. Further, they use different skills and improvised techniques while collecting data and rendering services. For example, during the Enhanced Outreach Strategy (EOS) campaign event, it was observed that PHC managers and community volunteers were using locally available materials to measure height of children.

PHC managers collect baseline data when they are initially deployed to their respective kebeles. The data include total population of their vicinity, total number of children, sanitation status and environmental health facilities. They are also supposed to record vital statistics including deaths and births. There is variation between the population figures given to health posts from the districts and the ones obtained by head counting by PHC managers. Even though the districts give them targets for different health services, PHC managers mostly depend on the head counted figures and the local knowledge of community volunteers. Community volunteers are expected to know the population in their respective vicinity and they use this knowledge to trace defaulters of health services, such as immunization. In relation to this, one PHC manager said...
Community volunteers know the population in their respective vicinity, thus they help us to find defaulters. We identify defaulters from the immunization register book, list them and give the list to community volunteers; it is then easy for them to retrieve the absentee, convince the parents and bring them back for services.

The Regional health bureau and zonal health office officials also appreciate the role of PHC managers and community volunteers for the better coverage of the health services and to reach the un-reached. According to the team leader of Bahirdar Special Zone, during the EOS campaign event, they were assigned health workers to work in collaboration with PHC managers and community volunteers in the rural villages. However, some of them did not volunteer and some promised to come, but did not show up on the day of the campaign. The team leader stressed that “Health extension program plays a great role in reaching the remote areas.” He also mentioned that previously they had problems with the neighbouring districts because they did not know the exact boundary for their target population. He pointed out that this confusion has since been resolved because, now, PHC managers and their major collaborators (the community volunteers) know their target population.

4.2 South Africa

The PHC services in South Africa are offered by clinics and community health centers. PHC services vary substantially in terms of size of the population served (5000 – 50000 people), the range of services provided, (from a core package of Primary Health Care to additional services such as X-ray, maternity and anti retro viral therapy). Furthermore, the hours of operation (8 -24 hours) and number of staff (5 – 50 health, clerical and technical workers) vary significantly. Whilst some health centers are understaffed, others have up to 50 staff. Commonly, the PHC manager is a senior registered nurse with extensive clinical and administrative experience. They have a minimum of 4 years professional training in general nursing, midwifery and community nursing science with practice experience in both hospital and community settings. In practice the PHC manager is responsible for implementing core package of health services in accordance with national policy guidelines. The backbone of health care delivery in South Africa is the nurse-driven PHC service with over 4500 mobiles.

The health service population data used is based on the census of 2004. Most of the health status indicators are based on population data; however, there are some differences in the census population data with the actual data in the catchment areas. There tends to be more stable in rural areas where PHC managers often know their communities. This contrasts sharply with the situation of PHC managers in growing peri-urban areas where communities are constantly and rapidly changing.

Given the lack of population stability, many facilities are confronted by problems of resource allocations, specifically, human resources. While some facilities are dealing with shrinking attendance, others within the same district are juggling with high demands for provision of services that often cannot be met. The differences are discussed in district management forums, when facility performance is reviewed.

PHC managers frequently engage in conversations with other health workers and stakeholders on a range of health service topics. In one instance, the documentation where health indicators are to be found was not present in one rural health center. When questioned how to deal with this, a PHC manager said:

We know our area; we don’t need to check it out. I have grown up here, and I have done home visits (PHC Manager in a large, rural clinic, South Africa).

This quotation hints that PHC managers know their catchment areas and the people living there. Similar expressions were used by others, e.g.

I must know my population, what is expected of me (PHC Manager in a small, rural clinic, South Africa).

In addition to working in this health center for more than a decade, the PHC manager also relied on documentation including health indicators. On her wall, she had a map of her area, showing where all the tuberculosis patients were living, so that the staff could go and get them if they did not show up for treatment. Another PHC manager also stated that “We are covering all children . . . there are no drop outs”.

During the meetings attended by the author, there have been many requests for a more realistic disaggregation of catchment population and resource allocation that reflect the reality on the ground. Repeatedly, the official response has been;
You [PHC managers] should acknowledge the issue and describe the context in review reports, but you should also recognize that the district is the lowest formal management structure and that decisions about resource allocation will be made at this level.

4.3 Malawi

Each health center has its own catchment area comprising a number of villages. Health centers have basic infrastructure with spaces for out patients, maternity ward, immunization and some other services depending on need, such as cholera camps. Each health center provides both curative and preventive out-patient care to its catchment area. Health centers are staffed with at most a medical assistant, two nurses, and five health surveillance assistants (HSAs). In most cases, health centers are understaffed. The health centers cater for a population in the range 10000 – 23000. HSAs work within the communities, each HSA is allocated his or her own villages where they work.

While the medical assistants and nurses undergo a two years of medical training, the HSAs undergo a 10 weeks training before they are deployed to health centers in both rural and urban areas. HSAs are the link between the communities and health facilities. The focus of the HSAs is on the preventive care, advising and counseling their communities and provides outreach services which include immunizations.

The PHC manager is usually a medical assistant or a nurse. The PHC manager is responsible for the facility operations, collecting, aggregating data and compiling reports. The HSAs report to the PHC manager. Each HSA is responsible for several villages within a catchment area (covering a population in between 3000-6000). The HSAs are supposed to collect health data (on a daily basis) from the community. They also record vital statistics (deaths, births and population variables) in the community; selected medical supplies and contraceptives which they have ordered and dispensed; disease outbreaks; and Insecticides Treated Nets (ITN) supplied to communities. The data collected by each HSA would then be reported to the health facility.

However, data collection is not done consistently as the HSAs are unevenly distributed, some health facilities have enough HSAs and others have less. Relating to this issue one health official mentioned that;

Although we have now recruited a total of 13,000 health surveillance assistants (HSAs) to cater for the recommended 1:1000 HSA to population ratio; these have been unevenly distributed.

Most HSAs are overloaded with intensive health care activities and they also have limitations of mobility within their respective villages due to lack of transport.

Although District Health Offices are given projected population figures based on the population census to work with; some programs such as the EPI compute the total population within the catchment areas based on head count done by the HSAs. This allows them to know the number of children eligible for immunization. As they conduct door to door visits within their locality, HSAs acquire relevant knowledge about the population which they serve.

This was acknowledged by the district staff that uses data gathered by HSAs to make their plan, rather than the population figure projected from census. The EPI coordinator said “The target for immunization is based on head count by HSAs”. HSAs are also in a position to know common diseases, sanitation condition and cultural practices that influence health actions directly or indirectly, such as where pregnant women deliver their babies in cases when they do not go to a healthy facility. Since they live and work within the same communities, HSAs develop local knowledge which enables them understand their communities better. This knowledge helps them to know the population within their communities and the target population for the different health services, which they offer.

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The findings from the three countries show that PHC managers and their assistants interact, and observe the practices within their communities, they also build on the knowledge for that community. The PHC managers also acquire information and knowledge about their catchment populations, the common diseases and cultural practices that influence health actions (directly or indirectly). This local knowledge is mostly used to inform their practices. They also use this knowledge to figure out the coverage of different health services, find out absentees, and draw maps which they use as a guide when conducting home visits to their clients. This knowledge was gained not only through collecting health data, but also because of their living within
communities that they serve. This emphasizes what Banuri and Marglin (1993) and Puri (2007) found. The knowledge generated by the PHC managers is what Puri (2007) categorizes as community-specific. In terms of Mintzberg’s (1992) concepts, this knowledge is developed from their monitoring and disseminating roles when interaction with their communities. They use this knowledge when carrying out their interpersonal and decisional roles, however, as most administrative issues including allocation of resources are carried out at district level (WHO, 2000), their decisional role is limited.

When acting as a spokesperson towards their superiors, relevant figures they could share include the total, population under 5, under 1 and possibly women in reproductive age. Some health issues of special communities would also be of interest to the upper levels, while case data is a local affair. Local knowledge of lower level managers was acknowledged by their superiors and in the case of Malawi, instead of using census figures, immunization program at district level develops their targets depending on the numeration obtained from PHC managers. This is also the case in South Africa where it was acknowledged that the data aggregated from small rural clinics give more realistic population picture. In the case of Ethiopia, PHC managers are given immunization targets from district health offices based on census. However, they also came up with head counted population data which they rely on. As the PHC managers and their assistants interact, and observe the practices within their communities, they also build on the knowledge for that community, and this knowledge is not present from the high levels.

Population figures constitute a source of conflict between the local knowledge and the centrally determined one. While the PHC manager has community specific knowledge of their population, the census data have been found by the statistical office with their scientific methods and disseminated through the hierarchal structure of the health authorities. In terms of Puri (2007), the census reflects technological knowledge as well as implementation specific.

If the locally and centrally determined population figures were to be included in one database, it could have produced health service coverage according to both ways of counting, and come up with conflicting numbers. While this might give the impression of mess and ignorance, issuing one, unchallenged number is giving the audience a false impression of the level of precision of the data. Also, registering the local population data in addition to the central makes the local knowledge more visible to the managers, and this is in accordance with Puri’s (2007) finding of increased visibility of local knowledge when captured in a GIS system.

The PHC managers duties and responsibilities are broad as they include coordinating activities within their particular vicinity, data handling, as well as, provision of preventive and curative health services (Muquingue, 2008; Unger et al., 2000). This expands the interpersonal and informational roles of management. PHC managers share experiences to their superiors through joint activities, such as meetings for target setting. In the case of Ethiopia, PHC managers had convinced the district managers that head counted population figures were correct (Damtew and Kaasbøll, 2008). This knowledge that is embedded in a particular work place (health facility) is shared across the health system.

Although there were differences in terms of limitations (uneven distribution of PHC managers assistants across the country, work overloads, and absence of maps as a guide in the case of Malawi); largely the ways PHC managers in all three countries operate are comparable. The PHC managers’ actions and practices, such as how they handle information, how they utilise locally acquired knowledge for the benefit of the system, and how they interact with higher levels show similarity.

While PHC managers interact with other health workers and superiors on a range of health service topics and issues relating to problematic population related coverage; documentation on how to deal with discrepancies is missing. Documenting the processes of generating local knowledge can be one way of achieving community participation in decision making as emphasized in health reforms reported in MOH (2009). Further, the documentation can serve as input to improve the HMN assessment tool which has limitations on community level information as suggested by Moyo (2009).

We focused our analysis on population data, which is important for target setting and resource allocation. However, there is need for further research to explore how health managers know and deal with other important entities, such as service delivery, budget and other resources.
6. CONCLUSION

In the three cases, PHC managers know their population and the important health data. This includes knowledge of some individual patients, health issues in some communities as well as locally generated population figures which do not correspond to the official ones. The PHC managers use these data in all their roles. Then negotiating achievements with their subordinates and their superiors, they relate these achievements with targets both according to the central population data and the local counting of population.

The design of health information systems has been based on the idea that health data and health service data are provided from the health facilities, while semi-permanent data like population figures and facility names are given from the central administration (Sauerborn and Lippeveld, 2000; Braa and Blobel, 2003). The findings from Ethiopia, Malawi and South Africa challenge this assumption. Due to the introduction of village health workers, the local population knowledge is now updated continuously, while a census is normally held each decennium. The population data can therefore be shifted from the semi-permanent to the frequently updated dataset. We suggest that in districts where the village health workers monitor the health of each family, their figures should replace the population figures in the health information systems, and that this data is updated whenever changes take place. The census data should be used for places where the village health workers are not able to update the local population registers, and for checking the overall population figures every 10 years.

Puri (2007) suggests a notion of knowledge alliances between stakeholders in order to enable the combination of community knowledge and the scientific one. The alliances would have to be created through joint work on a common product, which in Puri’s case was a hybrid map. The hybrid which could be envisioned for population data would be a database where each number would either come from the census or the community, and where it would be possible to do all the necessary calculations, regardless of the data source.
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What is This?
Target Setting Procedures for Immunisation Services in Ethiopia: Discrepancies between Plans and Reality
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Abstract
This study identifies the problems related with target setting for immunisation service in Ethiopia. We adopted qualitative case study and drew concepts from institutional theory to collect data and analyse our findings. The findings showed that the plan of district health offices depends on the population data projected from census. Peripheral level health workers, on the other hand, enumerate the number of population in their respective localities. Subsequently, the ambiguity occurs from mismatch between the target from census and number of eligible children counted by health workers. Health facilities are expected to follow the target given from district health offices, which is higher than the local count in most cases. Thus, we found most peripheral level health workers considered that the inflated target given from the projected census lowers their achievements, since their performance should be calculated against the given target. This in turn affects the incentive given, thus, has implication on job satisfaction and performance.
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The need of considering the reality at the ground, rather than following only the formal institutional rules is emphasised in order to address the identified impediments.

**Keywords**
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**Introduction**

**Background Information**

Fulfilling the Millennium Development Goals that constitute a multi-dimensional goal structure, including decreasing the death of children by two-third, is one of the top global agenda. Ethiopia has high infant mortality rate (77 deaths/1,000 live births) and most of these deaths occur from few preventable and curable diseases and conditions (FMOH 2005). Substantial efforts are being undertaken to minimise the problem, and immunisation is one of the strategies designed to reduce mortality and morbidity of children. The healthcare system of Ethiopia concentrates its effort in order to ensure full immunisation of all eligible children with national goal of 90 per cent coverage.

However, the planning system for immunisation has drawbacks mainly because of problems arising from targeting mechanism. In tracking the implementation of immunisation in each locality, there are two ways of determining the targets in most cases. The ambiguity in relation to targeting emanated due to the fact that district health offices provide target for each health facility using census data. The Ethiopian housing and population census was conducted in 1995 (13 years before this study is conducted) by Statistical Authority, and the healthcare system formulates its plan for different health services based on projected population from census. Accordingly, the target for immunisation was taken from the population data projected from 1995 census. On the other side, health extension workers (HEWs) are supposed to enumerate eligible children in their respective assignment localities (sub-districts). In this article, we analyse the two types of target setting processes for immunisation; these
include the target given to health facilities by district health offices and the number of eligible children enumerated by health workers, with a particular focus on the peripheral level health workers (HEWs).

The theoretical basis for the article is institutional theory, specifically taking the concepts of institution, formal rules and informal constraints. We tried to identify how the institutional rules formulated within the healthcare system formally, face informal constraints from the health staff. Taking this theoretical perspective as analytical tool, we seek to understand the views of health workers and health managers on the existing target setting mechanism, and how they deal with the ambiguity that may contribute to shape the present routine and initiate institutional change.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In the following part of this section, we discuss some relevant literature and key concepts from institutional theory which help to understand the dilemma taking place in formulation of planning and target setting. In the second section, the research setting and methods are described followed by the research findings in the third section. The fourth section presents discussions, and finally, we provide a concluding remark in the fifth section.

**Working under Ambiguous Conditions**

An organisation will be more effective when goals and policies are clear (but not excessively restrictive), jobs are well-defined (but not too limiting), control systems are in place (but not oppressive) and employees behave reasonably and prudently (Bolman & Deal 2003). Absence of clear regulation and working procedure can result in role ambiguity, and this in turn results in job dissatisfaction (Abramis 1994).

Ambiguity originates from a number of sources: sometimes information is incomplete, unreliable or vague; the same information may be interpreted in a variety of ways. At other times, ambiguity is deliberately created to hide problems or avoid confusion (Clegg 2006). Some events are so clear and unambiguous that it is easy for people to agree on what is happening, so it is possible to give a straightforward suggestion. However, solid facts and simple problems in every day life at work are hard to find. In a survey of 570 public managers in US, ambiguity factors at
the political, organisational and individual levels were investigated (Pandey & Rainey 2006). The result of the survey showed that political support, internal communication and role ambiguity at the same three levels came out as the three main predictors of overall ambiguity. Again, this conclusion points out that improved internal communication will reduce the ambiguity that managers experience.

An organisation needs to get relevant information from its environment and respond to it adequately. All downward, upward and horizontal communication is required for proper functioning of an organisation. Upward communication includes employees’ feedback concerning rules, strategies and implementations. Employees often know more about services, customers and products, as they are in daily contact with them (Clegg 2006).

The meta-analysis conducted by Abramis (1994) also reported that social support from supervisors and co-workers has reduced the negative correlation of role ambiguity with job satisfaction. Providing appropriate response, by taking into consideration the suggestions given by employees, would be an incentive and increase work initiative and motivation.

**Institutional Theory**

The institutional perspective is relevant to this article as we seek to analyse how the formal rules and informal constraints are institutionalised in a particular setting, and to investigate mechanisms to narrow the gap between them. The basic building block of institutional theory is the concept of institutions. Scott (2001) mentions that there is no single and universally agreed definition of an ‘institution’ in the institutional school of thought. North (1990), on the other hand, emphasises the distinction between organisations and institutions, arguing ‘If institutions are the rules of the game, organisations are the players.’ Standard operating procedures and similarly patterned activities are the central features of institutions. Institutions are socially constructed, routinely reproduced and rule systems in the organisation represent patterned ways of acting (Jepperson 1991). Thus, institutions do not emerge in vacuum; they always challenge, borrow from, and, to varying degrees, displace prior institutions.
Institutions can be formal and explicit, such as a national constitution, political rules, economic rules and contracts, and informal rules that include taboos, customs, traditions, perceptions and myths (Jepperson 1991). Formal rules may sometimes complement and increase the effectiveness of informal constraints by lowering the information needs and enforcement costs.

The formal rules and informal constraints constituted by the various entities comprising the organisational field create multiple institutional influences in the operation of health information system (Currie 2007). Apart from the material exchanges amongst these entities, such as informational reports, plans or financial disbursements and drug supplies, they also exert other normative or cognitive influences. These influences are exerted at the same level of the health structure or between levels, shaping the activities, such as the development of health plans (Kimaro & Sahay 2006). Moreover, the rules and regulations formulated by the governing body and allied organisations have an important part; for example, in our study, the population data given by the Finance and Economy Bureau to the healthcare system has a great impact in shaping the target setting.

As mentioned by North (1990), institutions are social structures that have attained a high degree of resilience. An existing set of beliefs, norms and practices comes under attack, or falls into disuse, to be replaced by new rules, forms and scripts. Although change is a difficult process (Walsham 1993), organisational change will be enabled more easily with greater overlap between formal and informal institutions (Piotti et al. 2006). Based on the perspectives of different social science researchers, institutional theory will allow us to understand the formal and informal institutions arising from target setting in the organisational field of healthcare.

**Research Context and Methods**

**Research Setting**

The case study presented in this article is based in Ethiopia, a developing country located in the horn of Africa. The total area of the country is...
about 1.1 million square kilometres and its population is around 80 million, where about 85 per cent of the population live in rural areas. Like other developing countries, Ethiopia faces serious constraints related to poor physical and communication infrastructure, including the health service facilities. Besides, researches conducted on the health information system status of the country showed that the health data being reported are not optimal enough to support informed decision-making (Damtew 2005; Mengistu 2005). The organisational structure of the healthcare system of Ethiopia comprises of the Federal Ministry of Health, Regional Health Bureaus, Zonal Health Departments and District Health Offices, with their respective health facilities—central referral (specialised) hospitals at the federal level, other hospitals at regional, zonal or district levels and health centres and health posts (health extension programme) at the district level.

Although the majority of Ethiopian population reside in rural areas, most of the health facilities were concentrated in cities, which resulted in unequal access for essential health services. In order to minimise this disparity, a truly community-based approach to primary healthcare delivery is needed to address the vast majority of the population. The government of Ethiopia, therefore, has launched a programme for ‘Accelerated Expansion of Primary Health care Coverage’ with the health extension programme (FMOH 2005).

The main objective of the health extension programme is to improve access and equity to preventive essential health interventions provided at sub-district and household levels (CNHDE 2007). HEWs are selected from respective localities, trained for one year and deployed at each health post/sub-district. They provide basic care and advice for many aspects of health actions, mainly maternal and child health, major communicable diseases, and basic sanitation and hygiene practices. They are also supposed to record local health information including birth and death. The health extension programme is considered to be a major vehicle to improve maternal, neonatal and child health (FMOH 2005). In Amhara region, where this research is conducted, close to 97 per cent of rural sub-districts are covered by HEWs. In the health extension programme, only females are recruited and two female HEWs are responsible for population of each sub-district, with an average of 1,000 households.
or 5,000 population. One health centre is used as a referral link for five health posts and district health offices are responsible for administrative issues.

HEWs perform their activities in collaboration with community volunteers. They are members of the community, who are early adapters of health actions and volunteer to practice doable health actions to them and show their relatives and neighbours. They collaborate with HEWs in providing health promotion and disease prevention activities.

**Research Approach**

For this research, we followed a case study approach and broadly interpretive methods. Our study was multi-level in that data gathering was carried out at the regional, zonal, district and community levels. This approach was required to gain insight from different perspectives into issues of target setting for immunisation.

Three methods of data collection were adopted. First, document analysis was done on various sources such as official reports, immunisation registers and forms used to collect, analyse and transmit data. The Third Health Sector Development Plan of Amhara region was also examined in order to develop understanding of the five year strategic plan of the region. Second, we attended two meetings organised by district health offices, and participants were health workers, health managers and HEWs. Those meetings were focused on periodic performance evaluation, and the issue of target setting was one of the top agendas. Focus group discussion was also conducted.

Third, we collected primary data where 47 interviews were carried out with a range of constituents. The majority of interviewees were HEWs. The rationale for selection of these respondents was due to the fact that they are the ones who are engaged in the implementation of primary health activities, including immunisation at the grassroot level. A semi-structured interview schedule was used to enable interviewees to elucidate their answers. Interviews were conducted at the working places of the respondents. A research diary was maintained throughout to document memo from meetings, interview notes and observations, and some notes were also cross-checked with the respective respondents. All
interviews were conducted in Amharic (the national language) and subsequently translated into English. In addition to these notes, various photographs were taken (after gaining prior approval) to strengthen the interpretive analysis. Table 1 provides summary of the interviews conducted at different organisational levels. Questions for the health facility staffs were mainly focused on their work practice of immunisation, and how the health authority influenced target setting. Respondents at the district and above levels were asked questions related to the systems they used for planning, rewarding mechanism for health workers and their reaction for enquiries about target setting.

**Table 1. Type and Number of Respondents Interviewed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational Level</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Health Bureau</td>
<td>Department Head</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immunisation Programme Expert</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonal Health Department</td>
<td>Head of the Zonal Health department</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Leader</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immunisation Programme Expert</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Health Managers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Health Office</td>
<td>Head of the District Health Office</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Leader</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extension Programme Coordinators</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Facility</td>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Extension Workers</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ research.

Data was gathered through field work within a focused period in between December 2007 and February 2008. Amhara region was taken for the reason that one of the investigators had a long time work experience in the healthcare system of the region, and the region is recognised by its effort to implement the health extension programme. Our study presents data from 12 health posts, five health centres, three district health offices, two zonal health departments and the Regional Health Bureau.
MS Excel was used to create tables and graphs. Citations from answers given by interviewees are provided in italic under quotation. The data collected using different methods were categorised and presented into three themes in the finding section. The analysis of data took place through a continuous process of data collection in the field as well as through an ongoing review of the relevant research literatures and theories. Hence, it helped us to develop some inferences around how the formal rule for target setting is encountered with informal constraint from health workers and health managers.

**Result**

**Immunisation Service and Information Handing Activities**

In all visited health posts, HEWs render immunisation service 2–3 times per month based on their schedule, whereas the service is provided on a daily basis at health centres. Hence, according to HEWs, the schedule for providing immunisation minimises vaccine wastage and their time. Moreover, they reconstitute the vaccines (those need reconstitution) when the eligible child is really there.

HEWs do their tasks in collaboration with community volunteers. They have important roles particularly in defaulter tracing, and motivating and reminding their neighbourhood parents to take their children for immunisation. While explaining how they are working together with community volunteers, one HEW said; ‘We identify defaulters from the immunisation register, list them out and give the list for community volunteers according to their vicinity; it is then easy for them to search.’

Moreover, all visited health posts did not have refrigerators for keeping vaccines at their health posts, thus community volunteers support HEWs by bringing vaccine from the nearest health centre on the scheduled immunisation days.

HEWs at the visited health posts captured information of their respective sub-districts and pasted it on the walls. In case of immunisation, they use immunisation monitoring charts that allow them to monitor important indicators, such as dropout rate and progresses in achieving immunisation coverage for each antigen (see Figure 1). On the other
**Figure 1.** The Immunisation Graph on the Wall of Arsa Gimbaha Health Post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target population for DTP1, DTP3 and Measles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M × 12 = 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 11 = 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 10 = 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 9 = 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 8 = 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 7 = 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 6 = 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 5 = 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 4 = 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 3 = 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 2 = 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M × 1 = 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fill in at the end of each month</th>
<th>JUL</th>
<th>AUG</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUN</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Immunized DTP1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Immunized DTP3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out (DO) DTP1 – DTP3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out % DTP1 × 100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out (DO) DTP1 – Measles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop out % DTP1 × 100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The table and graph illustrate the immunisation rates and dropout rates for DTP1, DTP3, and measles vaccinations at the Arsa Gimbaha Health Post.*
hand, the newly assigned staﬀs in three visited health centres were
doubtful of important information including their catchments’ popula-
tion. HEWs send their reports monthly to the nearest health centre and/or
district health oﬃce. Health centres then compile reports from the health
posts and health centre and send it to district health oﬃce.

In all visited health posts, job aids like guideline of immunisation and
reference books for health extension packages were available. Whereas,
three out of ﬁve visited health centres did not have those guidelines
in the immunisation rooms. For instance, in one of the visited health
centre, the responsible person went for further education before three
months, without handing over guidelines or any reading material for the
successor. Regarding this behaviour, one of the interviewed district
health manager said; ‘We have distributed guidelines to all health facili-
ties, but health workers take them like their own property when they
depart from the work place by transfer or any other reason.’

HEWs, who were working in the health posts, knew their respective
catchment information better than health centre staﬀs. This might be due
to the fact that HEWs stay for longer time in their work assignment
areas than health centre staﬀ.

Target Setting for Immunisation

Although target of immunisation was being set by the Regional Health
Bureau with district responsible persons, they intended to follow strictly
the population data projected from census and the value set by Federal
Ministry of Health for each service. For instance, during the study period,
targets for BCG and DPT were calculated using conversion factor of
3.73 and 3.38 of the total population respectively in all districts of the
region. In setting the target for BCG, all newborns were considered as it
is given immediately after birth, whereas the target for other vaccines
were calculated from estimated surviving infants. Moreover, according
to the immunisation oﬃcer at Regional Health Bureau, planning was
done based on nationally intended coverage (goal) uniformly for all dis-
tricts. It did not consider the last year performance or other locality spe-
ciﬁc criteria. This shows that the district health oﬃce staﬀs had no
mandate to make any change on the target of their own area; rather they
are pressed to accept the target calculated from the projected population and the value set by Federal Ministry of Health.

Ultimately, district health offices distributed the targets for health posts and health centres under them. Basically, the census needs to be conducted every 10 years (ibid), whereas the last population and housing census of Ethiopia was in 1995 (13 years before the study time). Thus, using of the population data provided by this obsolete census may result in further error.

Almost all interviewed health workers in the visited health facilities mentioned difficulty of achieving the goal (90 per cent) coverage for all immunisations because of the inflated target. Especially, HEWs did not accept the population data and target set for immunisation and other health services within their sub-district. They claimed that they have collected baseline data, thus have the required information of their respective sub-districts. Besides, they believe that they have ample opportunity to know the number of children of their catchment area as they render most of the health services house to house, as well as, community volunteers provide them with all the required information.

We identified from document analysis that there is enormous mismatch in the number of households, population and then the targets given in visited health posts between data from district health offices and the figure actually acquired by counting (see Figures 2 & 3). For instance, HEWs of Arsa Gimbaha health post reported that the district health office plan showed that 729 households were existing in their sub-district, however HEWs enumerated only 548 households. The total population of Workamba health post was 8,222 according to population projection and 5,615 when HEWS counted house to house. In all visited health posts but one, the population and target figures given by district health offices were higher than what HEWs got by enumerating. This has, therefore, an impact on efforts to know the coverage of different health services, including immunisation.

**Impact of the Ambiguous Target**

As reported by respondents, targets from district health offices influenced how their achievement is presented. For example, respondents
Figure 2. Targets and Population
Figure 3. Comparison of Targets from the Plans and Children as Counted by HEWs
from Chawusa health post reported that the target given for BCG in the preceding year was 240. Nevertheless, with all efforts to immunise all eligible children in their catchment areas, they achieved only 54 per cent. Whereas, it would have been 82 per cent if it was calculated from the number of under one age children counted by themselves. Respondents, therefore, complained that they lost incentives and rewards, such as certificates and small gifts from the district office, since the illogical target constrained them. Concerning the issue, the following key complaints were reflected by HEWs of the visited health posts;

‘We tried our best to reach all available targets by enumerating house to house, however, the district health office staff evaluated us based on their target, and we scored very low grade. It is very annoying for us’

‘We don’t bother about the district target, because we know that we are right’

‘You can imagine who is going to be correct, because we did house to house counting but they take the average. Sorrowfully, they are the ones who evaluate and give us lower score’

In the review meetings, which were attended by district health managers and HEWs, the problem related to target figures of immunisation and other health services, was thoroughly discussed. Health managers also recognised the ambiguity occurring as the result of the target. Some of them extended their efforts to clear the ambiguity. For example, the immunisation officer at Regional Health Bureau stated that they tried to confirm the problem related with the target figure by using survey results from immunisation campaigns. He explained; ‘The convenience surveys that take place after National Immunisation Days usually showed greater than 90 per cent coverage; whereas the coverage of routine immunisation for every antigen is not greater than 75 per cent. This can point out the presence of problem on the target’.

The immunisation programme officer at Bahirdar special zone also stated that the immunisation campaign allowed them to estimate number of less than one year age children. As to the programme officer, the plan of their catchment area for polio campaign was to immunise about 46,000 children based on the target projected from census. However, according to him, they immunised only 25,000 (59 per cent) with intensive house
to house visiting. Although there were signs that showed that the present immunisation targeting mechanism was uncertain, it was not possible to make changes.

**Analysis and Discussion**

The finding of this study showed that target set for immunisation according to the formal rule of the healthcare system of Ethiopia was not corresponding with local head counting of peripheral level health workers. HEWs of the visited health posts did not accept the target set for immunisation service for their catchment areas. Health workers, who are basically the core in service giving, were not practically participating in the process of target setting. They, thus, believe that the number of children counted by themselves in their respective sub-districts is more reliable than the target specified to them by district health offices.

Institutional environments, which exerted in the form of societal and regulatory pressures, may influence organisations through the ‘archetypes they develop for actors, the logics they legitimate, and the governance systems and rules of social action they support’ (Scott 2001). The healthcare system of Ethiopia has an institutional rule for target setting and planning. Conversely, HEWs of the visited health posts had counted the population in their catchment areas and they knew the number of less than one year age children in their sub-districts. The dilemma occurred due to disparity of the target that is designed in a top-down manner from projected population of census and data gathered by HEWs. Institutions consist of formal rules and informal constraints (norms of behaviour and self-imposed codes of conduct) that individuals follow in their daily lives (Jepperson 1991).

In any case, health facility staffs have to follow the plan formulated according to rules of their organisation. Hence, despite their tremendous effort to provide immunisation for every child, their achievement would be regarded as lower when their performance is calculated with the inflated denominator (target). Regarding the target, HEWs expressed their feeling in different ways: some of them were sad, and others did not bother. In the meetings held with their higher levels, HEWs were explaining without apprehension about the appalling effect of ambiguous
target set for health services, including immunisation. Organisations, and also individuals can react to institutional pressure in a number of ways. In the meetings held by district health offices, HEWs were not only resisting institutional pressure to conform but did so in a highly public manner. As stated by Scott, defiance is likely to occur when the norms and interests of focal organisations diverge substantively from those attempting to impose requirements on them (Scott 2001).

In our study, the problem associated with the target was understood at every level in the healthcare system. Along with health workers and health managers from district health offices, zonal health departments and the regional health bureau also did not disagree with this attribute. Some health managers extended their efforts and tried to investigate the problem associated with target setting in response to the complaints from the service givers. Accordingly, they found that the ongoing target setting system was far from reality. However, as the planning scheme is a regulation and working procedure formulated by the governing body, they couldn’t make any change. This emphasised what Walsham (1993) said, ‘change is not a straightforward, rational process but a complex, analytical, and political process that is historically situated’.

North (1990), on the other hand, mentioned about deinstitutionalisation of the existing forms and their replacement by new arrangements, which, in time, undergoing institutionalisation, can take place in incremental rather than radical way. Accordingly, the healthcare system of Ethiopia needs to consider health workers’ concern and adjust the target setting mechanism by shaping the existing organisational rule for planning.

We inferred that HEWs were supported by their supervisors that may contribute to reduce the role ambiguity and job dissatisfaction as mentioned by Abramis (1994). However, in practice, the work appraisal for health workers was based on the census data, something that resulted in bias as mentioned by the respondents of the study. As to Clegg (2006), evaluation should be a tool for assessing performance, whereas if the plan is not well done, outputs are ambiguous and success is hard to measure. We argue that offering pertinent evaluation and incentive for performance of the health staff, either financial or career related, can potentially improve work efficiency. Communication is also very important for organisational performance. Concerning to this, Abramis (1994)
mentioned that the problems of communication may lead to an increase in ambiguity which then reduces job satisfaction and performance. Pandey and Rainey (2006) cited internal communication as one of the main predictors of overall ambiguity. Similarly in our study, lack of effective communication and information conveying observed in the health centres was the major source of doubt. Organisations will be more effective when goals and policies are clear, jobs are well-defined and well-communicated (Bolman & Deal 2003; Clegg 2006).

In a nutshell, our analytical focus is to elucidate the importance of clear organisational objective (target), staff participation in planning, effective communication and apt incentive in order to raise job satisfaction and performance.

**Concluding Remark**

This research showed that existing planning mechanism for immunisation service of Ethiopia suffers from lack of alignment between targets given from census and the data gathered by peripheral level health workers. HEWs were expected to enumerate the population and collect other relevant health data within their respective sub-districts. Nevertheless, the data collected locally were not considered in the formulation of immunisation targets, which led peripheral level health workers to ambiguity and scepticism. Therefore, for immunisation and other health services to be effectively rendered, there is a fundamental need to consider local data gathered by peripheral level health workers.

District health offices, which closely supervise the activities of peripheral level health workers, need to find options to incorporate local information input for planning rather than relying only on census data. For instance, locally generated information can be used to disaggregate census data below the level of districts. Moreover, district health offices can verify the closeness of data by conducting small-scale surveys and other mechanisms. This may in turn minimise uncertainties of the population data, hence can narrow the gap between plans and existing reality. This can also have implication for forthcoming planning and performance improvement.
An institutional approach was used as a theoretical framework that allowed us to reach explanations about the problems associated with target setting for immunisation service from health workers’ and health managers’ point of view. The implications of this analysis of target setting for immunisation service can also be applied more broadly for other health services, which use population figures as denominators in target setting. This concerns Ethiopia as well as other low-income countries with similar working conditions.
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Revisiting the quality of Health Extension Workers’ training: Case study from Amhara Region, Ethiopia
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Abstract

Background: Ethiopia has been training community health workers, locally under its program of Health Extension Workers, in Technical and Vocational Education and Training Institutions (TVETIs) since 2003.

Objective: To examine conditions that may affect the quality of health extension workers training in Ethiopia.

Methods: We conducted a qualitative case study interviewing 32 informants. This approach helped us get insight into the subject from different perspectives. The staffs of two institutions and the Amhara Region Health Bureau, and health extension workers were involved in the study. Data collected were analyzed through an interpretative approach.

Results: The study showed that the curriculum for the training had not been revised since it was developed. Shortage of teaching facilities and on-the-job training of teachers were also identified as constraints.

Conclusion: The curriculum should be revised and more time allotted for practicum and improved training facilities are needed for this purpose. Teachers need to continue updating themselves and their skills. Better collaboration between the training institutions and the health system is necessary for enhancing the quality of health extension workers training. [Ethiop. J. Health Dev. 2011; 25(3):201-205]

Introduction

In developing countries, thousands of people die each day from conditions such as the epidemics of HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis. Besides, shortage of human resource for health creates significant challenges. The inadequacy in the number of health workers is exacerbated by their mal-distribution that left those most in need (the poor and marginalized groups as well as those living in rural areas) (1). Ethiopia is one of the developing countries affected by such situations. To address the mismatch, the government of Ethiopia launched its health extension program as part of an accelerated primary health care expansion to the needy as of 2003 by deploying two salaried female Health Extension Workers (HEWs) at health posts in each kebele (village) of the country (2, 3). The HEWs had to complete a one-year course of instruction and field training or apprenticeship. The training takes place at Technical Vocational, Education and Training Institutions (TVETIs) after completion of the general education up to the tenth grade. At the TVETIs, HEWs take various supportive, basic and main courses during their training. The training curriculum was designed based on 70% practical and 30% of theoretical sessions (2).

At the beginning, there were about 38 TVETIs all over the country, of which 7 were located in Amhara Region. As most rural kebeles are covered with HEWs, currently the number of HEWs training schools is reduced: for example, there are only three in the Amhara Region. The objective of the training is to produce skilled health workers, for example, who are assigned at the community or health post level to provide essential health services and document community health information in their respective kebeles (2, 4, 5).

A quantitative study using survey questionnaires on the HEWs training program in Ethiopia was conducted in 2007 (6). The focus of this study was the facilities of the TVETIs, such as class rooms, libraries, and ICT, which were found to be inadequate. The selection criteria for trainees were judged as flawed. The researchers also found that the number of trainers and benefits given to them differed across the regions. It was also noted that the trainers' future and employment prospective were ambiguous.

In order to find other possible issues and changes in the program put into effect since 2007 (6), we resorted to an open ended qualitative study as the purpose of the study was to describe crucial issues influencing the quality of training of HEWs. Hence the study examined HEWs’ training curriculum, management of HEWs’ training institutions and on-the-job training issues of the trainers.

Methods

The study followed a qualitative case study approach and interpretative methods that allowed us to understand the subject better. The interpretative tradition focuses on the subjective experience of those who are involved in the activities without any preconceived categories (7, 8). Walsham (1995) discussed that interpretive perspectives help understand the phenomena under study through the meanings and interpretations that people assign to them (9).
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For the study, we included two out of three HEW training schools in the Amhara region located at Bahir Dar and Gondar. Data were also gathered from the Amhara Region Health Bureau and community (health post) between January and February 2010. The empirical data presented in this paper were collected by the first and second researchers. The first one had been working in the health care system of Ethiopia at different positions. Interviews and document analyses were used to obtain information. We conducted interviews with 12 HEW teachers, four people in charge of the training program at Bahir Dar and Gondar TVETIs, 10 HEWs and six members of the Amhara Region Health Bureau, who are responsible for the health extension program. Semi-structured interviews were used to enable interviewees to elucidate their answers. We also analyzed different documents, including the HEWs' curriculum, which helped us become familiar with the background information and subjects covered in the HEWs training.

A research diary was maintained throughout to document memos from discussions and interview notes. We did not do any audio or video recording since our experience showed that health workers were not comfortable with being recorded. Data were analyzed iteratively using the concepts from relevant literature. Seidler describes qualitative data analyses as a process of noticing, collecting, thinking about interesting things in the material. However, this process is not linear and can rather be described as iterative, because it is a cycle that keeps repeating (10). For example, while thinking about things, the researcher also starts noticing new things in the data. Subsequently, it is possible to collect and think about these new things. In principle, the process is an infinite spiral. When reviewing the data, the issues mentioned by the informants gradually converged into three topics, which will be presented in the next section.

Findings

Curriculum Development and Revision

The Health Extension Program curriculum has 16 packages categorized into four major components: personal and environmental hygiene, family health, disease prevention and control, and documentation of community health information. There are also other supportive and basic courses. As interviewed HEWs mentioned, all the subjects are crucial for their work. For this study, we will use the community documentation as an example of how competence obtained during training influences the practical work of the HEWs. During training, HEWs for example, learn how to sketch maps manually and how to collect and analyze health data (see Figure 1).
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The study participants mentioned the relevance of the documentation course as thus: “Community documentation helped us when we collected the baseline data of our community in two ways: for data capturing and communicating with households.” A HEW from the vicinity of Zeguda Health Post (Amhara Region).

When asked whether the data collection formats at TVETIs demonstration rooms coincided with the formats they were using at the working areas, one HEW replied:

“The formats we had at school did not coincide with what we are working with now. It would have been good if the formats that we learnt at school matched the recording and reporting formats that we are using now.”

As the study focused to look at HMIS at community and health post levels, documentation and reporting formats across visited health posts were found to be not uniform. In some cases the HEWs had developed formats...
themselves to collect and document community health information.

Interviewed HEWs also appreciated the importance of the three other major subjects (Environmental health, Family Health and Disease prevention) for their work since those subjects coincide are similar to what is in the health extension program packages. For example, one of their major tasks is to improve maternal and child health care. A health extension worker interviewed at Meshenti Health Post (a rural vicinity) said:

"Immunization and family planning are the main services where we strive to increase the coverage, and these are among the main tasks for our performance evaluation."

However, there are some gaps related to the curriculum. For example, as the teachers pointed out, the time allotted for theoretical sessions is not sufficient to cover all the topics incorporated in the course syllabus. This may require revision of each course in order to reduce the timing imbalance. Teachers also mentioned that they sometimes were obliged to use the practical session to teach theoretical lessons. The health education course is also overlooked or included as only a supportive course in the curriculum. However, as teachers stated, this is a very important subject for the work of HEWs since their main job is offering health information to the community.

The trainers also stated that the curriculum gives crude hour for each course, for example 180 hours for family health. There is no clear time allotted for each specific topic in the course that may create variance in the teaching process at the different schools. The interviewed teachers mentioned that they request for revision of the curriculum every year and, yet it was not amended as of February 2010.

**Resources and Facilities**

HEWs training centers are under the TVETIs, which are governed by the Regional Technical Vocational Education and Training Agency, whereas trainees are selected and deployed to their work places by the regional health bureau. TVETIs normally do have many teaching activities: for example Bahir Dar TVETI runs 36 training programs in addition to the HEW's training. HEW teachers and TVETI for example, the staff members mentioned a weak link between the health bureau and TVETIs in managing and supervising the HEWs training program. For instance, the number of trainees enrolled for a given year may not be predetermined and made known to the TVETIs in advance for early preparation:

"This year, the health bureau didn't inform us about the number of HEWs to be trained on time, they just sent trainees. But, the Agency hadn't plan for HEW training. We are, therefore, using the money allocated by the College for the training purpose." A respondent from Bahir Dar TVETI.

All interviewed teachers complained about the inadequacy of the budget, teaching materials, stationary, and demonstration equipment and rooms for demonstration of practical procedures. Although much time was allocated for practical sessions, there were no adequate demonstration materials and training facilities for practical courses. One interviewed teacher at the Gondar TVETI said:

"I demonstrate delivery management technique to trainees using a doll, but there were no registration forms to show what information they need to record ..."

Similarly, eight out of 10 interviewed HEWs also mentioned that they did not manage or assist delivery and did not see how to register the required information during their training time. Shortage of transport service and nearby well-equipped health facilities were also stated as obstacles for the practical sessions. People responsible for TVETI also admitted the problems associated with HEW training facilities and they mentioned that they share their scarce resources among all the training programs.

The curriculum and media of instruction are in English, but the teachers use both English and Amharic while teaching, and often data collection during their field work and communication is in Amharic: "The language is a barrier. I prepared exam questions in English, but some students answered in Amharic. It had been good if the media of instruction would have been Amharic" a teacher from Bahir Dar TVETI.

**In-service Trainings for Teachers**

All interviewed teachers complained that they were not participating in the trainings organized by the health bureau and others not in on-the-job training organized for them. Concerning this issue, one of the HEW teachers said;

"We are teaching grass root level health workers, so we need to be acquainted with the new science and developments in technology. Then we can show our students what is going on but we didn't get this chance."

Some teachers stated that they received important training, albeit not adequate. However, others mentioned that they didn't get any type of training since they were recruited as HEW teachers. For example, a teacher from Gondar TVETI said:

"I worked for the Past 5 years as instructor of HEWs, but I didn't take any training throughout. Health science is changing and growing through time, but we are far from that."

Teachers considered themselves to be neglected and not invited for trainings organized by the Ministry of Health or Ministry of Education. Some of them were not even clear about whom they are accountable to. They mentioned that TVETIs sometimes do not allow them to
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go for training, even when other organizations invite them.

The regional health bureau officials also agreed on the need of training for HEW teachers in the health issues. They mentioned that the issue was discussed many times, though the problem is not yet solved. The concerned official or Health managers;

"HEW teachers are not usually invited to the refresher trainings organized by the regional health bureau and zonal health departments. We wrote letters to different sections about the importance of inviting HEW teachers for training. However, the problem persists" health extension package officer at regional health bureau.

The head of planning, monitoring and Evaluation admitted:

"I agree with the idea that trainers of health workers and HEWs need to be familiar with new ways of doing things. We give HMIS training to all health workers in all zones. Then HEWs' teachers can participate in this training in their respective zones."

Responsible people at TVETIs also concur that HEW teachers are not getting training. They mentioned that the schools have their own time schedule for teaching. Hence, they confirmed that they allow teachers to go for training if they can cover their classes within the allotted time.

Teachers mentioned that they were not clear about their future career. Managers of the visited TVETIs also admitted this problem: "We wrote a letter to the health bureau about the career of HEW teachers, but there was not been any response yet."

Respondents from the Bahir Dar TVETI said:

"HEW teachers are not getting the required benefits. The agency pushes them to the health bureau and the vice versa holds true for the health bureau" Head of Gondar TVETI.

A teacher from the Bahir Dar TVETI put the matter this way:

"When we asked the health offices, they say that you are the staff of TVETI, and we didn't get good response from TVETI......We are so neglected and most of us are here until we get another option."

The attrition rate of teachers is high especially in the Gondar TVETI, and in the present year, there are only 4 teachers for 200 students. Professional mismatch of teachers is another problem, which is more significant in the Gondar TVETI, where there is only one teacher with a clinical background.

Discussion
A curriculum which assists students entering and succeeding in their work is vital for a training to be successful (11). The curriculum developed for HEWs is designed to produce skillful workers (2) and it includes the most important subjects as main courses. But no revision has taken place after it was developed in 2003. Bruner suggested that the fundamental ideas included in the educational curriculum should be revised through time (12). The program is relatively new, while the curriculum and teaching materials have been developed on the basis of a limited experience from the pilot projects and inputs such as experiences from Pakistan’s Lady Health Workers Program and Ghanaian’s Community Health Planning Services (2). Thus regular revision of the curriculum is indispensable for it to be practically relevant and effective.

The curriculum revision should also consider the time allotted for theoretical and practical sessions. Teaching theoretical lessons instead of the practical sessions may overburden students and reduce the time allotted for practical training which in turn may result in limited exposure to appropriate and us to date skills development. Hence, there is a need to revisit each topic in a given course and include only the vital ones that can be covered in a given timeframe.

TVETIs in general suffer from a scarcity of teaching facilities such as classrooms, demonstration materials and libraries (6). TVETIs have many training programs and they are sharing their scarce resources for all programs. Hence, classrooms, demonstration rooms and libraries, need to be equipped with relevant teaching aids, appropriate reference materials, revised and updated job aids and formats. This may require the collaborative effort of TVETIs, health bureaus and other stakeholders. In general, very few trainees would be able to transform what they learn in schools to their work, if they only have theoretical classes at school (13). Practical sessions are essential for the trainees to develop their skills. This calls for complete demonstration rooms and including more practical sessions.

Since the training is given át, TVETIs and students are recruited by the regional health bureaus, there is no clear responsibility in relation to managing the HEWs training program. As mentioned by heads of TVETIs, this creates problems specifically related to teachers’ incentives and on-the-job training. The findings of this study showed that training needs of HEW teachers in Amhara Region were unfulfilled. Trainers have to explain concepts and demonstrate new ways of working to their trainees (14). However, HEW teachers in the Amhara Region did not get invited to relevant health trainings. Trainers need all kinds of skills: communication, counseling, technical, team work, and analyzing competencies. They have to be articulate, empathetic, professional, knowledgeable, and trustworthy (14). Hence on-the-job training is very crucial for teachers.
Interviewed teachers also mentioned that they did not get sufficient response for their inquiries, neither from the health bureau nor from the TVETIs, and that they were not clear about their benefits and their future career. The previous study of HEWs training also identified uncertainty about the future of teachers as one of the most critical problems of the program (6). This may result in role ambiguity, job dissatisfaction and high attrition (15). Experienced teachers are vital for the teaching program, thus remedying the problems may motivate HEW teachers to work for a long time.

In a nutshell, the health extension program is considered as a truly community-based approach to primary health care delivery (3, 4) and the main pillars for its implementation are HEWs. This implies that due attention is required by the TVETIs, their collaborating institutions, as well as other stakeholders, for working to overcome the problems being encountered in the training process.

Although this research is conducted in one region, the lessons gained may be important for other HEW training schools in Ethiopia, and for other countries that have similar working and training setups.
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Abstract

This study investigates the pivotal role of local knowledge in shaping standards in the health service provision and health information systems implementation in the context of a developing country. To do so, we draw on empirical data from a qualitative case study of health data gathering and service provision during a child survival intervention campaign conducted in Ethiopia. Theoretically, we draw on studies that thematize the tension between the universal nature of standards or protocols and the inevitable need for adaptation and flexibility when they are implemented in a given concrete context. The study conceptualizes the national guidelines, which guide health workers in the data gathering and health service provision process, as standards. We examine the implementation of those guidelines in the actual set up, and show the significance of local knowledge in order to fit the standards to the reality at the ground. The findings indicated that health workers sometimes deviated from the standards and devised alternative ways of doing based on their context-specific knowledge and locally available materials. We emphasize both the need for standards as such, as well as the value of productive deviation from the standards when required depending on the context. The article provides theoretical insights relating to standardization with flexibility, and suggests differentiating between fixed and flexible elements of standards. We argue that the lessons learned on the data handling process observed in the campaign can help to improve the data quality and strengthen the routine health information systems.

Keywords: Standards, flexibility, health information systems, data quality, context-specific knowledge, guideline, Enhanced Outreach Strategy.
1. Introduction

Standardization aims for control by guaranteeing uniformity and predictability, and making actions comparable over time and space. For instance, Hanseth et al. (1996) described standardization and standards are key elements in the realization of the envisioned information infrastructures. We standardize in order to integrate, order and control a fragmented world, and to reduce its complexity; to forge order out of chaos (Hanseth et al., 2006). For instance, the use of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) in the health care sector reflects an attempt to collect standardized information about morbidity and mortality globally by the WHO in order to help in coordinate action and resource allocation (Bowker and Star, 1999). However, overemphasizing criteria of universality, uniformity, and centralization of control to achieve alignment, stabilization, and closure may result in failure (Hanseth et al., 2006). Too rigid standards may fail to get implemented on the ground, or they may fail to accommodate changes over time. Hence, there is an intuitive tension between standardization and flexibility.

The present case focuses on how the health workers implemented the working guideline (the standard) with the required flexibility in a health campaign event. Our approach to the study of standardization resembles those applied by (Timmermans and Berg, 1997). The authors describe how clinical research protocols for a multicenter study intervene in a specified situation and prescribe a set of medical interventions, which should be performed in a similar way, to achieve results which are comparable over time and space (p. 281). However, since conditions and needs were not similar in different contexts, there was a need for the standard to be flexible enough to be appropriated to varieties of work practices and locations; only by getting ‘localized’ could the standard’s ‘universality’ be realized. Timmermans and Berg (1997) identify the issue which is closely related to those we are focusing on. However, the empirical context is different. The present study explores in what manner local knowledge can enhance the implementation of standards with the required flexibility, in a resource constraint setting, while carrying out health service provision and community data gathering.

The relevant health program discussed in this paper is the Enhanced Outreach Strategy (EOS) campaign, designed to address the immediate and underlying causes of child mortality. The health workers in the EOS campaign were given standardized guidelines, and we conceptualize these EOS guidelines as a procedural standard. The guidelines comprise a composite standard since the instructions cover both the health care provision itself and data collection and reporting. These guidelines explain how the essential action should be carried
out in relation to organization of the EOS posts, the service provision as well as procedures of gathering, compiling and reporting data. The aim of these standardized guidelines is to minimize deviation and errors, both in service provision and in data gathering. The EOS guidelines for health workers was developed by UNICEF and other health partners, and then adapted to an Ethiopian context by the Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH). Thus the common practice of centrally defined programs, standards and guidelines sometimes goes against the insights from discourses such as participatory design, user involvement, or development studies emphasize that involving the local community is crucial for effectiveness of implementation and sustainability (Piotti et al., 2006, Puri 2003, Puri 2007). We argue that it is of large practical relevance to study how local health workers and communities can be more involved, and we specifically address how context-specific knowledge can be integrated into health service provision and data collection. Puri (2007) identified deep tensions in the process of co-construction a knowledge alliance among scientists, technologists and the local communities in the context of GIS deployment for land management in rural India. In our case, the practices of health care provision have a scientific basis which is sometimes alien to the local communities. This knowledge, inscribed into the health programs’ standardized guidelines, in practice meshes with the local knowledge\(^1\) of peripheral level health workers and community members.

In this article we will demonstrate the significance of local knowledge of health extension workers\(^2\) and community volunteers\(^3\). It has already been shown that context-specific knowledge was important for health workers in order to successfully perform activities on the ground (Damtew et al., 2010). Here we build on this, but examine in a more detailed way how health care personnel acquire and incorporate such context-specific knowledge, as well as, how this knowledge integration may impact data quality issues. We studied the campaign implementation in November 2008 in the Amhara region in Ethiopia, using qualitative methods such as interviews and observations. We focus on how the standardized guidelines need to be flexible if such context-specific knowledge should be incorporated. The question is, then, whether and how the standards can be adjusted to the local contexts and needs. Through our empirical material, we examine how local knowledge impacts the actual

---

\(^1\) In this paper, we use the term “local knowledge” to denote the context specific knowledge of health extension workers and community volunteers of their local vicinity.

\(^2\) Health Extension Workers are young women who have received 12 months training in public health issues, and who work within the communities, their activities mainly include disease prevention and health promotion, and the community HIS.

\(^3\) Community volunteers are members of the community who volunteer to work for free to assist health extension workers.
practice, with a special attention towards productive deviation from the guidelines. We argue that integrating local knowledge may in turn impact positively the data quality, both in the immediate context of the campaign, but also in the routine health information systems (HIS). Our research aim is to contribute to the conceptualization of how to design flexible and appropriate standards for healthcare procedures, and we propose that it may be helpful to distinguish between fixed and flexible aspects of a standard.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a review of related research that supports our focus on the local context, and that offer theoretical insights on the role of standards. A presentation of the research setting and the research approach, including the data collection and data analysis methods will be presented in section three. Thereafter, in section four, we present our empirical findings. In section five, we discuss the role of context-specific knowledge in the EOS campaign and especially how it contributed to improving data quality, before we discuss the theoretical issue of flexibility in standards. The implications of this research for practice are described in section six followed by conclusions in section seven.

2. Related Research

2.1. Data Quality

It is recognized that availability of reliable, relevant, comprehensive and timely health information is an essential foundation for any public health intervention. However, very few systems in developing countries meet this demand, and poor data quality is identified as one of the major problems (WHO, 2006; Lippeveld et al, 2000). Since routine HIS collect excessive quantities of data that are not relevant to the health professionals responsible for data recording, then the quality of data often suffers and data use at the collection site becomes minimal. There is no single agreed definition for data quality, since quality is a relative term and depends on circumstances. Shrestha and Bodart (2000,) define the quality of data as to the degree to which the data or statistics measure what was intended to be measured when the data collection system was designed. According to Heywood and Rohde (2002), good quality data should be correct, complete, consistent and available on time. Many authors, on the other hand, argue that quality should be assessed from a data consumer perspective and that there is more to information quality than mere correctness and accuracy (Parker et al. 2006; Lui and Chi 2002). Much effort has gone into strengthening and improving the quality of the routine HIS in developing countries. For instance, the Routine
Health Information Network (RHINO) has developed the PRISM (Performance of Routine Information System Management) assessment framework (Aqil et al., 2009). In the PRISM framework, performance is defined as improved data quality and continuous use of information, and data quality is defined according to four dimensions: relevance, completeness, timeliness and accuracy (Lippeveld et al. 2000). Different HIS researchers emphasized that using of information for action locally can improve the data quality (Shrestha and Bodart, 2000; Heywood and Rohde, 2002). Use of data at the site where it is collected can lead to detection of errors and inconsistencies, so that correction is made easily. In these debates it is argued that improvement of data quality in HIS needs to engage with and mobilize the local health workers, community members and the district level, since these concerns cannot be addressed at the national level (Igira, 2008).

2.2. Standardized protocols

Standardized guidelines in the form of “best practice” recommendations, clinical procedures, or research protocols are widespread in healthcare, where they are designed to reduce variations in practice and thus to enhance the quality of care in all locations (Komaroff 1982; Wennberg 1991). Guidelines contain a set of instructions telling the implementer how to perform the activities in specific situations. These instructions may be designed as detailed flow-charts, or they may consist of a number of rather vague and general recommendations, but they are all designed to guide the person through a sequence of steps (Berg, 1997). Thus protocols or guidelines may enable health workers to perform new tasks, as they fill in the gaps in health care worker’s knowledge and assists in decision making (Berg 1997). Timmermans and Berg (1997) analyze clinical protocols that standardize a set of practices, actors and situations, and prescribe a set of interventions that should be performed in a similar way, to achieve results which are comparable over time and space (ibid., p. 281). However, since conditions and needs are not similar in different contexts, the standard must be appropriated to varieties of work practices and locations; or being localized while retaining its universality. Protocols are well known within a clinical context; however they are also crucial in the domain of public health, including the information systems. For instance, Sauerborn and Bodart (2000) recommended that protocols and operational definitions need to be developed in order to improve data quality in HIS.
2.3. **The tensions between universality and locality**

There is no doubt that updated and practical standards of performance can be beneficial to the health workers, however, research have also pointed to concerns that the protocol’s may prescribe precise and uniform criteria that can be challenging to implement on the ground, within a local context. For example, Mavimbe (2006) describes how a set of uniform guidelines were created by WHO for its Extended Programme of Immunization (EPI). This “cook book” was translated and adapted by the Mozambican national health authorities, however, it still needed adaptation and improvisation by the health workers who provided vaccination services in the remote areas of Mozambique. One of Mavimbe’s main conclusions is the need for flexibility in the standard; it must be able to adapt to the local conditions where it is deployed. As such the standard needs to balance its “universal” aims with the demands of the locality where it is implemented. This corroborates insights gained from studies of standards in other contexts, that local work practices and specifics of the organizational reality may create tensions when such standards are implemented (Bowker and Star 1999, Hanseth and Monteiro 1997). Ellingsen and Monteiro (2003) describe, for instance, the widespread proliferation of local patient information systems and practices in a hospital as emerging from the health workers legitimate needs, and as beneficial in the local context. Consequently, the imposition of a “one-size fits all” system proved problematic (Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2006).

Rolland and Monteiro (2002) address the issue of how to balance between multiple, and potentially non-compatible, local needs and concerns within a globally dispersed information infrastructure. Hanseth et al. (2006) also focus on the inadvertent effects of pushing too hard for universality, uniformity, and centralization of control through standardization. Timmermans and Berg claim that “patients and medical personnel are not turned into mindless followers of medical scripts” (1997, p.288), but the protocols are re-appropriated to make them “do-able” for the participants within their context. Flexibility and improvisation thus are not the opposite of universality and standardization, but rather help to achieve it, so that “localization and universality are inevitable intertwined” (ibid. p.277).

2.4. **Flexible standards**

The above mentioned studies thus call for recognition of flexibility in standardization. “Flexible standards” is a notion that may seem self-contradictory, but which has been thematized by, for example, Hanseth et al. (1996), Braa and Hedberg (2002) and Braa et al. (2007) specifically with relation to HIS in both developed and developing countries, a domain where detailed, global standards are prominent. These researchers agree that flexibility is the
core criteria of standards. Hanseth et al. (1996) discussed two kinds of flexibility; “use” and “change” flexibility. Use flexibility refers to the ability to use a standard in a number of different environments or for a number of different purposes. For this purpose, Braa and Hedberg (2002) and Braa et al. (2007) introduced the principle of “a hierarchy of standards” that seeks to balance flexibility and uniformity. This approach was a key ingredient to reach consensus during the standardization of health care data in South Africa. The hierarchy of standards allows addressing different information needs at different levels of the health administrative structure. A core principle is that only essential information for action should be collected at each level. At the national level a “Minimal Data Set” should be defined, and the other levels (such as provinces or districts), which will have additional information needs related to local particularities of e.g. disease burden, are free to add to this data set. This framework indicated the lower levels in the health care hierarchy have the right to define their own data set as per their local needs as long as they include the data set of the higher level.

Change flexibility is enabled by the principle of modularization (Hanseth et al., 1996). Rather than one complex standard covering everything, one should make several simple standards and combine them; then individual elements can be changed relatively easily without implications for the rest of the system (Hanseth et al, 1996). In Braa et al. (2007), the need to make HIS work under very uneven infrastructural conditions is discussed. Specifically, where (at which administrative level) it will be appropriate to computerize the HIS, may vary across a country. Thus flexibility is required in where to locate the paper-electronic gateways, and this requires a modular system (rather than an integrated system) where the utilization of gateways allow geographical variation in whether paper-based or computerized information reporting is used.

However, these studies discuss issues relating to systems design and implementation strategy rather than procedural standards. A more relevant example is offered in the study of standards in the EPI programme (Mavimbe, 2006). The WHO has issued detailed guidelines for how the vaccination logistics (the so-called “cold chain”) should be organized. This guideline specifies the vaccine’s durability, not just under the ideal storage temperature, but for several different storage conditions (such as mobile cooler boxes) that are often encountered in rural areas. In addition, the guidelines come with several additional tools and procedures to help assess the durability. This feature of the standard thus supports delegated decision-making on behalf of the health workers in the actual context, and as such it offers a robustness that is practically significant for the cold chain to work.
While these studies all point to relevant insights, none of them explicitly discusses how to integrate context-specific knowledge in the provision of health services or in data collection. Neither do these studies explicitly discuss what constitutes allowable deviation from the standard, or offer specific criteria for how to distinguish between appropriate and non-appropriate deviations. We are here interested in studying more explicitly the potentially beneficial role of local knowledge among health workers and community members. We conceptualize the EOS guidelines as standards that direct the working procedures of the health workers during the EOS campaign, with the aim of standardizing both the service delivery and data collection procedures. In our analysis, we will focus on how the standards (these guidelines) are implemented in concrete conditions. This will help us to identify where, and for what reasons, flexibility is required. We will describe the observed deviations from these guidelines, which offer insights on the alternatives that are preferred by health workers utilizing their local knowledge and local materials. We then will examine what effect these deviations may have on data quality, both for the EOS campaign and the routine HIS.

3. Methods

3.1. Research Setting

The study was conducted in Ethiopia, which is the second most populous country in Sub-Saharan Africa with an estimated population of around 85 million, where more than 83% of the population lives in rural areas. Although child mortality rate has declined from 184/1000 in 1990 to 106/1000 in 2010 (UNICEF, 2010), it is still among the highest in the world. Ethiopia has a four tier health service structure, with district, zone, region and federal (state) levels. The district health office controls the health posts and health centers, which are the primary healthcare units (PHCU). Ideally, a primary healthcare unit consists of one health center and five satellite health posts under it, serving about 25,000 inhabitants.

The empirical material reported in this paper is drawn from a case study of the campaign event called Enhanced Outreach Strategy (EOS). This bi-annual campaign event was initiated in 2004 after the massive drought and famine in 2002-3, and it is supported by the UNICEF and World Food Programme (Fiedler and Chuko, 2008). The length of the campaign varies from 5 to 10 days depending on the type of services given, the topography and the district’s available human resources. EOS interventions are rendered for children from six months to five years of age. The event is designed to improve the child and maternal health status by offering vitamin A, nutritional screening, immunization and other child health
services (FMOH, 2006). EOS was designed as a temporary strategy that would be translated to a sustainable service provision through the prevention-oriented Health Extension Program (FMOH, 2006). The FMOH, and Regional and Zonal health bureaus, as well as other stakeholders, such as UNICEF are involved in the overall governance of the initiative. They provide training of trainers, assist in coordinating and delivering supplies, supervise the campaign and compile the reports on the results. The health authorities in the lowest administrative levels, districts and kebeles (sub-districts) are responsible for the actual organization and implementation of the campaign. The EOS teams, consisting of health workers, health extension workers and community volunteers, render the actual services and collect relevant data.

To assist the districts in the EOS activities, the FMOH has prepared an EOS guideline and the activities are expected to be accomplished based on the standards stipulated in this guideline. The “Guideline for the EOS for Child Survival Interventions” (FMOH, 2006) gives detailed information about the health services being offered, and it also stipulates how the social mobilization of the communities should be carried out, how the outreach health posts should be organized, and how the data gathering and reporting activities should be conducted. Practically, the EOS services are offered through transient posts organized either at the existing health facilities or in the villages, for instance in schools, administrative compounds or in the shade under a tree. According to the instructions, each post needs to have a team composed of five to nine people, of which at least two should be professional health workers.

3.2. Research Approach

Case-study analysis is commonly used to explore and understand complex and localized human activity systems and social environments (Yin, 1994). We have conducted an interpretive case study, aimed at producing an understanding of how the group of health workers and community volunteers involved with the EOS event dealt with the standardised guidelines in relation to their context-specific knowledge. In this study, we observed the service provision and health data collection process at the community level during the EOS campaign conducted in November 2008. This campaign is particularly well suited for our study, because professional health workers work alongside health extension workers and community volunteers. The campaign activities thus allow us to study situations where health workers are in a different and more involved relation with the local community than in the context of routine data collection in health facilities.
3.3. Data Collection

The study was based on data collection at multiple levels in the health hierarchy. Hence, the EOS campaign procedure was followed at the region, zone, district and community levels, however, most field work was done at the service sites in the communities. The data collection took place for a period of three months (from October to December 2008). Four districts within two zones in Amhara region were selected for the study, and sixteen (ten rural and six urban) EOS posts were visited (see Table 1).

We used qualitative data collection methods that could help us to capture local work practice, such as observations, interviews and analysis of documents and reports. Focus group discussions were also held with three EOS team members at the community level. The point of discussion included factors that could affect the service provision and data collection processes, actions being done to follow the standard instructions written in the EOS guideline, and ways they could improve routine data quality using the data gathered during the campaign.

Participant observation was done throughout the campaign. The first author observed the implementation, data collection procedures and report compilation, and was present during monitoring meetings. The field researcher (first author) was a staff at Amhara region health bureau. Hence, she also participated in providing the health services and training of health workers. Dwyer and Buckle (2009) mentioned that although the insider role of the researcher can be beneficial to get rapid and more complete acceptance by the study participants, it has also the potential to impede the research process. They posited that it is possible that the participants will be nervous or make assumptions of similarity and therefore fail to explain their individual experience fully. The authors also mentioned issues relating to home blindness or the researcher’s personal experience that may affect the data collected.

In this case, the researcher communicated with the study participants in a friendly manner to avoid unnecessary anxiety, and she managed to build good relationships with the team members and supervisors that facilitated frequent informal discussions. The field researcher first obtained the respondents’ informed consent and she mentioned the relevance of the research for the improvement of their future work. Anonymity and confidentiality of their responses was ensured to allow the respondents to express their feelings without apprehension. A general literature review of EOS studies, and analysis of relevant documents including the EOS guideline prior to the data collection, helped us shape the interview guide. The interview guide was open ended with the intent of eliciting views and opinions from the
respondents. More probing took place when more questions were generated during interviews. Rather than the insider or outsider status of the researcher, the core elements include an ability to be open, authentic, honest, deeply interested in the experience of one’s research participants, and committed to accurately and adequately representing their experience (Dwyer and Buckle, 2009 p.59).

A total of twenty-six interviews were conducted with health workers, health extension workers and health managers (see table 1). The interview and discussion was held in Amharic (the national language), and detailed notes were taken, which were soon transcribed into English. The interviews were conducted on the work place of respondents. Depending on time availability of the respondent, an interview would last from 20 minutes to 1 ½ hours. The interviews allowed the researcher to clarify information that was not understood during observation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizations visited</th>
<th>No of visited organizations</th>
<th>No of Respondents</th>
<th>Job responsibility of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Health Bureau</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Team leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonal Health Department</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Head of the department and team leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Health Office</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Health officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOS post</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Health workers &amp; Health Extension workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior analysis of the EOS guideline and manuals provided us with relevant background information on the work process of the campaign. The guideline was examined in order to compare what is written in the campaign protocol with the observed, actual practices. The tally sheets\textsuperscript{4} and reports for different services in the campaign, such as vitamin A and measles vaccination reports were reviewed for comparison and verification of the quality of data.

A research diary was maintained throughout to document notes from observations, interviews and focus group discussions, and some notes were also cross-checked with the

---

\textsuperscript{4} Tally sheet is a form provided by FMOH and it is used to register with tick marks the number of children who got health services (i.e. without clients’ names).
concerned respondents. We have tried to triangulate the data from different data collection sources and we cross-checked some responses with the study participants.

3.4. Data Analysis

The interpretive approach, which is adopted for this study helped us to develop insights into the EOS work procedures. Seidler (1998) describes qualitative data analyses as a process of Noticing, Collecting, and Thinking about interesting things in the material. In our case, “things”, indicated the data related to the health service provision, and capturing, cleaning, compiling and reporting health data. However, this process was not linear; it can rather be described as iterative, because it is a cycle that keeps repeating. Myers and Avision (2002) also argued that the analysis of qualitative data is a continuous process that starts in the research field during the data collection process. For example, while thinking about things, the researcher also starts noticing new things in the data. Subsequently, it is possible to collect and think about these new things. In principle, the process is an infinite spiral and the process is holistic, in that each step in the process contains the entire process (Seidler, 1998). Our focus was to understand how the experiences from the campaign and the data collected during the campaign help to improve the routine HIS.

In analyzing the data, our conceptual lens was on the need for context-specific flexibility of the standard, particularly related to instances where context-specific knowledge was drawn upon. We sought to identify instances where the health workers deviated from the EOS guidelines. Specifically, we analysed how the instructions in the guideline were modified and implemented at the ground, what role local knowledge played in these modifications, and how this modification could impact data quality. The findings of our study are organized into four empirical themes and presented in the following sections.

4. Case presentation

This section presents the empirical findings of the study conducted on the campaign event in Amhara region of Ethiopia, one of the country’s largest regions. In the following sub-sections, we first present organization of the EOS posts and the process of information capturing. Next, practices of estimating children’s age, followed by service provision and data collection procedures will be presented. Then, a description of the process of transferring the EOS reports will be provided.
4.1. Organization of the EOS posts and the process of information capturing

Preparations for the EOS campaign, such as detailed planning, training, and mobilization of the targeted community began about two weeks before the campaign. Supervisors from different levels of the health hierarchy and other stakeholders such as UNICEF and USAID were assigned, and cascade trainings offered for the EOS teams and supervisors. The trainings were organized based on the EOS guideline, and the EOS teams were informed to follow the instructions in the guideline. All supplies, including the campaign data collection and reporting tools, were brought from the national level and distributed to each post. It was emphasized that every EOS team should collect data and transfer reports using these forms. In all visited EOS posts, the team members claimed that they had received training about the implementation of the EOS campaign and some of them had hand-written notes from the pre-campaign trainings. During the EOS campaign, supervisors followed the implementation procedures at EOS posts and offered their support, for instance, on how to keep the vaccines properly, how to administer the EOS ingredients, and how to collect data and prepare reports.

The EOS teams at the visited posts consisted of health workers, health extension workers and community volunteers, and their number varies from 2 to 7 per EOS post. The EOS ingredients needed to be administered to children by health workers or health extension workers, while community volunteers participated in activities, such as data capturing, crowd control and absentee retrieval. The EOS posts organized in the cities had better facilities and a higher number of health workers in the teams than the rural posts. One of the duties of the community volunteers was to record on the tally sheets, i.e., to make a tick mark for every child that received the service. However, the “target”, i.e. number of children to reach in the campaign was usually an issue. District health offices provided the EOS teams with a target number (of eligible children for the service), which was based on a projection from the 1995 census and which was often claimed to be too high. Community volunteers and health extension workers would count register and mobilize the eligible children who lived in each village. They argued that in most cases the target given for the campaign was higher than the head count. For instance, the supervisor of Banja district mentioned that they did a house to house registration of all dwellers in the district, and the total population was found to be around 86,000. However, the district was considered as if it had 104,009 dwellers based on the projection from census data. Thus, they were expected to make a plan for the present campaign using census data. The population figure issue was also raised in the supervisory meeting of the campaign event in Bahir Dar City Administration, where the researcher
attended. The supervisors complained about the inflated target concerning the number of eligible children for the EOS service, but the zonal health department head said “Our aim is to ensure every child in the catchment has got the service, there could be discrepancies between the actual head count and projected population number”. This was meant to notify the supervisors to motivate EOS team members to maintain their work practices based on the head count.

In practice, the EOS teams mostly relied on the number of eligible children from the head counting. Thus they depended on the context-specific knowledge of the community volunteers, who are expected to count and know all children in their respective villages. For example, in one visited rural sub-district, the community volunteers of particular vicinity knew the number of children in each household. They had registered all children under 5 years of age of their locality using an ordinary exercise book that can be purchased in the local market. During the campaign, they were collecting the needed data on their modified hand written register (the exercise book), instead of tallying on the standard EOS formats, which was printed and distributed by FMOH, and which contained only anonymous and aggregated information. The community volunteers said they transferred the data to tally sheets from their register at the end of the day. During focus group discussion, one of the community volunteers said:

“This way helps us to identify the households that did not bring their children for the service. Based on this information, we can trace the absentees and motivate them to bring their children to the EOS posts using our own line list. This method also enables us to record the data on the EOS tally sheet properly in our spare time.”

Supervisors were also monitoring daily performance of the EOS team, including the number of children who have received service at each EOS post. Accordingly, the district health managers, as well as, supervisors from the health sectors and other partner organizations, pursued close follow-up during the campaign, hence, they understood the dilemma associated with the discrepancy between the estimated target population to each village and the actual population.

4.2. Practices of estimating children's age

It was very important to determine the age of a child in order to decide whether the child was eligible for the EOS service or not, and in order to choose the appropriate type and dose of ingredients to be given. However, some parents, especially in the rural areas, did not know the exact age of their children, so EOS team members were trying their best to guess the
age of children using different local clues. For instance, there are some religious events set for each day of a month in Ethiopia. The rural residents are very conscious of these days, therefore, most of the time they know on which religious event their child was born. In the visited rural EOS posts, health extension workers and community volunteers were trying to infer the age of children by relating the parents’ account with these religious events. Similarly, a given vicinity will also have specific social events, such as the community festivals. Thus, EOS teams also took the opportunity to estimate the age of the child based on such occasions.

These methods were used to estimate the age of younger children. For older children (older than about three years), the guideline instructed that when parents do not know the age of their child, height of the child should be measured, and it should be less than 110cm in order to be eligible for the EOS service. The EOS manual depicts the measuring procedure using a measuring device which is common in health centres in the western world, a wall-mounted height scale. However, there was no adequate height scale in any of the visited rural EOS posts. Instead, the health workers were using other methods to measure height of children. For example, in two visited rural EOS posts, they had erected two sticks vertically with about 50 centimetres gap between them. Afterwards; they tied the two sticks together with a rope at height of 110cm with the intention that children who can pass under the rope will get the service (See figure 1).

Figure 1: Measuring Height of children using two sticks tied with rope at 110cm, Photo taken in Nov/2008

4.3. Service provision and data collection

The procedure of rendering EOS services and recording data varied between the settings, especially in the rural villages. The EOS guideline as well as the instruction given during the
EOS training stipulated that the whole package of EOS ingredients is provided to one child, that all the services given are recorded, and the health worker then proceeds to the next child (FMOH 2006). The sketch in Figure 2 describes how the post should be organized according to this procedure:

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 2: Example of client flow at EOS Post (source, FMOH, 2006, Page 45)*

This way of organizing the EOS procedures was followed in most of the visited urban posts where the required human power was available. However, this was not strictly followed in all visited rural posts; where the number of EOS team members commonly deviated from the EOS guidelines. As observed by the researcher, neighbouring children in the rural vicinity mostly came to the EOS posts together. In this case, the EOS teams first selected eligible children, subsequently allowed them to make a line and be seated orderly on the open field in front of the organized post (see figure 3). Then the health extension worker, with the help of community volunteers, provided the oral polio vaccine to all children first, followed by vitamin A and albendazole (de-worming). Lastly, she administered measles injection for all. Following the person who administered the ingredients, the recorder tallied each service as soon as it was rendered.
When asked why they did not follow the guideline, which instruct them to provide all the ingredients to one child at a time, the health extension worker replied:

“Children usually cry after having injection, so if I gave all the ingredients, including measles injection to one child, s/he might cry and all other children would be disturbed and everything will be in a mess. [...] at the same time, it will be easier for the recorder to tally each service correctly.” What she said was supported by the researcher’s observation that most children were crying after the injections.

4.4. Transferring the EOS reports

Data tallied in the data collection form of the campaign should be aggregated and the EOS reports compiled at all levels (starting from the EOS posts to the national level) and sent to the next level in the health care system hierarchy. According to the instruction in the guideline, the teams were supposed to meet their district supervisors daily and hand over the reports. Supervisory meetings, where supervisors and team members who worked in the proximity met, were held daily in the district offices after working hours throughout the campaign period. During the meetings, supervisors evaluated the daily performance of the teams based on their daily reports, and they designed strategies for next day to cover all eligible children. For instance, they would plan additional EOS posts to vicinities where the number of children who did not get the service was high. The meeting was also used to screen the daily reports for errors, and correct them on the spot.

Supervisors were complaining about the inconsistency of the reports, such as having different numbers reported for services that had similar targets. For example, on the second day of the campaign, the report of one Sub-district in Bahirdar Special Zone showed that 580 children
had received measles vaccine, but only 561 had received vitamin A. However, as the targets for both vitamin A and measles are all children from age six months to five years, the reports for those services need to be equal. Thus, supervisors were expected to recheck the tally sheets with the respective EOS team to identify the correct number to report. The researcher also observed similar errors from the reports compiled by team supervisors, whereas such discrepancies were not found on the reports of districts and regional health bureau, since corrections were done by team supervisors at the spot. This practice of supervisors’ immediate checking contributed to a high quality of the campaign data, and could well have been employed also to improve the routine HIS. However, long distances prevented this meeting with all teams daily in most of the rural sub-districts. One district supervisor stated the following concerning daily meeting of team supervisor with the EOS teams:

“If EOS teams work in a very remote village during the day, it will be difficult to meet with their supervisor. They may require to stay there for the night and to continue their work in the next day. In this case, one of the community volunteers, who is part of the team, will bring daily performance report of the teams and submit to team supervisor.” This is to allow the rest of the EOS team members to start their job on time on the following day. Since there is no means of transportation in most rural villages, the health workers are supposed to walk to meet their supervisor. This may waste their time and cause delay on next day's work, however, community volunteers could replace the health workers for bringing the report.

Each team supervisor compiled their reports and submitted them to the district, followed by the district supervisor who also compiled and sent the reports to zonal health offices. Zones reported to the regional health bureau and then to the FMOH and other stakeholders. As observed by the researcher, supervisors at all levels were trying to check completeness, consistency and validity of the reports daily, then took corrective actions when required. When corrections were needed, supervisors went to the EOS teams and checked the tally sheets used by the EOS teams to collect the daily data versus the aggregated reports that helped them to identify most inaccuracies. They also pointed out other problems, including mathematical errors, and reminded the team to avoid similar errors henceforth. All visited districts, except one, compiled their reports manually, whereas at the zonal and regional levels, they compiled the reports using an Excel spreadsheet and sent to the next level by CD or hard copy.
To some extent, the data collection form of the campaign contain similar information with the routine HIS, such as data about the measles immunization status of children. Thus the campaign data may be used to verify the routine immunization data quality.

5. Analysis and discussion

As previously discussed, several researchers have described how protocols stipulate an explicit order that may be difficult to implement in an actual context. As argued by Mavimbe et al (2006) and Timmermans and Berg (1997), making changes on the strict orders of protocols and working guidelines, when implementing at the local level was unavoidable. The present study has also showed the health workers’ efforts in order to put the standards included in the EOS guideline into practice in the rural vicinities of Ethiopia. We now turn to analyze how local knowledge played a role in this, what the effects were for data quality, and then discuss the issue of flexibility of standards.

5.1. Role of context-specific knowledge in the EOS campaign

We have described how the EOS campaign was assisted by local improvisation of the community volunteers and health extension workers. They used their context-specific knowledge and the available materials in their locality to provide services and collect data. In line with the study conducted in India (Puri 2003), also our study shows the benefits of involving the community members. They know their population, the culture and community rituals, which helped the health workers to get relevant information. For example, it would not be easy for an outsider to infer the age of a child using the community rituals. Thus, we argue, in strengthening public information systems, including routine HIS, in developing countries, there is a need to include the local knowledge of the community members and peripheral level health workers. Local communities’ own knowledge traditions are based on “accumulation of experiences, informal experiments, and intimate understanding of the environment in a given culture” (Puri 2007, p. 358). However, this is not only crucial in order to succeed in achieving the EOS campaign’s goals. In addition, this case study has shown that some of these local improvisations may actually be worthwhile to take back and incorporate into a revised version of the standard guidelines, as was attempted by the first researcher after this fieldwork.

We argue that paying attention to the context-specific knowledge of the community volunteers and peripheral level health workers can have positive effects in the long run. It is crucial to engage with and mobilize such local creativity if one should achieve a strong information culture and improvement of data quality in HIS. Other HIS researchers also
argued that such local creativity should be supported and incorporated into the routine practices (Kimaro et al, 2006; Igira, 2008).

5.2. Improving data quality and building commitment

We have emphasized how the modifications of the EOS guideline in some cases contributed to improving the service and data quality. The use of the modified registers (hand written ordinary exercise books) instead of the anonymous tally sheets is one example. This name-based register helped the health workers also to retrieve absenteees and thus to reach more children. The community volunteers had chosen to do this despite the fact that it was more time consuming, since they also had to register their daily performance in the tally sheet of the EOS campaign afterwards. These practices were beneficial not only of the quality of data from the campaign itself, but also for the future service provision, and could also be used to improve data quality of the routine HIS. For instance, the local name-based registers could help to improve the precision of the local population data, which again will positively impact the campaign data and routine HIS. The problem associated with unreliable population estimates is a common and well-known problem in many developing countries. Hence, the targets for the campaign are often questioned as they are projected based on census data and do not correspond well to the actual population figures (see e.g. Mavimbe et al, 2006, Damtew and Kaasbøll, 2011).

However, rather than bothering much about the inflated target given from their higher levels, the EOS teams, particularly in rural settings, trusted the context-specific knowledge of the community volunteers. The use of register books with names helped to establish such trust in the locally generated population data. In the same way, the detailed nature of data captured in the campaign was seen as valuable to compare with the data in the routine HIS. For instance, measles vaccination data gathered during the campaign was used to verify the number of children who were already immunized by routine immunization of measles. Hence, these data were useful for the purpose of crosschecking of the routine immunization data quality. Besides, the report generated from the campaign could be useful for planning. For instance, Damtew and Kaasbøll (2011) showed that health managers at the regional health bureau and district health offices had used the data from the survey done after polio immunization campaign to verify the ambiguity related to immunization targets. Although these health managers had no mandate to make changes on the health service planning scheme, they had offered support to peripheral level health workers. The meta-analysis conducted by Abramis
(1994) reported that support from supervisors enhance work motivation and job satisfaction, and the reverse may holds true when the support from supervisors is minimal.

In general, the EOS campaign required a strict regime of meetings where reports were checked and discussed. The immediate correction and feedback on the EOS reports, for instance, checking the daily data collection tools (tally sheets) versus the aggregated reports and correcting errors at the spot, were valuable practices that also should be practiced in the case of routine HIS in order to improve the data quality.

5.3. Following and deviating from the EOS guideline

While many researchers have recommended that standards need to be flexible and related to the actual setup in order to create conducive working conditions (Bowker and Star 1999; Braa et al. 2007), the question about the type and limits of flexibility has not been much discussed. What kind and how much local adaptation and improvisation can be accepted? When is a flexible standard no longer a standard? While we do not propose to have general answers to such questions, our study showed that the EOS teams followed the EOS guideline (the standard) strictly with respect to some aspects, and deviated on other aspects. Figure 2 shows examples of how certain instructions in the EOS guideline were treated as fixed requirement, while other instructions were treated as flexible requirements, for which the EOS teams devised alternative practices.
Both the fixed (non-changing) and flexible elements of the standard were important for improved service provision and data collection during the EOS campaign. What we call deviations from the standard may also be called improvisations or workarounds; however, the important point to note is that this happened only to some elements of the standard. The EOS teams were strictly following some instructions in the EOS guidelines, since changing of them could compromise the aim of the campaign. For instance, the EOS teams followed the guidelines’ specification of the age group of children that should receive the service, and also they followed the guidelines with respect to the dose of ingredients given to each child. Based on their training, the health workers perceived it as mandatory to follow the guideline in order to give the right EOS package to the right child in the right dose. As such, the EOS guideline was a worthwhile and successful standardization of practices. However, the health workers also sometimes deviated from the guidelines with respect to how they estimated the age of the child and how they organized the administration of the right dose of ingredients. These
changes were introduced because the health workers perceived that they could have a positive
effect on both service provision and data quality, without compromising the aims; they were
other means that contributed to the same ends. The alternative procedures were functionally
equivalent, but seen as more suited to the context. Similarly, the use of additional exercise
books to capture data was perceived to add to the quality of data collection and service
provision, while still allowing adherence to the standard EOS report formats. This practice
was an addition to the standards, in the same way as the “hierarchy of standards” principle
(Braa and Hedberg, 2002; Bree et al, 2007) indicates the freedom to add, as long as one also
confirm to the minimal “core” requirements. Supervisors from different (national, region,
zone and district) levels of the health hierarchy and other health partners were following the
implementation of the campaign in order to support the teams and correct errors instantly. We
observed that they appreciated and encouraged these improvised ways of doing by the EOS
teams depending up on the actual situation. As such the healthworkers’ flexibility did not
affect the program’s aim; rather it made the data collection and health service provision more
fruitful. Also the first author of this paper presented her findings to health authorities at the
regional level, and recommended the sharing of the observed best practices that were well
adapted to the context, although formally deviant.

In line with the health workers’ distinction between changeable and non-changing
elements of the EOS guideline, we therefore suggest to introduce an analytic distinction
between fixed and flexible elements of a standard. Recognizing that a standard is not
“homogeneous”, but can exist of multiple elements with different importance; can assist in
conceptualizing and designing flexible standards. In the present study, the criteria that
distinguish the fixed from the flexible component of the standard related to the distinction
between means and ends. The means (the procedures and actions to achieve the ends) were
considered flexible enough to be changed, while the ends (the program’s aims to offer the
required service to children) were not considered flexible or changeable. The criteria for
necessary, acceptable and/or beneficial deviations from a standard will vary from case to case,
and from context to context.

5.4. A standard can have both fixed and flexible elements

The issue of flexible standards is mentioned by several researchers, addressing both
change and use flexibility of the standards (Hanseth et al., 1996). We are here concerned with
use flexibility; the standards’ ability to function in different contexts. Braa et al (2007)
emphasized application of the ‘hierarchy of standards’ (introduced by Braa and Hedberg,
(2002) as one way to manage the tension between (different) localities’ need for specific data, with the central levels’ need for standardized data. Braa et al (2007) stressed that the standards defined at a higher level in the hierarchy are always to be followed, and the flexibility lies in the allowance of extension to other levels. This ‘hierarchy of standards’ approach is in theory non-conflictual; since it is additive all actors get their interest served. However, the “minimum data set” defined at the national level was considered as a given that other levels (such as regions or districts) couldn’t change. In our case, the EOS guideline, which is also designed at the national level, specified the campaign objectives and instructions to be followed by the EOS teams. We have seen that additions and extension were introduced (e.g. using exercise books in addition to standardized recording tools). However, the healthworkers also perceived some elements of the standard defined at the national level (in the EOS guideline) to be flexible, and they devised alternative ways of conducting the work. Because these alternatives were considered by the EOS teams to be functionally equivalent with what is written in the EOS guideline, they were not considered to compromise the aim of the campaign.

The distinction between fixed and flexible elements of a standard thus goes a step further that Braa and Hedberg’s (2002) model of a ‘hierarchy of standards’. The findings from our study reveal a similarity with Mavimbe’s (2006) observation that a flexible standard must also allow for exceptions and variants of procedures. In this case, the exceptions and deviations were decided on by the knowledgeable workers in the field, and the observed, acceptable deviations could be shared via the supervisors, and potentially fed back and incorporated into the national standard itself. We believe this process of incorporation of context-specific knowledge is of particular relevance for procedural standards, where the aim is to perform an action with a certain level of quality. A guideline can well contain descriptions of alternative approaches without compromising its ultimate goal.

6. Implication for improving data quality

This case study has practical implications, mainly for developing countries that use paper-based system to collect data at the community level. Knowing that health data collected manually at the community are primary data in the health care system, maintaining or improving data quality at this level can benefit the HIS at all levels in the health system hierarchy. Standards and guidelines are valuable for securing data quality; the EOS guideline helped the EOS implementers in health service provision and data collection. Although it was not possible for them to implement all the instructions according to the guideline, they
followed the guideline with respect to some instruction (fixed elements of the standard) and they sometimes deviated from the instruction (flexible elements of the standard). Thus it is important to develop standardized working guidelines that guide health workers in data collection and compilation, and such guidelines should also be developed for the routine HIS. However, flexibility is required, and in order to design a well-working standard, productive deviation from the standard should be observed, assessed and shared across the communities who have similar working conditions.

The study has shown the value of recognizing and incorporating the context-specific knowledge of members of the community. Allowing them to participate in the data collection process during the EOS campaign facilitated and strengthened the performance of EOS teams. It is vital to empower members of the communities and let them participate in decisions relating to their own health service, as this can potentially further nurture their accountability and create a condition to use local knowledge for improving HIS. Thus, a process where guidelines and standards are systematically revised and redesigned, with the aim of incorporating the input of grass root implementers can address concrete problems as well as increase sharing of experience among communities. Such inputs to revisions processes require careful study of the local implementation of the standard and specifically of how context-specific knowledge is drawn upon and how specific constraints are dealt with. We therefore suggest that HIS designers and health planners seek to identify the limitations of the current procedures for the routine HIS. There is the need of considering the reality at the ground and context-specific knowledge of peripheral level health workers and community volunters while developing guidelines (standards), designing HIS, and setting targets for health services. This approach may increase sense of ownership of service providers and stimulate their work motivation that in turn leads to improvement of the health service coverage and data quality.

Important lessons for developing countries can be drawn from this paper. The study showed that data generated during the campaign can help to improve the data quality of the routine HIS. Involving the community in the data collection process during the campaign allows the opportunity to use context-specific knowledge. Hence, there is a need to consider the active search for and spread of valuable local practices to other areas. This in turn may construct new knowledge that can be used for further improvement of data quality and HIS. The need of future research on information system standardization, such as developing standardized working guideline for routine data gathering, and reformation of the current planning scheme, may help to mitigate the problems associated with data quality.
7. Concluding remarks

Although other information system researches have emphasized the need to balance standardization and flexibility (Rolland and Monteiro, 2002; Hanseth et al., 2006; Braa et al, 2007), the question about the type and limits of flexibility has not been much discussed. The questions regarding what kind and how much local adaptation and improvisation can be accepted, has so far not been explicitly addressed. In this paper we have described a process where health workers adapted a standard and shown empirically the effect of a mix between standardization and flexibility. We have proposed that it is valuable to theoretically distinguish between fixed and flexible elements of the standard. This is a contribution to the field’s conceptualization of what “flexible standardization” entails, allowing a more nuanced discussion of how flexibility can be built into standards.

Important lessons for developing countries can be drawn from this paper. The study showed that data generated during the campaign can help to improve the data quality of the routine HIS. Involving the community in the data collection process during the campaign allows the opportunity to use context specific knowledge. Hence, there is a need to consider the active search for and spread of valuable local practices to other areas. This in turn may construct new knowledge that can be used for further improvement of data quality and HIS.
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Abstract: Community based health service is escalating in many developing countries as a means to fulfill health related millennium development goals. Community health workers provide primary health care, and collect and compile health data in collaboration with different actors. This collaboration requires knowledge communication. An interpretative case study was conducted in Ethiopia to understand the knowledge communication across boundaries. Using transfer, translation and transformation framework of Carlile, this study discuss how knowledge related to the health extension packages is communicated across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries among health extension workers, their teachers, supervisors, community volunteers and rural households. The study also describes the knowledge brokering role of health extension workers and voluntary community health workers. They interact and negotiate with rural households to facilitate communication of novel knowledge concerning the health extension packages. The study identified impediments that preclude knowledge communication. In order to improve knowledge communication across boundaries and enhance the implementation of health extension packages, it is essential; to formulate apt target for health services, equip health extension workers training schools with essential resources, offer trainings to community volunteers and make available standardized register and report formats at health posts for proper recording and reporting.

1 INTRODUCTION

Community health workers are best positioned to deliver health services at grass-root level as countries around the globe strive to meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) (WHO and Global Health Workforce Alliance, 2010). In addition to health care provision, community health workers are also playing an important role in capturing and communicating the community health data (Otieno, 2012). Information that is available in most developing countries is derived from health facilities, yet most illness and death occur outside the health system. Presently, community health workers are providing primary health care and collect health status data at the community and household level that helps for informed decisions (ibid). Community health workers have been used to collect health related data in many countries that increases the health coverage, for example, achieving high rates of case detection for Tuberculosis in Bangladesh (Chowdhury et al, 2009). Although it is emerging, computerization of HIS at all levels in the health care system of most developing countries seems intricate with the existing infrastructure and human resources. Thus, data from the community service sites and primary health care units are currently gathered manually.

This paper draws on empirical findings from Ethiopia, a country striving to improve the health service access and data capturing through salaried community based health workers called health extension workers (HEWs).

In Ethiopia, health extension program is designed to improve the health status of families, with their full participation, using community’s skill and wisdom (FMOH, 2005). The main pillars for the health extension program are HEWs. Their primary role is to perform preventive health education to households in their homes. Through close interactions, HEWs improve the implementation of innovative health extension packages by rural
dwellers. HEWs are supported by trained body of voluntary community health workers (VCHWs), who are members of a given community and they volunteer to support HEWs.

Health care is a dynamic discipline whereby new procedures, practices and treatments are introduced very often, which demand in-service training, mentoring and knowledge communication. Nevertheless, providing in-service training for entire HEWs will not be an easy for resource constraint country like Ethiopia. Studies also indicated that knowledge communication among the public health actors is a challenging process. For instance, a study conducted with the premise of target setting procedure for immunization service in Ethiopia has showed the gap between target given for health services from districts to health posts (HEWs) and head counted population by HEWs (Damtew and Kaabøll, 2011). This gap created confusion and lack of common understanding between HEWs and the health authorities. The effort to scale-up the innovative health extension packages requires close interaction and negotiation between HEWs and rural households. Moreover HEWs interact with their colleagues, supervisors, VCHWs and traditional birth attendants (TBAs) that require knowledge communication.

In this study, the knowledge transfer, translation and transformation (the 3-T) framework by Carilie (2002; 2004) was used to understand the knowledge communication across boundaries in day-to-day practices of community health workers. In this framework the author revealed that communicating knowledge across three progressively complex types of boundaries— syntactic (structure), semantic (meaning), and pragmatic (practice) — requires different processes that include transfer, translation and transformation. In this framework, four characteristics, which facilitate effective boundary process and knowledge communication, are specified. These characteristics include—establishes a shared language; provides a concrete means of specifying differences and dependencies; facilitates the way for jointly transformation of knowledge and enable multiple interactions. This framework helps to analyze the knowledge communication process across boundaries in the public health sector. In this case, knowledge communication or sharing refers to the way HEWs along with their teachers, supervisors, colleagues, VCHWs, TBAs, and the community transfer, translate and transform their knowledge while performing their day-to-day activities.

Different researchers also mentioned that knowledge brokering can contribute to innovation and knowledge communication (Hargadon, 2003; Howells, 2006) and it is effective in improving the service quality and decision making (Dobbins et al., 2009). Brokering involves process of translation, coordination, and alignment between perspectives and it promotes interaction. The role of knowledge brokers as intermediaries is widely documented. The broker is constantly seeking knowledge opportunities in his/her immediate environment, capable of introducing promising new innovations (ibid). Brokering knowledge thus means far more than simply moving knowledge—it also means transforming knowledge (Myer, 2010). Knowledge brokering tends to happen in particular locations—in spaces that privilege the brokering of knowledge across boundaries. For instance, Ward, V., House (2009) indicated that individuals were employed to act as “knowledge brokers” and their job was to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between researchers and practitioners in order to improve the health outcomes. Within the same vein, this research identifies the role of HEWs and VCHWs as knowledge brokers in the expansion of the innovative health extension packages.

This research addresses the following two questions; what is the role of HEWs and VCHWs as knowledge brokers to facilitate the implementation of the innovative health extension packages by rural households? And, how can knowledge communications regarding the health extension packages is facilitated across boundaries?

A qualitative case study through observation, interviews, focus group discussion and document analysis was conducted to answer the research questions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In section two, I briefly discuss the literature reviewed. In section three, I provide background of the research context. This chapter also summarizes the research methods adopted for the data collection and analysis. Thereafter, in section four, the findings will be presented. I then provide the discussion and conclusion of the study in section five.

2 LITRATURE REVIEW

2.1 Knowledge Boundary and Communication

This paper deals with the notion of knowledge communication across boundaries between communities. These communities consist of public
health actors from different specialized domain that include HEWs, VCHWs, traditional birth attendants (TBAs), health managers and rural dwellers. According to Carlile (2004: 2002), the difference in the knowledge domain, dependence (the degree to which people take each other’s views into account to meet their goals) and novelty of domain-specific knowledge among people at the boundary determine the complexity of communicating knowledge. Carlile (2004) used an inverted triangle to show how increases in the difference, dependence, and novelty of knowledge between people create three progressively complex boundaries— syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (See figure1).

As shown in figure1, tip of the inverted triangle represents situations where the syntax/language is shared and sufficient, so knowledge can be transferred across the boundary. Knowledge transfer focuses on one-way movements of knowledge or learning from one place to another or from sender to receiver (Argote, 1999; Szulanski, 1996). The major challenge of knowledge transfer is using a communication medium that is capable of transmitting the richness of the information to be conveyed (Daferdist and Lengel, 1984). However, as novelty increases and the gap grow, new differences and dependencies arise that requires a semantic boundary and translation to create new agreements. This necessitates conversation or discourse to share knowledge between actors. Discourse is needed to create shared meanings as way to address the interpretive differences among actors (Carlile, 2004; 2002). Through collaboration, the participants produce common meanings and coordinate local agreement, for instance when co-authors of a paper simultaneously construct meanings of their work and make sense of their interaction.

On the other hand, under conditions of conflicting interests, creating common meanings (translation) may not be possible: what is required is a process in which participants negotiate and are willing to transform their own knowledge and interests to fit a collective domain (ibid). A pragmatic boundary assumes the conditions of difference, dependence and novelty are all present, and requires transforming the existing knowledge.

Differing background and interest of stakeholders who are commonly engaged in similar work may face complex (pragmatic) boundaries to communicate their knowledge that require multiple iterations. This is why the knowledge a group currently uses is such a problematic anchor point when novelty arises across the knowledge boundary. Carlile, (2002; 2004) also identified four characteristics (see Figure1), which facilitate effective boundary process that include: 1) establishes a shared language to represent knowledge; 2) provides a concrete means of specifying differences and dependencies; 3) facilitates a method in which individuals can jointly transform the knowledge used and 4) the need of multiple interactions. He stated that different combinations of characteristics of a boundary process are required depending on the type of boundary faced.

If a syntactical boundary is faced, only characteristics 1 and 4 are necessary because it is a matter of transferring knowledge through a given syntax. At a semantic boundary, characteristics 1, 2 and 4 are necessary. Here, with some shared syntax and a negotiation on the differences and dependencies, new agreements can be created to reconcile the discrepancies. At a pragmatic boundary, characteristics 1, 2, 3 and 4 are necessary. The current and novel forms of knowledge have to be jointly transformed to create new knowledge. Hence, communicating at more complex boundaries requires the capacity below them. For example, knowledge translation assumes knowledge transfer, and knowledge transformation also requires knowledge transfer and knowledge translation processes.

2.2 Knowledge Brokering

Knowledge brokers can facilitate the knowledge communication by identifying, synthesizing and adapting knowledge for the potential users (Meyer, 2010). Sverrisson (2001) also mentioned that knowledge brokers can be individuals or organizations that facilitate the creation, sharing, and use of knowledge. An important task for the broker is to foster the conditions where the level of acceptance for any action is considerably higher than the level of resistance (Jackson, 2003). This may requires much iteration undertaken over a substantial period of time.

According to Meyer (2010), brokering involves a range of different practices: the identification and localization of knowledge, the redistribution and dissemination of knowledge, and transformation of this knowledge.

The role of knowledge brokers as intermediaries to facilitate knowledge communication is not new (Hargadon, 2003). Over time, this role of knowledge brokers has diversified and has often been adapted to different contexts including the health sector (van Kammen, et al., 2006). The authors discussed the
importance of knowledge brokering to develop evidence based health policy. In this context, we want to explore the intermediaries (knowledge brokering) role of HEWs and VCHWs between the source of knowledge (the health extension package) and users of knowledge (the rural community) that may facilitate expansion of the innovative health extension activities.

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODS

3.1 Research Setting

The case study site presented in this paper is based in Ethiopia, a developing country located in the horn of Africa. Organizational structure of the health care system of Ethiopia comprises four tiers, primary, secondary and tertiary levels of health care. The first two tiers are the primary health care units consist of health posts where HEWs are deployed and health centers that provide basic curative services. The health extension program in Ethiopia, which this study is focused on, was introduced in 2004. Accordingly, each household is expected to implement sixteen health packages, which could be broadly categorized into four areas—environmental sanitation and hygiene promotion, family health, major diseases prevention and control, and health education and communication (FMOH, 2005). Two HEWs are mostly responsible for a community with about 5,000 populations where about 20 VCHWs also work in cooperation with HEWs. Households are motivated to practice health extension packages that may lead them to healthy living. According to the HEP national guideline, households graduate within six month after implementing 75% of the sixteen health extension packages.

3.2 Methods

This study employed an interpretive case study approach (Walsham, 2006) with the use of interviews, observations, document analysis and focus group discussion. We have also attended the primary health care unit meeting in one health center. “Case studies emphasize detailed contextual analysis of a limited number of events or conditions and their relationships” (Soy, 2006). A case study was chosen because this approach brings about an understanding of a complex issue hence provide insights in investigating the cooperation and knowledge communication in day-to-day practice of public health actors.

The empirical materials presented in this study were collected during the periods from December 2009 to February 2010 and from June to July 2011. Data gathering was carried out at two HEWs training schools, Amhara region health Bureau, two zonal health departments, four district health offices, and eight health posts. Data were collected by the author and informed consent was sought from each study participant. Interviews were conducted with four HEWs’ teachers, nine health managers at regional, zonal and district health offices and 12 HEWs. We also conducted focus group discussions...
with HEWs and VCHWs in three villages where each group consisted of five to six participants. Observation helped to get first hand information about the organization of rural health posts, the tools that HEWs using including the registers and health communication support materials. Document analysis was done on various sources such as, working manuscripts, HEWs field note-books and official registers and formats used to collect, analyze, and transmit data.

A research diary was maintained throughout the data collection to document interview notes, observations and ideas raised during the meeting and focus group discussions. Notes taken during data collection were transcribed at the end of the day. The data analysis was interpretative through triangulating data from different sources and some notes were cross-checked with respective respondents. Theoretical concepts that include knowledge boundary, communication and brokering were used to analyze the empirical data. A list of themes were constructed from the data and presented in the finding section as follow;

4 CASE DESCRIPTION

4.1 The Role of HEWs and VCHWs in Health Service Provision and Data Management

More than 34,000 female HEWs are deployed in rural Ethiopia. They are mainly engaged in creating health awareness and support communities to practice health actions. According to the national guideline of the health extension program, HEWs are supposed to spend 70-75% of their working time on home based and outreach health services provision modalities (FMOH, 2005). This was also confirmed by interviewed HEWs as follow: “We stay at health posts in the morning and evening…during the day time we go to home visiting and outreach”. Two HEWs are assigned in most visited villages thereby they divided their catchment area into two and conduct their activities. When the number of population exceeds 7500 in a specific village, the district health office deploys three to four HEWs.

Interviewed HEWs noted that, there are VCHWs in each village (Gor) who usually help them for their duties. As they are working at health post, household and outreach level, HEWs are mostly over stretched in scattered settlement hence they appreciated the help of VCHWs. At the beginning of their job assignment, HEWs collected the baseline health data from their respective catchment villages and prepared map of their localities. In the visited health posts, they have collected data with the help of VCHWs. HEWs, on the other hand, offer formal and informal trainings for VCHWs. They do have monthly meetings, as well as, informal gatherings, which were found to be good media for knowledge sharing. Besides, some HEWs also share experience with TBAs and develop their skill related to managing normal delivery. TBAs give delivery service as most births occur at home in rural Ethiopia. Some HEWs have gained skill on how to assist delivery with the help of TBAs. However, some TBAs were not interested in establishing close contact with HEWs.

While conducting home visiting, HEWs hold some essential equipments and supplies including their ordinary register book which they call “field note-book”. HEWs use their field notes for two purposes; for follow-up of the implementation of health extension packages by households and to copy the data captured in the field to a main register for reporting. While providing health services, they record in the field note-book the services they provided, next appointment date and health actions to be performed for the next visit. Afterwards, during the following visit, they check whether households perform the health extension packages based on the given advice. HEWs gather and compile the community health data continuously.

The main registers serve for data recording and preparing monthly and quarterly reports. However, these registers are not standardized thus the data collected across health posts were not consistent and there is redundancy of data elements. HEWs, even within the same district, use different types of formats for reporting that sometimes affect comparison of health facilities performances and constrain experience sharing. With the compiled data, HEWs prepare minimum wall charts with key health targets and indicators and post them on walls of the health posts. They usually use the data to monitor the progress of their services and one can easily look at the profile of their catchment areas at health posts. HEWs discuss with the VCHWs on the monthly performance report and design strategies to improve the health service coverage.

In practice, there are two population data source for the health sector at lower level. One is the official number of population projected based on the national census and the second is head counted by HEWs and VCHWs in their catchment area. In line with Damtew and Kaasbøll (2011), the findings of
this study show that the target for health services given to health posts from the districts is mostly different and higher than head counted population by HEWs and VCHWs. In some visited villages, however, HEWs and their supervisors made effort to resolve the ambiguity created by the discrepancy between the official target and head counted population. They rather follow the notion such as “There should be not unvaccinated infant, no household without pit latrine, and so forth.” than being overwhelmed by the inflated target given from district authorities. For instance, to ensure that every child is vaccinated, HEWs and VCHWs search for defaults in their vicinity and their supervisors also conduct random revisits in selected villages.

4.2 Knowledge Sharing Mechanisms

4.2.1 The Input from Pre-service Training of HEWs

The pre-service training provides basic knowledge for HEWs which helped them to perform their tasks. For example, community health documentation is one course given during pre-service training. Interviewed HEWs mentioned that this course helped them to sketch village maps manually, and to collect and analyze health data. However, in the HEWs training institutions, the proportion of trainees was higher compared to the number of teachers and teaching facilities that challenged the teaching learning process. Scarcity of supplies, such as demonstration materials and standardized data collection tools, and inadequate practical sessions compromised the quality of pre-service training.

Lecturing was the main method of instruction in HEWs training schools, where the role of teachers was offering lecture to trainees. The language barrier was highlighted as a hindrance for transferring knowledge. HEW teachers mentioned that the instructional media is English and most HEWs appeared to lack English language proficiency that preclude them from being fully engaged. Moreover, all books in HEWs training schools library, as well as, some training, and recording and reporting formats were prepared in English. This caused difficulties to HEWs to absorb them effectively. Interviewed HEWs also commented that the pre-service training does not equip them effectively to implement tasks included in the health extension packages.

4.2.2 Knowledge Sharing among Peers

Some additional tasks are shifted to health posts (HEWs) recently that require additional on-the-job trainings. The FMOH with support from partners has tried to organize and offer complimentary on-the-job trainings for HEWs, such as “clean delivery training and integrated refresher training”. Clean delivery training is provided for one month. It is skill based training, which enables HEWs to manage normal delivery, recognize danger signs for early referral and to capture the required information across the continuum of care. They get training at relatively well-equipped health centers and district hospitals, which have better set up compared to rural health posts. For instance, health centers have ready-made register books for delivery, albeit HEWs are supposed to modify bare exercise books, draw lines and write titles to prepare delivery register books. According to our observation, the maternity rooms of rural health posts are also ill-equipped. Integrated refresher training, on the other hand, includes all tasks supposed to be performed by HEWs. It is comprehensive training given for one month in three phases. There are also other on-the-job trainings for HEWs organized by the health sector and other stakeholders, especially when the new health service is initiated at the health post level.

HEWs and their supervisors noted that mostly one of the two HEWs from the same health post attends on-the-job trainings alternatively. Then the other one share the knowledge from her friend. In six of the visited health posts, one of the two HEWs working in the same health post trained on providing clean delivery. The training helps them to offer delivery service and register births as ascertained by the following quote; “After I received clean delivery training, I can able to identify high risk mothers, manage delivery, give newborn and postpartum care, and register data properly. I also showed the procedure to my colleague. We adapted the delivery register and record all the required information.” HEW who received in-service clean delivery training.

Similarly HEW at one of the visited health posts who was not trained on prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV/AIDS said; I did not receive formal in-service training on HIV testing. However, I learned from my colleague who had training and currently I am offering the service in her absence.

In most visited health posts, the two HEWs work together and interact closely, which created an opportunity for knowledge sharing. They mentioned that they keep materials which were provided from trainings in their health post and use them jointly. HEWs stated that they meet on monthly bases at the
nearest health center with their workmates from neighboring health posts and health center (primary health care unit meeting) and they discuss their monthly performances, constraints and future actions to improve performance based on the service statistics. In some health centers, they organize the meeting with special coffee ceremony that may strengthen the social bond among staff and trigger informal discussion that promote knowledge sharing (see picture1).

![Staff meeting with coffee ceremony at Chara health center.](image)

There is also quarterly performance review meeting and experience sharing sessions of HEWs with district health office and health center staffs, as well as, biannual review meeting with zonal health office and annual review meeting at the regional and national level. Other partners may also take part in those meetings. Experience sharing sessions take place during these meetings where best performing districts and HEWs communicate their best practices with their colleagues that may improve performance of the health sector. Experience sharing usually takes place through written reports or oral presentation that may illustrate knowledge transfer. Awards also were given for selected HEWs and districts owing to their good performance. However, sometimes the ambiguity of target set for health services cause tense argument to select best performing health posts and HEWs.

### 4.2.3 Knowledge Sharing with the Community: The Role of HEWs and VCHWs as Knowledge Brokers

In their day-to-day practices, HEWs discuss, converse and negotiate with households thereby help them to practice health actions and enjoy healthy lives. They play a role of knowledge broker by facilitating knowledge communication between the rural community and the new initiative by the health sector (the health extension packages) through continuous interaction with households. During home visiting, HEWs acknowledge, praise and encourage the family that performed the recommended health activities based on their suggestions. If the household didn’t perform the recommended actions, they keep on motivating, demonstrating and negotiating with the household to accomplish the intended task for the following visit. This action is continued until a specific family practiced at least 75% of the health extension packages and graduated. HEWs revealed that some households accept the health advice and guidance promptly and some may implement the health action following their friends or neighbors. However, some households may resist changing thereby continuing the usual way of doing. Some others, on the other hand, may revert back and stop executing healthy practices for themselves and their children. For instance, an interviewed HEW stated; “There are families who consider “having many children as an asset”; it is difficult to convince them to use contraceptive methods for birth spacing and fertility control”.

Some other families may yet consider traditional practices as best for their family health. Hence, HEWs stressed the importance of continuous negotiation, and the exemplary role of VCHWs to bring the requisite progress in health action. The following excerpts from HEWs illuminate the intermediary role of VCHWs; When there is a defaulter client for a health service, we inform a VCHW then s/he explains the absentee about the advantage of the service.....converse and negotiate thereby help the defaulters to resume the service.

There are about 18 VCHWs in our vicinity; their presence helped most households to implement the health extension packages.

Sometimes, the health sector and other partners organize trainings that include VCHWs, thus they propel clients to seek health service. For instance, one VCHW during focus group discussion mentioned “We received training about community mobilization for HIV counseling and testing service: afterwards we advise pregnant women in our village to take voluntary counseling and testing for HIV before delivery”.

### 5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our findings showed that HEWs provide basic preventive, promotive and curative health services to
rural households. Capturing and communicating the community health data is also one of the major tasks of HEWs as good health management highly relies on accurate and relevant information to make health services responsive to the demands of the population. Meanwhile, knowledge sharing was taking place during their day-to-day practices. In the pre-service trainings of HEWs, the main mode of instruction was lecture. It was mainly one way of transferring information from sender to receiver, which may fosters knowledge transfer according to Carlile (2004). However, lack of the common syntax between teachers and HEWs due to a language barrier and shortage of facilities affected knowledge transfer process negatively. Lack of discourse because of the language problem also inhibited the knowledge translation and transformation processes. Interviewed HEWs stated that they did not get sufficient knowledge and skill at their pre-service training.

On the other hand, the experience sharing sessions from best performing districts or HEWs to others can indicate knowledge transfer from sender to receiver through shared syntax. This resonates with the knowledge transfer explanations by Argote (1999) and Szulanski (1996). These authors explained that knowledge transfer can occur when, for example, a unit communicates with another unit about a practice that it has found to improve performance. Carlile (2004) explained how transferring knowledge through shared syntax is unproblematic. In this study, experience sharing sessions among the health staff were found crucial for knowledge sharing. The findings of the study also showed that HEWs and VCHWs discuss, converse and interpret the meaning of performance reports thereby create common syntax. They translate the meaning of performance reports in a sense making way to their specific situation. HEWs and their supervisors also make dialogue during meetings and supportive supervisions, and create common understanding. For example, to reconcile the discrepancy created by the difference between the official target and head counted population by HEWs and VCHWs, they discussed and created common syntax such as “there should be not unvaccinated infant” to ensure every child got vaccines. This process requires creating new agreements through dialogue and collaboration across a semantic boundary.

In their day-to-day practices, the two HEWs assigned in the same health post interact with each other thus share knowledge. They bring new concepts and knowledge from in-service trainings, and they converse each other and negotiate to create syntactic, semantic and pragmatic understanding among themselves. This may require changing of the knowledge they currently use. For instance, after taking clean delivery training, HEWs disregarded the previous register for delivery and prepared new register based on the new knowledge they acquired from the training.

According to Carlile (2002), the knowledge a group currently use may create problem when novelty arises. In our study, the rural households may have their own knowledge and ways of doing to keep their family health, for instance, they may follow traditional practices. The innovative health extension package is a new initiative designed by the health authorities to improve health status of rural dwellers. The finding of this study showed the knowledge that households used preclude them to practice new actions in the health extension packages. HEWs and households are specialized in different knowledge domains and they have many dependencies in completing a task, hence the boundary is complex (pragmatic). The dependencies between HEWs and households happen from the need of their joint input to implement the health extension packages. HEWs facilitate the implementation of the health extension packages by full participation of the rural households. As (Carlile, 2004; 2002) put it, communicating knowledge between people with different knowledge domain and high dependency face pragmatic boundaries that require close interaction and negotiating of conflicting interests. Therefore, it was not easy to transform the existing knowledge of the rural community to accommodate the new health initiatives.

In summary, this paper has addressed processes of communicating knowledge related to the health extension packages and the community health data, across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries among public health actors in the context of a developing country. From the case description, it can be concluded that knowledge communication of HEWs with their teachers, peers, VCHWs, TBAs, supervisors and the community needed different processes. For example, experience sharing sessions during meetings denoted knowledge transfer through shared syntax. HEWs made dialogue with VCHWs and their district supervisors thereby created shared meanings across semantic boundaries. Pragmatic boundaries were faced between HEWs and rural households because of the difference in their domain specific knowledge and high dependency to accomplish the task related to the health extension
packages. This needed close interaction and negotiation to transform the current knowledge of rural households.

The findings also showed that some households slip-back from implementing new ways underlining the need of further research to identify the reasons to sustain the required change and improve the health of the community.

The research questions outlined in the introduction section are addressed as follow;

1. What is the role of HEWs and VCHWs as knowledge brokers to facilitate the implementation of the innovative health extension packages by rural households?

HEWs continuously communicate the new knowledge (health extension packages) with households. They repeatedly converse, negotiate and renegotiate with households to influence them to transform their current knowledge and practice. Their efforts continue until the families accept the advice and implement the health initiative. Meanwhile, the undertaking of HEWs to advance knowledge communication across pragmatic boundary was intensified by the efforts of VCHWs. Both HEWs and VCHWs can take the role of knowledge brokers who are facilitating the communication and use of knowledge regarding the health extension packages. As to Sverrisson (2001), they facilitate knowledge communication and use between the source of knowledge (health extension packages) and potential users (rural households). New health services are introduced to rural Ethiopia and as novelty increases, the gap at the boundary grows (Carlile, 2002). Meanwhile, the knowledge brokering role of HEWs and VCHWs will continue to close the gap that emerged as a result of novelty.

Theoretically, the study contributes to the 3-T framework (Carlile, 2002; 2004) by identifying the role of HEWs and VCHWs as knowledge brokers that strengthen the four characteristics of a boundary process: establishes a shared language; provides a means of specifying differences and dependencies; facilitates jointly transformation of knowledge and multiple interactions. The knowledge brokering role of HEWs and VCHWs was noticeable throughout the four characteristics of a boundary process. They make dialogue and multiple interactions with households thereby help the families to transform their knowledge and follow the new health initiatives in the health extension package.

2. How can knowledge communication regarding the health extension package be facilitated across boundaries?

The findings of this study have shown the knowledge communication process across boundaries in the efforts of expanding the health extension packages, and capture and compile community health data. The study also identified constraints that preclude knowledge communication across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries. For instance, shortage of resources and language barriers has affected the knowledge transfer process at HEWs pre-service trainings. The obsolete target also imposed a challenge on sharing and multiplication of good experiences during meetings. The collaboration and social network were also hindered by lack of confidence and interest as seen by absence of communication between HEWs and some TBAs. The following recommendations are proposed to facilitate the implementation of the health extension packages and to make the context more conducive to knowledge communication;

**Provide Essential Resources to HEWs Training Schools;** HEWs training schools should be equipped with essential teaching facilities to facilitate the teaching-learning process.

**Appropriate Target Setting Procedure;** there is a need to follow apt target setting procedure for health services to increase understanding among the health staff and other stakeholders.

**Availability of Standardized Data Collection Tools;** appropriate supplies and standardized data collection tools should be made available at health posts for proper recording and reporting.

**Training for Community Volunteers;** providing training to community volunteers (VCHWs and TBAs) is required for boosting their confidence and work motivation that increase service coverage.

While the analysis of this study has been drawn from the findings of the public health sector in Ethiopia, the study has also broader implication for other disciplines and contexts where knowledge sharing is crucial. Therefore, more comprehensive studies are recommended in different settings to strengthen the findings of this study.
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